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Preface 
When asked several years ago whether 1 had read a current best-
selling novel, I replied tl1at 1 had not nor did I intend to do so. 
Modern literature, I said, merely portrays man as a creature in need of 
redemption wi tl1out indicating how he might accomplish it. I found tl1at 
characteristic of modern novels not only discouraging but dull. 
from the moment in high school senior English when I realized 
tilat poetry could read1 me, I began an adventure with ideas. From tile 
"Ode on Intimations of Irranortality" and intellectual bouts with high 
school friends on the concept of reincarnation through a fascinating 
undergraduate study of tile mystics culminating in a series of term 
papers on the subject, 1 set myself firmly on course with other-
\vorldlincss ~ 
This study itself might have become an extension of tl1e trend had 
it not been for tl1e wisdom of Dr, Kenneth Cameron of the Department of 
English~ Trinity College* During one of my early graduate courses, he 
realized the danger inherent in a growing fascination with the mystic 
experience and cautioned me not to succt.Unb to the fate of tl1e Hindu 
seer. Protected by tl1e shade of a palm tree from the hot noon-day sun~ 
he sat in a trance, uncnvare that "in tl1is world" a horde of ants had 
begun to consume him. TI1en Dr. Cameron assigned reading in the works 
of C. S. Lewis. The initial impact of '!PecP~l~rim'~I!fSr~s, and 
.1'-~r~ Chr~s.t,ianit:x was memorable. The Re&r~!.s. reinforced appreciation 
ii 
for the didactic value of allegory whid1 The Pilg_rim' s Progress had 
first taught me; ~~re Christi~~ taught me to appreciate Christianity. 
There are several other persons \~·ho have been my spiritual and 
intellectual counselo1·s. They kn01-1 who they arc • for I have ''hounded" 
them on numerous occasions . I am grateful to them; to my family who 
have seen me through a protracted graduate career; and to ~lr. Henry 
J. Ferri of the Wethersfield School Depart.Joont for an interesting, 
flexible, job l'lhich has granted 100 tiTOO to ,.,rite ''hen I most needed it~ 
All have contributed to making this paper \mat it had to be: a logical 
outgr01.,th of total experience. 
Particular thanks to Trinity College and its Department of English 
for their faith and patience. TI1is paper has long been due. No one 
understands this better than its author. 
Introduction 
"IJccisions • decisions!" complains the television advertiseiOOnt. 
1he viewer, should he be paying heed, might \-¥ell consider these wonls a 
fair assessment of his 01m reaction to life as well as a summary of the 
dilemma which puzzles the consumer ovenvhel100d by floods of wares in 
the marketplace. ''\vhat is the one experience that all people share 
against their w1ll?" a newspaper article begins. 2 "Death," 1t says. 
and then adds that physicians nOli find people more willing to talk 
openly of sex than of death . Doctors studiously rationalize death as 
a subject and as a fact of life. TI1ey "tell themselves they've 'done 
all they can' for the dying patient"3 when they have moved him to an 
isolated room, restricted his visitors, and drugged him into a stupor, 
all the while maintaining his vi tal ftmctions through a pheno100nal 
array of bioJOOdical machinery. Perhaps the numerous precautionary 
measures he orders lessen the "keen sense of professional defeat"4 
whid1 the physician often encounters upon losing his patient to death. 
The schism which has produced a "subject~ object" viewpoint 
predominant in our tedlnologically advanced society also reveals itself 
through the persistent, homely complaints of a "faceless and anonymous"5 
citizenry: does no one "care" about anyone anymore? \Vho can be trusted 
"these days"? The "establishment," "city hall" to an earlier generation. 
having gr01m bloated, unresponsive, labyrinthine, is difficult to under-
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stand, much less to approach. "D1ey've got my m.unbcr'' may nO'n' mean 
that one more business enterprise has d10sen to identifr its clientele 
by means of COTJl>Uter-spe'-'·ed digits, a system far tidier than one 
eJ11lloying names, but one "'·hich 1gnores the living human being. "G1·ass," 
the magic carpet to nowhere, has gained a vast foll~·ing among a new 
crop of anguished human beings seeking to substitute one delusion for 
another. ·The fast paced modern hospital. its annada of hioroodical :md 
mechanical equipment ready to prolong the life of anr fimmcially secure 
patient, lends dramatic scientific credence to the mytl1 of immortality. 
The funeral director promises a dignified, professional!}" correct 
disposal of the remains "if'' the "worst" occurs. 
No longer is it relevant to provide answers. 'Ihe "cllmate of 
opinion,"0 as these ex3J11lles suggest, claims there are none. Instead, 
because our cultural achievements allow us to avoid. postpone, ignore, 
or eliminate numerous physical and emotional difficulties, we find it 
safer to discuss questions, follow routines, pose fail proof escape 
routes, tranquilize anxiety, temporize. Yet we do not find a correspond-
ing transformat1on in our spiritual lives. \Vhile we glut ourselves 
visually and emotionally on endless displays of entertainment from 
television, moving pictures, the "spectator sport." we participate 1n 
an updated version of idolatry, Apostatic spectators, we are then 
unable -- or unwilling -- to distinguish the daylight street corner 
murder from its dramatized imitation. TI1e recognition we crave from 
"society" we are unable to extend to ourselves or to each other. We 
no longer knO\" what it means to be fully human. Our sense of loss 
plagues us. 
Accepting a tedmological truism with tl1e scope and durability 
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of myth has distorted not only our imagination and sense of values but 
also our vision of "~lan' s place in nature." 7 'lhis "new ard1etypal 
image"8 addresses itself to the irranortali ty of the mad1ine rather than 
that of man: 
Between Jane Austen and us, but not between her 
and Shakespeare, Olaucer, Alfred, Virgil, Homer, 
or the Pharoahs, comes the birth of the madlines. 
'Ihis hfts us at once 1nto a region of d1ange far 
above all that we have hitherto cons1c.lcred. l-or 
this is parallel to the great changes by whid1 we 
divide epochs of pre·history.9 
.... ~ .. ·~····-··,.···~'•., .. ··-· 
It is the image of old madnnes being superseded 
by new and better ones. l·or in the ...,·orld of 
machines the new most often really 1s the better 
and the primit1ve really is the chunsy.lO 
Nevertl1eless, ead1 of us will die. Despite our elaborate rationaliza-
tions. we are yet "Everyman" travelling alone with all tl1at we are • 
ever were, or ever could have been, to a confrontation with enigmatic 
des tiny. We find little comfort in our society, which places hope in 
the ongoing life of machines rather than that of persons. 111us, we do 
not like to talk about "the last act" of life. When we do, we console 
ourselves that it is like all tl1e acts which have preceded 1t and, more 
importantly, that it is final. However, we sense absurdity in tl1is 
view of death which implies that we are not important enough to exist 
for more than a few years. Yet the prospect of iJTJOOrtal life makes us 
LD1easy. And our sense of loss continues to trouble us. 
Artistic spokesmen of our century have articulated this feeling in 
various ways. T. S. Eliot, leading poet for a generation of disillusioned 
t\-1entietl1 century seers • wrote bitterly of the shattered remains of men 
and their lackluster visions, of tl1e emergence of tl1eir myopic dreams 
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into nightmares. James Joyce r expcriment1ng with stream-of-consciousness 
writing, built noYels 1nto psychological monuments while attempting to 
discover where and hO\\' man had lost his sense of worth and perspective. 
The canvasses of modem art have presented few clearly defined images 
of man. In the1r stead occur tragic displays 1n whid1 "man is 1a:id 
bare; more than that. he is flayed, cut up in to b 1 ts , and his nembers 
strewn everywhere, 
.. • fl. • 
At least one critic has observed that the concluding moments of 
Shakespearean tragedies, and of all great plays, perhaps. bnng per 
spectlve.l2 
Bcs1des the momentary responses to var1ous scenes, 
the play evokes a single, however complex, response 
which is produced at the end, when the whole play 
is simultaneously present to the nunds of the 
auoicncc, and present as a single structure~l3 
Significant because they impart a last impression, the final moments of 
a play linger in the mind as more tl1an anticlimactic inevitability, for 
• • • the effect whid1 tragedy most often seeks to 
achieve defines the essence of the tragic hero in 
terms of what he comes to, not in terms of his 
beginnings, nor of the essential nature which he 
shares with all men, nor of a potentiality never 
realized, nor, as in the serial, of a compromise 
among all that he has been and done during tl1e 
play •••. Indeed, it is only at his end tllat tile 
hero may be "really himself," only then that he 
may be fully real, that he may fully be.14 
Botl1 the play and the role of its hero ad1ieve fulfillment through 
resolution: "tl1e only adequate definition is tl1e total dramatic 
structure."15 
Life, like dramatic art, seeks definition, fulfillment of meaning. 
-s-
The resolution of life, death, although it is part of a process, is 
Wlique anx:>ng conclud1ng acts, hc:J'n"ever. It is the suprerre climax 
rather, the anti-climax -- taking all but returning nothing. It stands 
nutc, irrefutably the victor over all that lives. .An integral part 
of life • death has an apparent singular connotation: total negation. 
Man has indeed suffered a serious loss if his artifacts can offer more 
meaning tJ1an his being. 
-
-(>-
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Olapter 1 
There is a myth that has always haunted mankind. 
the legend of the Way <Att . 1 A stone, a leaf, an 
unfound door, 1 wrote Thomas Wolfe -- the door 
leading, out of time and space 1nto Sorre\mere 
Else. We all go out of that door eventually . 
calling it death. But the tale persists that for 
a few lucky ones the door has swung open before 
death, letting them through, • • • ; or at least 
granting them a glirrpse of the land on the other 
side. 
• e ~ ~ • • • ~ A • • • • • • • e t • - • • - 4 A • 
C. S. Lewis •• ~ • calls it simply the Island. 
Whatever we call it, it is more our home than any 
earthly horoo. 
-- Joy Davichnan. These Found the Wc;tY~ 
p. 17. 
How 1i ttle people know who think that holiness is 
dull. When one meets the real thing ~ ~ * it is 
i rresis tib le. 
C. S, Lewis. Letters to an 
American Ladl• p. I9. 
Convinced that mortal life acquires its finest meaning only when 
lived with a view to its inevitable end• Clive Staples Lewis -- oventieth 
century British author, teacher, scholar. former atheist, Christian 
layman and apologist -- rejected the concept that we must know life 
merely as the surronation of its activities. Rather, we must measure 
mortality by the irrevocable fact of dea~1. And it is horrible. 
1
"Maledil Himself wept when lie saw it • 1 "l said Ransom, his scholarly 
space-trilogy hero as he explained to the first \'loman of the unfallen 
planet, Perelandra, what, indeed. was death. Although LeHis arrayed 
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familiar concepts 1n new verbal garments to promote the sense of 
fantasy which he used to contrast .,.;ith the reality he sought to portray, 
"death" remained "death." There could be no mistaking it: '"it has a 
foul smell.'"2 It 1s a "'bitter drink. '"3 
"I am trying to find out truth,"4 he sa1d, having returned in 
adult life to the Christian faith by means of tl1e circuitous intellectual 
and emotional route described in his autobiography. Suryrised by Joy. 
Altl1ough "physically •• • uneventful,"$ the life story of c. s. Lewis 
represents the triumphant spiritual victory of a ''profoundly analytical 
mind"6 over the "thin little rind"7 of life lived \dtltout conv1ct1on or 
purpose. Acceptance of deatl1 as the logical fulfillment of h1s ~ life 
led him to believe. moreover, that it was not the final episode of being. 
Furthermore. the quintessence of tragedy could await each person beyond 
deatl1, if Olristianity were true. To the dialectical mind of C. S. 
Lewis, the ultimate truth contained in the 01ristian message suggested 
that if the startling enigma of earthly life were compared to a game 
which one could win. tl1e possibility existed that one could also lose 
it. 8 
Following his career as an undergraduate and graduate student 
tllere and military service in World War I, Lewis was temporarily appoint 
ed a lecturer in philosophy at Oxford for tl1e year 1924-1925 and was 
elected a fellow of ~~gdalen College, Oxford, and appointed tutor in 
English literature for tlle next year. This position he held until his 
. 9 departure from Oxford 1n 1954.. He excelled as critic and scholar 
during tlle years at Oxford. His study of the tradition of courtly 
love, ~e Alleg?~ of Love published in 1936, won tlle Sir Israel 
Gollancz ~lemorial Prize for work in "Old English or early English 
language and literature."10 His Imglish Literature in the Sixteenth 
fen!!-':Y Excludin_g DraJl!! in 1954 prompted an immediate and enthusiastic 
reception within the realm of letters for several reasons. Sound 
scholarship • to be sure, was among them; yet appraisers of the voltune 
found themselves also lauding its style and wit. 
t-lr. Lewis takes us back in to a period we can 
barely imagine; lvith superb and sustained 
organising power, he conducts us through a 
forest of books which, without his help, we 
should hardly understand; and he i llurninates 
each one until we seem to stand at the author's 
elbm~. Since I reviewed his book ••• a year 
ago, I have read it a dozen times, and always 
with the s~ astonishment that ••• he should 
have found something original and enlightening, 
someti1ing always sustained by a directing 
purpose • to say about so many authors .11 
The prestigious British Academy, which had honored Lewis with election 
to its membership in 1955,12 highlighted its obituary and farewell to 
the science-fiction-writing medieval and Renaissance scholar by 
observing, 
The merits of this book are very great indeed. 
It is, to begin with, a genuine literary history. 
~ • • • ~ ~ • ~ • • e • • • • • • • ~ e • e e • ~ 
Who else could have written a literary history 
that continually arouses delighted laughter?l3 
Notwithstanding the fact that "constant discussion"14 of two of 
his academic works, The ~l!.&,?!Y ~f Lo:;:, and A Preface ~o Paradise Lost, 
apparently dotted conversation at his beloved Oxford, when the Professor 
of Poetry was to be selected ti1ere in 1954, it was c. Day Lewis, the 
poet, an "outsider and tile only other serious candidate"15 who received 
the honor - - by a "wide margin."16 Clive Staples Lelds, after more than 
twenty years at Oxfordt had become the \ ictim of his m..n considerable 
literary achievements. His school had failed to grant him due 
recognition. 
Few could have disputed the fact that he was "an omi\•orous reader 
with a phenomenal memory"; 17 that his was "perhaps the most pO\verful 
and best trained intellect in the world"; 18 or, that his reputation as 
19 
a scholar deserved the accolade "towering." Even those who reacted 
less favorably to his fanciful literary works 20 had not fai led to grant 
him credit for sheer hard work in tl1e realm of scholarship, or for making 
substantial contributions to letters. 
Lewis • unlike so many dazzling stars of the "Eng. 
Lit." business, is not one too proud to get down 
and do some of the dull, slogging work involved 
in the academic study of tl1e subject · ~ making a 
bibliography. looking up endless dates, all the 
long vistas of headaches and inky fingers.21 
However • during those same years at Oxford he had won anotl1er 
following: many knew c. S. Lewis as a Christian layman. As such, he 
had received an honorary Doctor of Divinity degree from St. Andrews 
University, Scotland, in 1946, "a rare distinction for a layman without 
theological training. " 22 Thus, the university fonnally acknowledged his 
numerous, wide· ranging, and popular lay activities. Oxford students 
filled the University Church "to capacity" in order to hear him (and 
only one otl1er, Archbishop William Temple) \vhenever he delivered a 
sermon there. 23 British Broadcasting Corporation listeners who endured 
the World War II years may have found strength from listening to 
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C. s. Lewis share his insight into the workings of the faith to \\'hich 
he had returned at the age of 30. About 600,000 listeners heard each 
of the twenty-nine broadcasts \.;hidl he delivered for the BBC during those 
sonber war years . 24 By 1941, readers of 'lhe Guardian25 had found h1s 
serialized diabolical missives. The Screwtape Letters, intriguing, 26 
for they purportedly offer a satan1c perspccti ve on Olris tiani ty and 
it!' b larncworthy adherents. l11e Royal Air Force had invited him to 
speak to its ser\icemen about being a Christian . 27 Stuart Barton 
Babbage. an RAl chaplain who root Lewis during World War II, tells of 
reminding him that some men ,.,.ould be unable to hear him without enduring 
"costly and d1fhcult"28 hardships . '"It might be helpful , 1 he quietly 
replied. 1 if I told them solllC\.ffiat of what it costs roo to be a Olristian. "'29 
l11en the Oxford don "stood in the aisle, a dishevelled and dumpy figure 
in a baggy sui t"30 recotmting his experiences as a Olristian. Babbage 
contmues: 
One might have expected to find within a university 
environment, and particularly at Oxford University, 
that home of lost causes • some measure of tolerance 
and liberality, some recognition and acceptance of 
tl1e sanctity of honest belief and sincere conviction~ 
Lew1s discovered • as others have discovered before 
and since • that in this world there are few persons 
so illiberal as those who claim to be liberal and f ew 
persons so irrational as those who claim to be rationaL 
llis liberal and rational friends, he explained, did 
not object to his intellectual interest in Christianity; 
it was, they agreedj a proper subject for academic 
argument and debate; but to insist on seriously 
practicing it -- that was going too far. He did not 
mind being accused of religious mania, tl1at familiar 
gibe of the natural man; what he \'las unprepared for 
was the intense hostility and animosity of his 
professional colleagues. Within the academic c0111111lmity, 
he unexpectedly found l1imself an object of ostracism 
and abuse. 31 
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hl1at was more Lel-<is told them, he had encountered criticism in his 
dOJrestic life as well. TI1e chaplain recalls Lewis explaining ho.\' his 
attendance at worship antagonized those at home \\here 
his desire to attend early serv1ce was represented 
as a selfish desire to inconvenience the other 
members of the household; it was clear, they said, 
that he was becoming a fanatic and los1ng all 
sense of proportion.32 
A "superb expositor"33 known for his "easy lucidity,"34 ''wit,"3S 
"sharp intelligence, " 36 and "fundamental earnestness ,"37 Lewis, the 
Ouistian, cultivated enemies as well as staunch friends. Although 
he was not malicious, he was 
a formidable controversialist. lie had a klnd of 
Jolmsonian pugnacity, but, though aggressive, he 
was not offensive~ lie expressed himself vigorously 
and e~athically, but always in the context of great 
good humor. ~ • \His dogmatism was the product of 
a burning honesty; he was incapable, intellectually 
or morally, of evasion or equivocation.38 
TI1e respected Oxford scl1olar and popular teacl1er had won undisputed 
acclaim in two fields, but he paid for fame . One of his fonner students 
assesses the cost to Lewis in the following terms: 
As far as I know, he had only two friends at the 
university, Professor Tolkien, and Dyson, the 
English don at ~lerton. TI1e lack of rapport between 
Le\vis and the dons at ~tagdalen, on their side. was 
due not only to their envy of his fame but also 
to their distaste of the nature of his fame and to 
their suspicion of the achievement on which his 
international repute rested. As popularizer of 
Olris tian dogma, Lewis was embarrassing to the 
academic community. 39 
The offer of the cl1ainnanship of ,.,edieval and Renaissance English 
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at Cambridge came to him later in the same year during which he had been 
overlooked for the poetry professorship at Oxford. Lewis must have 
welc()l'OOd it, for he "readily accepted. "40 Upon his departure Oxford 
granted him an honorary fellowship. 41 Like their Oxford counterparts, 
the Cambridge students of Lewis "j am-packed"42 his Olaucer lectures 
until poor l1ealth forced him to resign from teaching shortly before 
his death in November, 1963. 
Although there have been persons who found the Christian witness 
of C. s. Lewis offensive, undoubtedly there have been many more for 
whom Lewis. the Christian, was a grand ally and friend. The cancer-
stricken wife of his later years, !~len Joy Davidman Gresham Lewis, and 
her fanner husband. William Lindsay Gresham, for example • had been 
members of the Communist Party for well over a decade beginning in the 
depression years. Having declared her "own atheism at the age of 
eight."43 Joy later rejected all objective values. "In 1929 I believed 
in nothing but American prosperity; in 1930 I believed in nothing."44 
The Greshams have been described as fanner "devoted"45 and "enthusias tic"46 
American Communist Party members; yet neither had found Communist 
ideology or party activity satisfying. While they continued to be 
active in the party following their marriage, the emotional, idealistic, 
or spiritual longing lvhid1 had drawn them into the party, and then to 
each other, persisted. A series of emotional upheavals brought Joy J 
whose lengthy intellectual quest in its early stages strangely resembles 
that of the young Lewis • 4 
7 
literally to her knees 48 and Gresham, nearing 
emotional collapse, to a profound understanding of himself. Ead1 
became a devout 01ristian, but spiritual transformation failed to 
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salvage their marriage. 49 Shortly after their conversions, howe\•er, 
Gresham acknowledged that during their crises both he and Joy had fmmd 
the religious works of C. S. LeN~s invaluable. 
No story of our spiritual growth would be complete 
without a tnbute to C. s. Lewis. His books exposed 
the shallowness of our athe1st prejudices; his ~ision 
illunrined the t-lystery which lay behind the appearances 
of daily life. We used his books as constant reference 
points ••••• Lewis' clear and viv1d statement of 
Olristian principles served as a standard by which to 
measure the other religions we studied. • • • SO 
Three other persons, of the thirteen whose testimonies fonn the 
voll.lJTVi!, These Found the \'Val: Thirteen Converts to Protestant.Olristianity, 
tell of similar indebtedness to Lewis. A fourth person_ its editor, 
David Soper3 does not indicate whether he personally found Lewis 
helpful. Soper was instn.unental. however_ in establishing the means 
by which one of the three found his way to conversion: the reading of 
r-t:::. Olristiaz:ity and Beyon~ .Persona~itz by C. s. Lewis. 51 
It is apparent tl1at when Lewis spoke, people listened; that when 
he wrote. they read what he had to tell them8 The fact that they still 
do so is evidenced, for example, by the statistics regarding sales of 
Th~J?cr~ta£e ,Le!!er~ thirty and more years since their first appearance 
in The Guardian& The small voll.lJTVi! of letters from the nether world 
continues to sell in this country at the annual rate of 50,000 volumes 
52 
and has been made available in fifteen languages. One seminary 
bookstore employee observed recently tl1at lay persons more often request 
the works of Lewis tl1an those of any other author of religious 
literature, ~ef Observed and Reflections on the Psalms~ being the most 
popular of his works on sale there.S3 TI1e manager of a bookstore located 
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in a new shopping mall said that older persons frequently call for 
Ire Screwta~ Letters while students from a neighboring university often 
purchase The Abolition of ~tan for their required reading assignments.S4 
=- .... 
\\11y? What has made Lewis a notable and sought-after Olristian 
layman? ~'/hat has prompted the eleventh printing of t-liracles since 
194 7; the ninth printing of the paperback editions of the first two 
volumes of his space-trilogy, Out of the S1lent Planet and Perelandra 
in fi vc years ( 1965 1970); the eighth printing of the paperback 
edition of its third volume, TI1at Hideous Strength, in four years 
(1965-1969)? Perhaps one critic has come closer than any other to the 
reason for his popularity: 
1he enormous success of his moral and theological 
writing would not have been poss1ble if he had 
not spoken to something really present in the 
consciousness of his contemporaries.SS 
By addressing himself to something in his listeners and readers , he had 
l earned how to befriend an tmhappy world -- on his own terms: 
I do not think I should value mucl1 tl1e love of 
a friend who cared only for my happiness and 
did not object to my becoming dishonest . S6 
Those critics who saw Lewis as intractable, anti social • "curiously 
unlikeable"57 were not unmindful of his significance as a proponent 
of au is tiani ty. 
One has • • . .. only to pick up a book like Count!! 
Parson's Evensona to be grateful for the cold stee1 
of a CI"iristian writer like Lewis. Written by a 
retired clergyman calling himself Pilgrill\ [sic] 
it is a series of pious little vignettes dOd---
countrified musings which seem aimed at lulling 
-16· 
d1e mind and spir1t into a drugged tranquility 
•••• this sort of wh1msical potterin~ can do 
the 01nstian fai d1 nothing but harm. 8 
The "cold steel" of c. s. Lewis formed a two-edged sword keen with 
purpose ·-
All 1 am doing is t o ask people t o face the 
facts ·- to unders tand the questions whid1 
Christianity claims to answer. And they are 
very terrifying f acts. I wish it was [sic] 
possible to say something more agreeable.-
But I must say what I d1ink is true. 59 
and personal conviction --
In a civilization like ours, I feel that 
everyone has to come to terms with the 
claims of Jesus Christ upon his life, or 
else be guilty of inattention or of 
evading the question.60 
The world has knrnm formidable thinkers and exponents of ideologies 
from time immemorial~ \Vhat makes one man more appealing and credible 
than another may involve his style as well as his message; hoNever • what 
makes one man endure while others are forgotten may depend upon nothing 
less than his acquaintance with truth~ C. s. Lewis is emerging as 
durable in terms of his avocation, if one considers the fact that he 
earned his livelil1ood through tead1ing and scholarship in the field of 
literaturee 'fue world has not ceased to know him well in those capacities 
during the decade since his passinge It has, however, passed through a 
socially violent, terrifying ten years into resurgent political con-
servatism, religious fundamentalism, occultism, and romantic nostalgia, 
seeking escape or security. As a result, it has come to need him more 
as Olristian apologist of the first order, his "sideline." 
Once upon a dreary era. when the World of Functional 
Special1zation had nearly made obsolete all universal 
gen1usest romantic poets, Platonic ~dealists. rhetorical 
craftsmen, and even orthodox Christians, there appeared 
a man • • • who was all of these things as amateur, as 
well as probably the world's foremost authofity""in his 
professional province. medieval and Renaissance English 
literature. Before his death in 1963 he found time to 
produce some sixty first-quality works of literary 
history, literary criticism, theology, philosophy, 
autobiography, Biblical studies, historical philology. 
fantasy, science fiction, letters, poems, sermons, 
formal and informal essays, a historical novel, a 
spir1tual diary, religious allegory, short stories. 
and children's novels. Clive Staples Lewis was not 
a man: he was a world. 61 
Nor are glowing epithets misplaced with regard to this man. The 
"world'' which was C. S. Lew1s knew universal reality to be physical fact. 
Not by whim had he turned from atheism to Christianity. 
Cr1tics who have complained tl1at Lewis was not explicit about how 
he became a tl1eist, much less a Ouistian, 62 thus tending to ignore those 
who might wish to follow suit, have overlooked tl1e obvious in the story 
of his spiritual growth: the whole of his life constituted a preparation 
for the experiences which changed him. From childhood he knew the lure 
of a prnverful but fragmentary desire whid1 he called "Joy~" Through 
personal experience, through the literature and philosophy of the 
centuries, he pursued the elusive quality \vi th the bravado of a young 
intellectual secure in an impersonal universe pervaded by this and other 
comfortably abstract sublimities. For a number of years, preoccupied 
with his intellectual quest, he was content believing that the effort 
whid1 he was expending in behalf of desire arose from his rnvn initiative. 
Joy ,.,as not a deception. Its \ ic;i t ations ,.,ere rather 
the moments of clearest consciousness we had. hnen we 
became m-.•are of our fragmentary and phantasmal nature 
and ached tor that impossible rewuon which would 
annihilate us or that self-contradictory waking \vhid1 
would reveal t not that we had had. but that we ,.,ere, 
a dream. Tins seemed quite satisfactory intellec:tUally. 
Even emotionally t oo; for it matters more that Heaven 
should exist than that we should ever get there. h11at 
I did not notice was that I had passed an important 
milestone* Up till now my thoughts had been 
centrifUgal; now the centripetal movement had begun. 
Considerations arising from quite different parts of 
my experience were beginning t o come together with a 
click* Tilis new dovetailing of my desire-life with 
my philosophy foreshadowed the day. now fast approad1ing, 
when I should be forced t o take my "philosophy" more seriously 
than I ever intended. I did not foresee U1is. I was like 
a man who has lost "merely a pawn" and never dreams U1at 63 this (in that state of the game) means mate in a few moves. 
That he was not the subject but rather the object64 in a quest, that he was 
being asked to respond to Someone or Something. he could continue to deny 
only with difficulty. Then there carne a time unlike any other he had 
known. No recognizable fanfare heralded its onset. 
I was going up Headington Hill on the top of a bus. 
Without words and (I think) almost without images • a 
fact about myself was somehow presented to me. I 
became aware that I was holding something at bay • or 
shutting sorneU1ing out •••• I felt myself being, there 
and then, given a free choice. I could open the door 
or keep it shut; •••• Neither d1oice was presented 
as a duty; no threat or promise was attached to 
either , though I knew that to open the door • •• 
meant tl1e incalculable~ The choice appeared to be 
momentous [sic] but it was also strangely un-
emotional. -r-was moved by no desires or fears. In 
a sense I was not moved by anything. I d10se to 
open, •• ul say, "I chose~" yet it did not really 
seem possible to do the opposite~ On tile other hand, 
I was aware of no motives. 
e*'"""'"'!tflt.4"*WI!f'~"411 "'e _,,.."t •• ll't• 
Then came the repercussion on the imaginative level .. 
I felt as if I were a man of snow at long last 
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beginning to melt. The melting was starting in 
my back -- dripodrip and presegtly trickle-trickle. 
I rather disliked the feeling . 5 
Caution and independence had been watchwords for Lewis, a young man 
more desirous of avoiding suffering than of achieving delight: "I had 
always aimed at limited liabilities. "66 He had developed an "ideal of 
virtue" so constructed that it "would never be allowed to lead me into 
anything intolerably painful; I would be 'reasonable. '"67 Notwith-
standing a carefully guarded existence, experience proved to him that 
"what had been an ideal became a corronand. "68 It left no room for 
philosophical speculation about the nature of truth. "The reality with 
which no treaty can be made was upon me. The demand was not even 'All 
or nothing.' ••• Now, the demand was simply 'A11. '"69 The convenient 
unifying principle which Lewis had used to harmonize his "acts, desires, 
and thoughts," 70 invaded his idealism, dashing all hope that it "might 
be of such a kind that \'le can best symbolize it as a place; instead, 
I found it to be a Person. " 71 But there he would hold the line. lie 
would believe in God, go to churcl1, appear respectable, and remain 
comfortable. That would be enough~ One step further would mean having 
to make changes -- many, drastic, unreasonable. Again, the choice was no 
longer his. 
Every step I had taken, from the Absolute to "Spirit" 
and from "Spirit" to "God," had been a step toward the 
more concrete, the more immdnent, the more compulsive. 
At each step one had less chance "to call one's soul 
one's own." To accept the Incarnation was a further 
step in the same direction •• • .And this, I found 4 was 
something I had not wanted. But to recognize the 
ground for my evasion \vas of course to recognize both 
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its shame and its futili ty. I knO\" \·en \\'C 11 \.;hen, 
but hardly how, the final step ,,·as take:1. I \\as 
dr iven to MYipsnc.de one sunny morning. l\'hen ,,·e set 
out I did not believe that Jesus Christ is ti1e Son 
of Gcx.l, and when \<le reached the zoo I did. Yet I 
had not exactly spent the journey in thought . :\or 
in great emotion •• •• It \\as more like when a man, 
after a long sleep, stil l lying mot ionless in bed, 
becomes m.;are ti1at he i s now awake . And i t was , like 
ti1a t moment on top of the bus, ambiguous. Freedom. 
or necessity? Or do they differ at thei r maximum? 
At that maxi mum a man i s what he does , there 1s 
nothing of him left over or outs ide the act. 72 
lle had l earned the paradox of truth : it was alive . no l onger " a 
philosophical theorem. cerebrally ent ertained," but "a liV1ng presence" 
he could not ignore. 73 His new perspect ive on reality creat ed a new 
outlook on the nature and function of man in an m.;ful relationship: 
"from the moment a creature becomes aware of God as God and of itself 
as self , U1e t erribl e alternative of choosing God or se l f for tl1e 
centre is opened to it. " 74 ~tan. eternally distinct f r om his Creator, 
must not want "to be the centre -- ••• to be God, i n f act. " 75 
Instead, his "highest activity must be response , not initiati ve. " 76 
To do otherwise meant succumbing to the "sin of Satan ," 77 thereby not 
only forsaking the creature role of the "good child • • ~ [whose] great 
and undisguised pl easure in being praised" is the "most cr eaturely of 
1 th . f ' 1 f th . f . " 78 p easures -- nay, e spec1 1c p easure o e 1n er1or : •••• 
but also forfeiting a place in Heaven , "the home of humanity/•79 That, 
Lewis believed, would be his fate if man did not understand tl1at "the 
universe is personal ~ ... because God is in it."80 
81 Yet tl1e "spell" under which man lives can be broken; for evil, 
a ''parasite" utilizing "power s given it by goodness,"82 "can be undone, 
but i t cannot 'develop' into good.\•83 Both hi s earthly happi ness and 
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eternal reward derive from the ability of each persm to see to his O'tm 
"tidying up inside,"84 a necessity inferred from the doctrine of the 
Incarnation. As Lewis notes, 
'11tis is the point non-Ouistians always seem to 
forget. They seem to think that the Incarnation 
implies some particular merit or excellence in 
humanity. But of course it implies just the 85 reverse: a particular demerit and depravity . 
While commdtting destruction, including his own, man, gifted with free 
will, could yet reflect his divine source: 
t-loreover , 
You make a thing voluntary, and then half the 
people do not do it. "!hat is not what you 
willed. but your will has made it possible. 86 
if a thing is free to be good it is also free 
to be bad. And free will is what has made evil 
possible •••• [it) is also the only tl1ing that 
makes possible any love of goodness or joy worth 
having.87 
Not "all who choose wrong roads perish; but their rescue consists in 
being put back on the right road,"88 Lewis believed. llow would he 
create in his fellow man an understanding of what he himself had failed 
to grasp before reading The Everlast~ng ~tan by G. K .. Olesterton? The 
book had been a milestone in his intellectual and spiritual quest. It 
had enabled him to see "for the first time .... the whole Olristian 
outline of history set out in a form that seemed t o me to make sense. "89 
The reordering of his life which the serious acceptance of Ouis tiani ty 
implied led him to consider that "the best, perhaps the only, service 
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I could do for my unbelieving neighbors was to explain ami defend the 
90 
belief that has been comnon to nearly all Ouistians at all times." 
Literature had played a significant role in the evolution of Clive 
Staples Lm-ns, 01ris tian. lie would return the favor. But ho''? 
\~1at ••• is the good of - what is even the 
defence for -- occupying our hearts with stories 
of what never happened and entering vicariously 
into feelings we should try to avoid having in 
our person? Or of fixing our inner eye earnestly 
on things tl1at can never exist -ft •••• 
.................. - ... ~~~ ...... -. 
The nearest I have yet got to an ans~er is tl1at 
\ve seek an enlargement of our being~ \\'e want to be 
more than ourselves. 
• • #'< ... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • "' • 
We want to see with other eyes, to imagine wi tl1 
other imaginations. to fee 1 with otl1er hearts. as 
well as with our 0\m. . •• We demand windO\Vs. 
Literature as Logos is a series of windows, even 
of doors.91 
By his 0\Vncefinition, presented in An Experiment in Criticism, 
it would be difficult: the reader as lvell as the \vri ter would be 
involved. Good reading asks that a reader be receptive and willing 
b 1. . k . 11 92 to e 1eve, g1ven a wor wr1tten we • Good reading does not preclude 
disagreement between reader and autilor, but it does insist tl1at for 
tl1e reader "tilere ought to be no 'problem of belief. '"93 Furthermore. 
Lewis knew tl1at the nature of his reader as man would also detennine 
tile success of his attempt to open tile 11Wind<Ms'' and "doors" of 
spiritual tmderstanding tilrough literature, for man must ah,•ays choose . 
He could choose either not to read C. s. Lewis at all. or he could d1oose 
not to believe what he had read. Therein, moreover, was the irony of 
the message Lewis would convey: the temporal choices \vlnd1 man makes 
continually are seedlings of the harvest of re\'t·ard or pWlislunent he 
would reap eternally.94 
As a writer, as a hl.D'llan being, Lewis knew that he could do no more 
than nudge his reader and fellow human into an awareness of possibilities. 
Furthermore. the precedent had already been authoritatively established, 
he believed. 
'Ibe Dominica! utterances about llell. like all 
Dominica! sayings, are addressed to the consc1ence 
and the will. not to our intellectual curiosity. 
When they have roused us to action by convincing 
us of a terrible possibil1ty, d1ey have done, 95 probably. all they were intended to do; •••• 
Yet he also believed firmly that he must try to teach his fell~vs tl1at 
deliberate evasion "'·as deadlier than being ignorant or honestly 
mistaken.96 
\Ve are told that it [Hell] is a detestable doctrine 
• ~ • and are reminded of the tragedies in human 
life which have come from believing it. Of the other 
tragedies which come from not believing it we are 
told less . 97 
What better way for a writ er to approach a literary "credibility 
gap" than to cloak his argument in mystery? And what could be inherently 
more mysterious than Christ ianity, a religion which essentially 
•• • is not a patent medicine •••• [but instead 
a claim] to give an account of facts -- • • • 
[of] what the universe is really ITK'e.. Its 
account may be true. or it may not, and once the 
question is really before you, then your 
natural inquisitiveness must make you want to 
know the answer.~ 8 
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Of those claims to fact, what could arouse tl1e curiosity of man more tl1an 
those relating to death as process. not simply an end and thus to his 
own indeterminate future? Each stor~r must be told, despite the 
vacillations of man between ''fear and courage," between the reluctance 
99 to learn and the obligation to act in accord witl1 expanding kn~\ledge~ 
To do otherw1se was perilous nonsense, said Lewis: 
• • • I mean exactly '"hat I say -- nonsense 
that is damned is under God's curse, and wi 11 
(apart ftom GOd's grace) lead those who believe 
it to eternal death.100 
This study maintains that the space-trilogy of c. S. Lewis is 
foremost among his fictional apologetic works and that a careful 
evaluation of it will reveal Lewis as an effective Christian apologist 
and teacher demonstrating not only what is true of Olristian1ty but 
also why it is so. 
This study assumes that Lewis, consciously or unconsciously, 
regarded tile reader of apologetic literature as a student to be instruct-
ed in trutil. It further asswnes that he was a purposeful writer who 
made deliberate use of the romantic mode tl1rou~1out tile trilogy in 
order to teach his reader about a coherent . moral, living universe 
where the Olristian doctrines of tile Creation and Fall of t-lan, of tile 
Incarnation and Resurrection of its Creator, continually reappear as 
historical facts. This study also assumes tilat a universe tilus 
structured is specifically Christian and necessarily en~hasizes the 
dependent nature of all life • human life in particular fulfilling 
its potential tilrough spiritual growth. D1is study assumes tilat it 
is this potential for grm-1tll '"hich logically inspires tile basic 
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romantic structure and mythic tendency of the space-trilogy. 
The critical concern of this study, therefore, \,·ill be directed 
toward an attempt to prove tl1at the trilogy is apologetic Christian 
1i terature having a general romantic structure Hhich is realized through 
the personal fulfillment of its major characters . This study will 
attempt also to prove that Lewis has consistently incorporated two 
modal factors of apologetic significance into the portrayals of his 
major characters: the need for a character to recognize and tl1en to 
accept h1mself as a creature living in an inescapable, aweso100 
relationship with his Creator. Finally, this study will attempt to 
prove that the exploration of the relationship between creature and 
Creator is responsible for the mythopoetic tendency of the space-
trilogy and for its effectiveness as a spiritual annory in "the holy 
war as I see it." 
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\•,e can • t. 
Why not? 
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But night doesn't fall. 
It'll fall all of a sudden, like 
yesterday. 
Then it'll be night. 
And we can go. 
Then it'll be day again. (Pause, 
Des~airinj.) \'that' 11 we do, What' 11 
we o! 
-- Samuel Beckett. 
Waiting for Godot. pp. 45 4o .. 
* * 
To corrplain that man measures God by his own 
experience is a waste of time; man measures 
everything by his own experience; he has no 
other yardstick. 
Dorothy Sayers, 
TI1e ?-lind of the t-laker. p. 36. 
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1 The narrative pattern of a scholarly hero emerging victorious 
over threatening divisive forces2 is the hallmark of comedy as well as 
of romance. Elements of all four !Tfthoi, however, are to be fotmd in 
the vision of created life which Lewis depicts in a monumental space· 
trilogy that opens with Out of the Silent Planet. 
Ills is an tmlikely hero, Professor Elwin Ransom. who, as the 
substitute victim in an abduction. becomes the scapegoat of two unscrupu-
lous villains. Weston and Devine, in an extraterrestrial venture on 
~~lacandra. Shortly after their arrival in the strange world, however, 
Ransom escapes from them to avoid being a living sacrifice to sorns, 
rational, featJ1ered l-1alacandrian giants. During a peaceful interlude • 
genial, seal-like hrossa befriend Ransom and teach him of their culture, 
including a belief that he has come from Thulcandra, the "silent planet" 
(Out of the Silent Planet, hereafter referred to as "2§.!~,'' 27) in the 
heavens. In tlle aftermath of a tragedy ironically precipitated by 
Ransom and culminating in the death of his hross friend llyoi, Ransom, 
travelling to appear before Oyarsa, ruler of the planet, learns more 
about the enigmatic world of TilUlcandra and of t.~leldil, ruler of all 
worlds, from tJ1e giant, feathery sorn, Augray, who conducts him through 
the arduous finale of his journey to the island home of Oyarsa. Ransom, 
Weston • Devine, and tlle hross colony, bearing the bodies of Hyoi and 
other dead hrossa, appear before Oyarsa, who finds ead1 human flawed by a 
-
fonn of evil. He sentences them to return to Thulcandra (EartJ1) 
immediately rather than taking life from tllem. Ransom, now marred only 
by a "little fearfulneSS I II (~t 142) and thUS allOWed tO chOOSe Whether 
to remain on ~lalacandra, casts his lot witJ1 his fellow humans. After 
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a dangerous journey of inordinate length, they land safely. Follmdng 
an illness, Ransom contacts "C. S. Lewis," in whom he confides. 
Together they ponder how to warn Earth about the e\'ils of Weston and 
Devine, concluding that "the dangers • • • are not planetary but 
cosmic, or at least solar, and they are not temporal but eternal." 
CQ§!, 153) 
Because Perelandra1 the second book of the trilogy, is constructed 
as a flashback~ it deemphasizes the physical survival of Ransom. Yet it 
is not without strong overtones of mystery and mortal danger. l'f'hen 
Weston arrives unexpectedly on Perelandra soon after Ransom and then 
undergoes sinister changes in manner and physical appearance. Ransom 
begins to function as the intennediary bet\veen the ''t.ladOJma"-like 
Lady (Perelandra. hereafter referred to as "E/' 64) of the parruhsial 
\oJOrld and an increasingly demonic Weston. As the latter becrnres wanton 
and destructive, Ransom senses the advent of a long-mo~aited crisis 
but recoils from the prospect of thwarting the repulsive creature 
physically. Yet that is what ~laleldil asks of him, Ransom concludes 
after an agonizing debate with the "Voice" (,!:, 146) of the ruler of 
worlds. Fierce hand-to-hand fighting, a lengthy land, sea, and under-
ground cave pursuit of Weston, and final combat in a fiery cavern 
highlight their encounter. The recovery and reappearance of Ransom; his 
reunion with Tor, the King and Father, and with Tinidril, the Queen and 
Mother of Perelandra; and the '"Great Dance'" (P 218 ff.) of created 
-· 
lif e which celebrates the survival of Perelandra, follow upon his victory 
over Weston. Except for a stubborn heel wound which afflicts Ransom 
lvith constant bleeding, all is well, and he departs mysteriously from 
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Perelandra in a white coffin·like container as Tor and Tinidril declare ~ 
him their "'Friend and Saviour."' (f_, 222). 
'Ihe last book of the trilogy, That Hideous Strength, reiterates 
through its two central characters. Mark and Jane Studdock, the there 
of personal victory established in the two earlier books. Surrotmded 
by exotic allusions to the myths of the solar hero and of the Fisher-
Kung, Ransom appears as a charismatic~ superhuman figure. He emerges 
late in the narrative as the "Director" (That Hideous Strength. hereafter 
referred to as "IU§/' 141 ~ 189) of a band of stalwart Onistians 
sequestered at a slDllit outpost, St. Anne's on the Hill~ in the midst 
of a fog-shrouded. strife-torn English cotmtryside. Having retained 
the youthful demeanor, golden aura, and bleeding heel wound which 
distinguished him physically upon his return from Perelandra, Ransom 
does not engage in active combat against the evil forces which form the 
N. I. C. E., the "National Institute for Co·ordinated Experiments.'' 
(.!!:!§_. 23). Instead• he functions in a secondary, although more 
sublime, role, administering orders received from the eldila, the 
servants of t-1aledil who contact him from Deep Heaven. The diabolical 
counterparts of Ransom, the puppet Director of tl1e N. I. c. E., Jules, 
and the ubiquitous Deputy Director, Jolm Wither, lead the N. I. C. E. 
against St .. Anne's in contending for the addition of Jane Studdock to 
their midst. Without her consent, hCI\vever, nei tl1er side may claim the 
clairvoyant Jane • who reveals through prophetic dreams the turn of 
events in the ongoing contest between good and evil. The winning of 
each of the Studdocks to St~ Anne's, the temporary defeat of the 
N. I. C. E., and the revelation of Ransom as the legendary, immortal 
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Pendragon liho ~s to return to Perelandra to be ~i th K1ng Arthur for the 
duration of time fonn the balance of the narrative of the final book of 
the space-trilogy. 
As a critic, writer, and apologist, Lewis was mindful primarily 
of the reader who cannot know • initially, what any writer is trying to 
d 3 " o. . •• writing," he observed, "is like driving sheep down a road. 
If there is any gate open to the left or the right the readers w1ll 
most certainly go into it. ,,4 However, he did not believe that a "'riter 
must or should confine himself to a literary reconstruction of real 
life in order to make his purpose evident to the reader. Rather, such 
an artistic exercise fostered deceit which threatened tl1e development 
of an honest relationship between writer and reader. Like other art 
forms, literature masquerading as life itself was inherently dishonest, 
Lewis believed, for as art it could never do more than imitate, or give 
partial expression to, life in its totality. 5 The writer who treated 
his literature as if it were synonymous with life and utilized "apparent 
realism of content"6 in his works misled the reader with a dangerous 
creativity which would encourage him to demand of the '"iter answers 
and certainties~ if not also strict conformity to his own perception 
of life. 7 But if a writer nrust abandon ''realism" as dishonest, then 
what must his stance be, obligat ed as he is to make his intention 
clear to the reader? 
As a Olris tian, Lewis upheld a concept of truth grounded in the 
supernatural. The doctrines of the Creation and Fall of ~1an, the 
Incarnation, Resurrection and Second Coming, and the Four Last Things, 8 
the formalized expressions of the supernatural element in Christianity, 
-well accOlD'l.ted for the unique position of Olristianity among the myths 
and religions of the world- he believed. For him they bore the in· 
delible sign of self-evident truth, assertiveness: 
If any message from the core of reality ever 
were to reach us, we should expect to find in 
it just that unexpectedness, that wilful, 
dramatic anfractuosity whid1 we find in the 
Olrist1an faith. It has the master touch •• 
the rough • male taste of reality • not made by 
us, or, indeed, for us, but hitting us in 
the face.9 
These doctrines were singular and true for Lewis because they were 
"not transparent to the reason: we could not have invented • • • [them) 
ourselves."10 Nor could we have wished for them, inseparable as they 
are from the "detestable doctrine ,"11 Hell: 
There is no doctrine which I would more 
willingly remove from Christianity than 
tl1is, if it lay in my power. But it has 
the full support of Scripture and, specially, 
of Our Lord's own words; it has always been 
held by Christendom; and it has the support 
of reason.. If a game is played, it nrust be 
possible to lose it.12 
His fonner secretary noted 1 "Lewis maintained that the Faith stripped 
of its supernatural elements could not conceivably be called 
Christianity .. "13 Moreover, implicit in these supernatural claims was 
the means by which Lewis, the writer, could establish an honest 
relationship with his reader: being extraordinary, these claims 
openly invite disbelief. 
This study contends that Lewis sought to make the incredible 
foundations of Christianity plausible to the reader and that for this 
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purpose he employed, by lus 0\\'Il definition, "Realism of Presentation --
tlle art of bringing something close to us, making 1t palpable and vivid, 
by sharply obsened or sharply imagined detail."14 This study assumes 
that Lewis wished to challenge first the imagination and tllen the 
intellect of his reader with the truth of Olristianity • fantastic by 
virtue of its supernatural origin. and that he therefore rejected a 
slavish acllierence to "realism of content_."15 which concentrated upon 
mirroring real life, because it lacked the potential to carry out such 
a challenge. If tl1e reader could anticipate every turn of tl1e life 
Lewis portrayed, tllen why read Lewis? Furtl1ermore, if Lewis could 
challenge tlle imagination of his reader, he might then help him to 
suspend his disbelief, to cease to "do reverence to nothings and pass 
by what is really great~" (OSP. 124) Trutll would proclaim itself. 
Lewis, as a writer and artist. need only show it to proper advantage. 
This the mythos of romance and its attendant narrative, modal. and 
symbolic structures would allow him to do better than anotl1er, for as 
he noted in An ~riment in Criticism, 
.. 
No one can deceive you unless he makes you tllink 
he is telling the truth. The unblushingly romantic 
has far less power to deceive tllan the apparently 
realistic. Admitted fantasy is precisely the 
kind of literature whicll never deceives at all~ 
. . . ~ . ~ ~ . - . . ~ ~ . . . ~ . . . . - . 
The real danger lurks in sober-faced novels where 
all appears to be very probable but all is in fact 
contrived to put across some social or ethical or 
religious or anti-religious ' comment on life. ' 
For some at least of such coJTUnents must be false. 
To be sure • no novel \'t'ill deceive the best type 
of reader. He never mistakes art eitl1er for life 
or for philosophy. 
But others lack tllis power. (67-68) 
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'This study. tl1erefore. specifically seeks first to prove that the 
space-trilogy is apologetic literature using the ~thos of romance 
within the genre of s c ience fiction to demonstrate Christianity in terms 
of its basic supernatural doctrines . second. it seeks to prove that 
Lewis found this mythos -- defined through its narrative as adventure, 16 
and through its dianoia as wish-fulfillrnent17 -a eminently satisfactory 
for conveying these doctrines openly and interestingly to his reader. 
~~reover. this s tudy seeks to prove that in at tempting to keep the 
reader from "straying,'' Lewis constructed a literary work essentially 
specific and personal in order to reflect a universe whid1 is unfailingly 
so~ To this end he employed "Realism of Presentation" as the stylistic 
expression of the personal. joyous vision of Christianity. This study 
assumes that underlying his attempt to be specific and personal was. 
first, an awareness of the escapist nature of his reader. in whom 
''human intellect is incurably abstract 8 ~ •• " 18 However. Lewis believed 
that Christianity addressed itself to and demanded the total person 
his senses and emotions as well as his intellect. From mortal 
experiences man could learn something of what awaited him beyond death: 
~ • ~ the only realities we experience are 
concrete -- this pain. this pleasure, this 
dog, this man. While we are loving the man , 
bearing the pain, enj eying the pleasure , we 
are not intellectually apprehending Pleasure, 
Pain, or Personality~l9 
Beyond death, "the whole man is to drink joy from the fountain of joy ,"20 
he said. Second was his conviction that abstraction in the universe, 
the eternal home of man, was pleasant and soothing like a daydream. 
It was also a deadly snare: 
• • • one DU.lS t all•>ays get back to the practical 
and definite. \'that the devil loves is the vague 
cloud of unspecified guilt feeling or unspecified 

















Footnotes through Chapter 2 
Northrop Frye, Anat~ of Criticism: Four Ess~s (Princeton: 
Prince on lJriivcrS'i.ty Press), 19 , p .. 365. 
Frye, Anato~, p. 187. 
Lewis, God in the Dock, p. 263. 
Lewis. God in the Dock, p. 263. 
TI1ere is indebtedness to be acknowledged here. and gladly, but to 
whom the credit should go this author can only surmise despite her 
best efforts to locate ti1e passage she is very sure - - or almost 
certain 1 - that she found in Lewis's An ~riment in Criticism 
somewhere in the vicinity of page 66. Tfowever. aoout the time she 
was re-readJng ~riment, she was also dabbling in Frye's 
Anatm (pp. 12~1 76; for example) where much is said about 
Uie *iii' of verisimilitude_ and in Grarranar of t.lotives 1 Hhetoric of 
Motives, and Langu~ as Symbolic Action'""by Kermeth Burl<e . The 
author willing!y a ts fierJepenoonce upon any -- or all -- of 
these gentlemen, or upon William Barrett for one statement in 
Irrational~~. p. 51, although she would be far more content 
6e1ng able to cite the Specific page on Which -- she tilinkS e- she 
recalls having found the one passage whicl1 finally helped to put 
everything in its proper place. Four readings of E~riment 
did nOt SOlVe the mystery I bUt it iS likely that the answeriS tO 
be found there after all. 
Lewis, ~rime~t, p . 67. 
Lewis, E;Eeri~n!_, p. ss. 
C. S. Lewis 1 "t.lere Olristians 1 " first appeared as a letter in 
01urd1 Times, CX.X:X:V (February 8 1 1952), p. 95 1 and is reprinted in God in tile Dock, p. 336 . 
Lewis, Problem, p. 25. 
Lewis, Problem, p • 25. 
... 
Lewis, Problem, P· 119. ~ -
Lewis, Problem, p . 118. 
Lewis 1 ''Pre£ ace '' God in , ti1e Dock, p. 11. 
Lewis~ E~criment~ p. 57. 








Footnotes through 01apter 2 (cont'd.) 
Frye. Anato~. p. 186. 
Frye, Anato~, p. 177. 
C. s. Lewis, "Myth Becaroo Fact," first appeared m Wor1J Dominion. 
XXII (September-October, 1944), pp. 267-270. and ls 
reprinted in God in the Dock • p . 65. 
Lew1s, "Nyth Becaroo Fact," God in t he Dock, p. 65. 
Lewis_ "TI1e Weight of Glory,'' They Asked. p. 209. 
C. s. Lewi s • Let ters t o an Aloorican La~. ed. Clyde S. Kilby 
!Grana ltajh dS". Mictugan: ~ 11liarn B. Eerdmans 
Publishing CoJll>any 1 1967). p . 74. 
01apter 3 
• . • every thing can be taken from a man but 
one thing: the last of the human freedoms - -
to choose one's attitude in any given set of 
circumstances, to choose one's own way. 
And there were always choices to make. Every 
day. every hour, offered the opportlD'li ty to 
make a decision, a decision ~1ich determined 
whether you would or would not submit to those 
powers which threatened to rob you of your 
very self • your inner freedom, which determined 
whether or not you would becorre the plaything 
of circumstance~ renolD'lcing freedom and dignity 
to become molded into tl1e form of the typical 
inmate. 
Viktor E. Frankl, 
Man ' s Search for Meanins, p. 104. 
Ef\IILY: 
~!other Gibbs? 
twms . GIBBS: 
Yes , Emily? 
Fl•ULY: 
They don ' t lDlderstand, do tl1ey? 
~lRS . GI BBS: 
No, dear. TI1ey don ' t lDlde rs tand. 
1hornton Wilder, 
Our Town , p. 103. 
I 
With due attention to tl1e need for ready imaginative appeal and a 
narrative focus for tl1e attention of his reader, Lewis began each book 
of the epic space trilogy "' ith irrmediate references to particular 
characters being engulfea by mystery-shrouded experiences. TilllS, for 
example, we first meet Ransom in~ and the Studdocks in.£.~§_ as ead1 
is about to be caught up into a cosmic whirlwind of fantastic eYent.s. 
As ~ opens. Lewis has portrayed Ransom being on holiday, far from tl1e 
press of college duties, and thoroughly engrossed with his leisure 
activities. In fact, if you \'lere to query brusquely, '''~lay I ask,' 
. . • 'who the devil you may be and what you arc doing here?'" (12) 
his spontaneous reply in "rather an tu1i111>ressive voice" (12) would 
reveal a pathetic self-image submerged, perhaps habitually, in duties 
and tasks: "'I'm on a walking tour,' •.. 'and I promised a poor 
woman--.'" (12) Noble but hardly authoritatiYc. It would take a 
repeated demand to extract a name from "The Pedestrian," (7) but so 
great is your amazement when you do learn his ncure that you unhand the 
rebellious farm boy (who clearly would not have given you any peace) 
to turn scintillating charm upon your old sd10ol d1um, Elwin Ransom, 
the "great philologist." (13) Ransom, h<Mever, was tmeasy. He sensed 
that fuvine • whom he ''had disliked • • . at sd1ool as much as anyone 
he could re100mber •" (13) had told him everything but the trutl1 about tlus 
scuffle with the siJ!l>le youth. Yet he fotu1d it hard to believe that 
his profotu1d sense of having stllllDled onto "sOJoothing crinunal" (13) 
iJ!l>licated, of all people~ "professors and old schoolfellows." ( 14) 
the former including "the Weston . . . .the great physicist." (13) 
-
Nonetheless , he soon fotu1d himself easily relating the shape of his 
life since their school days, although there was little to tell whid1 
Devine was likely to find of interest. TI1ey had established that 
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bachelor Ransom had no family other than "a married sister in India" 
(17); that his current \';hereabouts were neither knCl'tm, nor of particular 
concern 1 to his College; that he was, in fact, free of all ties and 
responsibilities, when llivine at last opened a bottle and put the 
finishing touches to his chores as host by getting Ransom water for his 
drink from the kitchen. Within minutes of taking the first sip, Ransom 
foWld he was no longer in control of himself. t-luch later, determined 
to escape, he realized that he would have to act quickly. It was 
apparent that Devine and \'leston neant him hann, nruch as they nrust have 
intended for the boy. Fiercely he struggled with Neston and gained 
access to the hallway, then to the front door. Freedom was within 
reach. "For one glorious rnonent the door was open, the fresh night 
air was in his face, he saw the reassuring stars and even his own 
pack lying in the porch. Then a heavy blow fell on his head." (20) 
Ransom was trapped. 
~ also opens at the threshold of profoWld mystery . Jane Studdock 
had asked of life merely that it respect her need for independence. 
And it had. After six months of marriage to Mark, her days were now as 
empty as their small flat and getting longer with each SWlrise. t-lark 
was always at College. Perhaps that was the reason for the nightmare 
she was having: subconscious worry that she displeased him. But her 
dreams were not of t-1ark • nor were they as insubstantial as an ordinary 
fantasy. Instead, they were as vivid as physical reality and haWlted 
her long after she had awakened. The world at large carried constant 
reminders of them, as well. Before her was the morning paper with a 
picture of tl1e same face she had seen in a recent dream , an aspect 
JOOmorable for being "foreign-looking .•• bearded and rather yelloh', 
ld th a hooked nose • • .• frightening becau$e it was frightened •• 
[with] eyes [that] stared as she had seen other men's eyes stare ••• 
when soJOO sudden shock had occurred." (14) 
Keenly she felt that she must assert herself • revive a wilted 
enthusiasm for ~Titing a disseration of John Donne, and continue from 
there to develop her talents, herself. Yet that picture and the dream 
-- particularly where the dashing man '"i. th the pointed grey beard and 
p}nce-nez coldly tmscrewed the head of the very man whose picture nO\-: 
hypnotized her -- these and other incredible recolle<.t1ons oven-.rhelJred 
her this morning. She could not kn0\'1 that the headline~ "Execution of 
Alcasan," (16) and the caption, "Scientist Bluebeard Goes to Guillotine," 
(16) were opening a Pandora's box for her. So, too~ t~re her suspicions 
that the more involvement Bracton College required of her husband, the 
happier he was. Becoming pre~minent among the distinguished Bracton 
fellows ,.,.as the one desire which eclipsed all others in the life of 
Mark Studdock. He now l'iorked at least as hard courting the "Progressive 
Element" there as he had wooing Jane. Certainly it fascinated him more 
than his status as a newlywed~ And certainly it had its rewards. Take 
the National Institute for Co~rdinated ExperiJrents. or the "N. I. C. E.," 
(23) as the Progressives called it. In one year this tmique attempt 
to ''mobilise all the talent of the country" (37) had further 
advanced the cause of religion, considered "in the deepest sense~" (37) 
within the village of Edges tow than had its resident College lllder a 
lifetime of leadership by Canon Jewel. The N, L C. E., they all 
agreed, was the hallmark of prcgress: "it's the first atte~t to take 
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applied science seriously from the national point of view." (37) 
Sodologist Mark • having "recently emerged'' (26) from a fi\'e·year 
hibcmat1on among the ranks of lU1derpaid Bracton Junior Fellows, 
listened eagerly. When the time caroo, when at last they asked him for 
his opinion of the N. I. C. E., Mark was ready. To the enigmatic, 
dashing, provocative ("'Total war is the toost humane in the long 
T\.Dl. "' [35]) Lord Fevers tone 1 he replied with studied enthusiasm, 
"'I think, ••• that Jarres touched on the most important point when 
he said that it would have its own legal staff and its own police •. 
O'le hopes. of course, that it' 11 find out more than the old free·lance 
science did; but what's certain is that it can .9£ more.'" (38) He 
knew there was a place for him in theN. I. C. E. I~ felt giddy. 
Romance was in the air. but his marriage was dying. 
The space-trilogy, despite its promise of excitement, has had its 
opponents. Among them is John Wain, who accused Lewis of literary 
decadence and "imaginative bankruptcy" for having succumbed to writing 
science fiction. To Wain, the genre was a "tell-tale" indicator of a 
writer's fading or non-existent talent. 1 Yet more recently Darko 
Suvin has offered this same genre his critical support. Science fiction, 
he contends,has a legitimate place in the history of literature as the 
modern exponent of Utopian quest sagas. ~loreover • such contemporary 
spell binding has both literary and philosophical validity: 
Eden is the mythological localization of 
utopian longing, just as Wells' valley in 
the Cotu1tty; of the Blind is still within the 
libefa~ing tradition wnich contends that the 
world is not necessarily the way our present 
empirical valley happens to be 1 and that 
whoever thinks his valley is the world, is 
blind.2 
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Perhaps more iJll>Ortant than either the literary or philosophical 
justification ascribed to th1s fantastic literature is tl1at given to 
tl1e assUJOOd cmtrast between the "real world" of man and the strangeness 
inherent in the genre: 
the new framework is correlative to the 
new inhabitants. The aliens --utopians, monsters 
or simply differing strangers -- are a ITUrror to 
man just as the differing cotmtry is a m1rror for 
his world. But the mirror is not only a reflecting 
one, it is al so a transforming one. virgin womb 
and alchemical dynarro: the mirror is a crucible. 3 
Into his crucible, the space-trilogy, Lcw1s has put a Utopia both 
palpable and inrnanent, and Elwin Ransom. \'ihat happens? Like h1s 
memorable allegories, "sophisticated"4 because they reveal maturation 
and change in a central character, the space-trilogy is a formidable 
work. Dramatically. through tl1e evolution of Ransom, Lewis develops 
his theme of eternal life as a consequence of necessary choice wi tlrin 
a personal un1verse, restates it in the Studdocks, and parodies it 
primarily through Weston and Uevine. Each is an integral part of his 
trinitarian comment on tl1e nature of the tmiverse, a statement made 
memorable through the canons of romance : adventure and conflict, 5 
dialectical al1gnment of characters in relat1on to the conflict,0 and 
"an extraordinarily persistent nostalgia. 7 
'TI1e space-trilogy contains four stages, identifiable by symbolic 
structure, ,,•hich distinguish it as a "complete" romance, 8 i.e. , a 
narrative in which one character 1 over coming great cxlds, emerges as a 
hero and later is recognized as having made unique achievements. 
~represents its initial stage, the birth of tl1e hero. This narrative 
ccntains allusions to birth or new life as well as images of the sd1olar, 
the scapegoat. incipient conflict, evil protagonists in search of the 
hidden "child" or hero; 9 and the ''perilous journey." 10 These foll~ the 
b . f f h f. wh . . 11 tl r1e appearance o an obscure mot er- 1gure o prec1p1tates 1e 
actions of Ransom. Each of the three perilous journeys occurring in 
OSP has at least an indirect association with life-yielding water: 
travelllng to t-talacandra (~Iars), Ransom experienced outer space as an 
"ocean of radiance in which they swam," (32) and a warm lake of fizzing 
blue water greeted his arrival in the frosty world, his meeting with 
Oyarsa, supernatural ruler of ~lalacandra, ncccssi tated Jus crossing by 
boat to the island of ~leldilorn; and a final dangerous return to Eartl1 
. 
through "the ocean of eternal noon" (146) culminated in his being 
drenched during a heavy downpour. TI1us, the initiation of Ransom into 
herohood has a significant symbolic conclusion. It is as if 1 after 
having sUJTillOned him, outer space itself had baptized him. 
P is replete with syrrbols which herald the two mature 
stages of the romantic !!ft}lO,! in it, that of "vanishing youth"12 
and that of tl1e ritualistic creation of the romantic hero by means of 
a great victory. Several images present in OSP recur in this second 
book oi tl1e trilogy, but their treatment is singular here. The allusion 
to birtll reappears in Perelandra (Venus) as a water world, for example, 
but it coincides synbolically wi til tilat of late youtil through the pre-
dominant colors of Perelandrian sea and sky (green and gold, respectively), 13 
and through the immediate need for Ransom to learn to walk on its 
undulating floating islands. From the outset, deatll symbolically taints 
tile narrative in tile form of a white "coffin"-like (22) box which has 
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carried Ransom to the embryonic ~orld. Tinidril, the mother-figure who 
i s the catalyst for his latest adventure, is a recreation of the Biblical 
Eve. The wise con;>anion 'hilo accorrqlanies Ransom into the heart of 
danger, physical confrontation with a clawed, Satanic Weston, is 
t.laleldil Himself, ruler of all worlds. Once more the key episode for 
Ransom is a purgatorial Dantesque journey • this one through the labyrintlnne 
interior of a motmtain following his disappearance and ritual death 
beneatl1 the waters of the uncorrupted world. In tl1e darkness of a 
submarine cave he engages in mortal combat with Weston as non-human 
"Death" (119) in the guise of an "Un-man" (122) and survives. although 
the fingernails of the latter have shredded h1s flesh in mythic 
14 
. f . th . . f th searagmos. Transported by a SWl t r1ver to e exter1or sumnut o e 
mounta1n, Ransom recovers and his body heals in a garden paradise. 
Old Testament Genesis images interspersed with New Testament Christian 
references in Perelandra suggest tllat the reappearance of Ransom is not 
simply the image of rebirth found in cyclical romance but. i n fact, the 
resurrection of dialectical Judaeo-01ristian mytl1. 15 Like Dante, Ransom 
exper1ences a vision of rejoicing created life follow ing h1s service to 
~laleldil and a "long Sabbath" (185) of recovery. Lewis concludes with 
an apparent symbolic return to the ~thos of romance through the phys1cal 
transformation of Ransom into the legendary creations of man, the solar 
hero of golden skin and beard and the mysterious scapegoat. the wounded 
Fisher- King. Servants of t-laleldil transport Ransom through Deep Heaven 
in a second coffin-like box. and he returns during a stmrise to his 
place in time. Earth had COirqlleted a solar year in his absence. 
niS is both romance considered in its fifth, or late. phase, when 
evaluated in tenns of its central characters, Jane and ~lark Studdock. 
and romance considered in its sixth. or final, phase when evaluated 
in terms of the role of its hero, Ransom. Despite the fact that there 
are these two distinct threads to its narrative, TilS lS perhaps best 
tenned a "contemplative adventure"16 when considered as a whole work. 
As the successor to the powerfully mythopoetic f, it bears 
the distinguishing features of late-phase romance through its true 
lovers (the Studdocks and the Dimbles, for example) capping a hierarchy 
of morally stratified characters,17 and through an impersonal, "idyllic 
view of experience from above"18 (~.!other Dirnble advismg Jane on her 
marriage; the group at St. Anne's sequestered on a sunlit hilltop 
waiting out the struggles of the Studdocks with theN . I. C. E,). 
Narrative features of final-phase romance, full recognition of the hero 
~ well as completion of movement from active to contemplative 
adventure ,19 are also apparent in TIIS through the images of the "cosy 
-
spot" (the kitd1en at St. Anne's and the blue room of its leader, 
Ransom) and the old man preoccupied with supernatural activities 
(Ransom seeking ~~rlin and directing opposition to theN. I . C. E. ); 20 
through those of the close· knit, "intimate" group and of hearsay, the 
"reported tale" (Ransom as the Pendragon). 21 Lewis uses the Arthurian 
legend to enhance the heroic stature of Ransom, who is known at St~ 
Anne's as ·~tr. Fisher-King" (114) and the "Director" (140) prior to 
his revelation as "The Pendragon" (274) to an overwhelmed Merlin~ With 
Ransom in an inscrutable, opaque role in THS, Lewis gives personal focus 
._...... 
and meaning to the narrative of this final book of the trilogy tl1rough 
the adventures and experiences of Mark and Jane4 Each undergoes 
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essentially spiritual gr""'th , as had Ransom on ~talacandra and Perelandra. 
?"J 
It is growth appropriate both to the pensive mood .. - of this last phase 
of romance and to the rr;ythopoesis \\'hich Lewis re-introdu<.\!S in TIIS. 
This narrative concludes as do the two earlier trilogy narrath•es , 
'''i th mythopoetic allusions; the image of the supernatural vision, the 
curse of Babe 1, and ascendance. 
II 
While it is apparent that the space-trilogy is a complete romance , 
it is equally obvious that a final assessment of the character of 
Ransom must admit to his being more than a classic hero of that ~~· 
He acquires mythic stature. The abundant romantic and mythic references 
associated with him in each book of the trilogy suggest that Lewis 
endowed him with such stature because he wanted Ehvin Ransom easily 
recognizable as a larger- than~ life character. This study maintains 
that he is foremost among the cl1aracters who act as apologetic 
spokesmen in the trilogy. More pertinent to a consideration of whether 
these books effectively convey what Onistianity is and why it is 
important is an evaluation of how Ransom acquired superhuman dimensions. 
This study claims that through him Lewis demonstrated his firmly held 
conviction that Christianity not only requires us to develop but also 
shows how we may grow from complacent, somewhat timid, solitary 
"creatures of God" into courageous, dependable partners and "sons of 
God."23 
Assuming that he was trying to show how men became sons of God, or 
"New l-en,"24 in the space-trilogy, we may reasonably conclude that his 
ability to show this transformation in literature likely produced both 
a noticeabl e process of cl1ange in some of his characters anJ a growing 
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sense of fitness about tl1eir roles in relation to tile narrative 
structure of tl1e trilogy. For a character becoming a new man, tile 
trilogy ITUSt refl.Ile his role tmtil it has clarity and tm.iqueness. Such 
a character would acquire a distinction he did not have early m tl1e 
trilogy. 1his study maintains tilat Lewis gave Ransom such a definition 
of character • one beginning with Ransom as a being splintered by self· 
ccntercdness. As sud1, he is a prey for a myriad of selfish, 
imaginative fancies, purposeless activities, and powerful feelings. 
Each can affect his reason and his will. A visual representation of 
this early state might result in his resent> ling tl1ose desperate 
existential portraits of which Barrett has noted • 
. • • if an observer from ~Iars were to turn his 
attention •.• to the shape of man as revealed 
in our novels, plays, painting, and sculpture, 
he would find there a creature full of holes and 
gaps, faceless, riddled witil doubts and negations, 
starkly finite.ZS 
Like many contemporary expressions of man, the space~trilogy 
portrays his confrontation with the reality of his death as well as 
tl1at of his life. Lewis insisted that man must look frankly at both if 
he is to be a whole being. However, for Lewis the "realistic" tl1rust 
of this confrontation ultimately produced not a despairing. disjointed 
creature without reason 1 place 1 or meaning in life or deatl1 but • rather, 
an invincible, complete being secure in the knowledge tl1at he has reason, 
place, and meaning in life as well as death. To Lewis, the agony of 
anxiety and doubt indigenous to existentialism are valid because they 
symbolize man as an incomplete being who thinks he knows what reality is. 
These and othe r fee lings have an important place in the space- trilogy. 
<Jl.ce man is aware of what reality is, hO\Io·ever, they must nccessan lr 
become a part of his past -- or destroy him. In confronting the reality 
of llfe and death. the space .. trilogy affinns that both life and death 
express the j oy emanating from the living source of the cosmos, God, 
and that while the universe may be ultimately inexplicable because it 
zu 
is not of our own making, it is far from being meaningless or absurd. 
Lewis 1 s new men are those creatures who have grown to knO\Io' and to accept 
this as fact. 
Responsible for the technical problem of translating into fict1onal 
te~ the internal, spiritual dynamics implicit in this grO\Io'th. Lewis 
could have abandoned his belief that it is we who are difficult, not 
Olristiani ty. lie might have resorted to psychological or literary 
tricks to make his process Olristianity easier to accept. He did neither 
of these. The intellectual honesty. the penetrating and poetic insight 
into human nature and the nature of the universet the literary skill, 
and the intelligence evident in his scholarly works is also apparent 
in the space- trilogy. The trilogy is an honest effort consistent witl1 
literary and theological traditions and. as this study further claims, 
with man 1 s philosophical tradition as Lewis unders toed it. 
Lewis maintained that all man's expressions of his dealings with 
truth and ultimate reality, whether "Platonic, Aristotelian, Stoic, 
Olristian, ~ . • [or] Oriental,"27 express the same "doctrine of 
objective value~"28 Ultimate reality confronts us with something we 
cannot fail to acknowledge ~ The doctrine does not imply that we 
necessarily accept what we have acknowledged. Ratl1er, it signifies 
that what is true and real has an objective existence which makes a 
minimal claim on us; that we "recognize a quality which demands a 
£ • 
h mak . ,,29 certain response from us w ether we e 1t or not. Lewis referred 
to this dynamic confrontation of man and ultimate reality as "the Tao," 
borrowing the On.ental term to St:UTIIllarize both the essence of truth and 
reality as "the Way m which the tmiverse goes on~" and man's potential 
response to it • "the Way whid1 every man should tread in imitation of 
that cosmic and supercosmic progression."30 
Lewis regarded Olristiani ty as the most significant expression of 
the Tao because he believed it to be no less than a divine statement to 
us that there are eternal punishments as well as rewards contingent upon 
our response to ultimate objective reality. In the Christian Tao, 
ultimate reality expresses itself objectively and historically as a 
living Person. If we respond to this person in accord with the Tao 
as presented in the New Testament, we will d1ange. We will grow into 
qualitatively different beings and thereby properly fulfill our nature 
as human persons. "We are like eggs at present," Lewis said. "And you 
cannot go on indefinitely being just an ordinary, decent egg." The time 
will come when ''we must be hatched or go bad. "31 From the Olristian 
doctrines of Hell and of Judgment Lewis inferred that, indeed, our time 
would eventually run out. It is the "Way" of creation. 
This study maintains that in Elwin Ransom. the Lady of Perelandra, 
and the Studdocks, Lewis explored the nature, process, and consequence 
of a positive acknowledgment of objective reality ultimately expressed 
by Olristianity in the concept of God as a living Person. It further 
maintains that he demonstrates the nature • process • and consequence 
of a qualitatively different response through Weston, Devine, and 
Frost. Finally, it maintains that the significance of the trilogy as 
apologet1c literature is a direct result of the component similarities 
between h1s treatment of Ransom and the Studdocks, and that it is 
primarily through these three characters he has attempted to sh~ each 
of us what we must do and why. 
The following are steps 1n a general plan to prove that tl1is is so. 
First, this study will trace the evolution of Ransom from a low mirretic 
figure into a mythic hero by means of the modal and narrative structures 
of each book of the trilogy, with emphasis on P. Then the results of 
tl1is analysis will be used to form a modal and narrat1ve standard for 
assessing tl1e Studdocks as apologetic spokesmen for Lewis. Finally, 
this standard will be applied, eitl1er by comparison or contrast, to the 
previously mentioned characters in order to form a conclusion about tl1e 
entire trilogy as an apologetic device. 
Specific considerations for the modal analysis will involve the 
foll<Ming expressions of a character's power of action as established 
through Ransom. First are the hopes or desires a character has for 
himself as determined at the outset of each book or when the character 
first appears in the narrative . Second is the need for and ability of 
each character to effect change in himself and others in an attempt 
to realize these hopes or desires. The dynamics of change will be 
determined by alterations in speech patterns, physical actions and 
characteristics as they reflect the loyalties and attitudes of a character. 
The third aspect of modal structure considered will be the irreducible 
factor of will revealed as an ongoing need to make choices in order to 
effect change. This study maintains tl1at there is a strong relationship 
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between the modal factor of will expressed as de liberate choice and the 
structure of the narrative. It further contends that tlns relationship 
is the dominant sYMbolic expression of Lewis's belief in human will as 
the key elerrcnt detennining the nature of his response to the Ouistian 
Tao. 
The chief feature of the narrative structure is a re"telling of 
the Olristian myth in P. A romantic displacement of it occurs in 
OSP. Although the complete narrative of ~constitutes an entirely 
new myth based on tl1e character and fwction of Ransom in it. it also 
contains a low mimetic displacement of the Christian myth featuring the 
Studdocks. TI1is study maintains tl1at cOJTDnOn to each version of the 
01ristian myth is a synbolic or actual confrontation of man and the 
ultimate objective reality of the Olristian Tao 1 God as a living 
Person. TI1at such a confrontation, as an intellectual and physical 
experience, is not only possible but also essential in our lives is the 
raison d'etre of the space-trilogy. this study contends . What man does 
in the face of impending confrontation suggests its dianoia, or meaning4 
The latter conviction of ~iis is also the impetus for tl1e trilogy's 
"allegorical tendency. " 32 Lewis noted that tl1e fwdarnental allegorical 
motif or image is that of the battle • "the root of all allegory • " 33 
34 
although only tl1e "crudest" allegory would attempt to portray and 
sustain the struggle of a brave creature hop1ng to meet its Creator, 
or that of the cowardly creature hoping to avoid his Creator, as a 
f i ght or "pitched battle."3S Instead, a better literary representation 
of this spiritual confl i c t emer ges through the motif of tlle journey 
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ups and d~~s, its pleasant resting-places 
enj oyed for a n.1ght and then abandoned, its 
unex~ected meetings, its rumours of dangers 
ahead. and, above all , the sense of its goa 1 , 
at first far distant and dimly heard of but 
growing nearer at e\ery turn of the road • • . • 
[representing] far more t1uly than any c;OJTbat . 
the perennial strangeness, d1e adventurousness, 
and the sinuous forward move100nt of the inner 
life.36 
Thus, both the metaphysical concept of the Tao as a "Nay" for man 
and creation and the allegorical trend inherent in the romantic rordlOS 
moving toward pure myth inspire Lewis to ma1ntain a consistently high 
level of concrete explication in the space-trilogy. a fact evident 
even where he must deal with God, eternal life , and negative doctrines 
like death and Hell. It is a commendable, clever feat particularly 
when considered in the light of Kenneth Burke's statement, "linguistically, 
God can be nothing but a term"37 because it is an ultimate word. As 
--
such. it exemplifies a "purely linguistic paradox whereby words of 
greatest generality have the least empirical content."38 In sum, the 
word ••God" means all or nothing. 
Lewis tried to have God• goodness, death, and Hell assume their 
rightful places as concrete phenomena in nature where ••every situation 
. . . 1 h . t . 1139 1s pos1t1ve y w at 1 1s. To this end, he employed the following 
concepts or traditions in his narrative structure to build convincing 
"concrete•• literary evidence d1at man. as Ehvin Ransom)must come to terms 
with himself as an extension of a totally physical universe. 
First, the genre of science fiction, a recent expression of the 
romantic rrrthos t has allowed him the use of two narrative devices having 
ae * 
potential apologetic significance. extraterrestrial settings and the 
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journey. or the concept of '\.;andering ," whether mental or physical. 
The use of other worlds helps Lewis to convey Olristiani ty as being 
operative universally, if not also eternally. As such, it is therefore 
inescapable. The journey, a symbolic projection of man's inner life. 
is a major, purposeful undertaking. \~ether it is ultimately an act of 
escape or of acceptance, it ends in a goal 1~an or lost. It begins 
with a necessary consideration, however brief, of how and why it will 
occur. Thus, the image of the JOurney helps Lewis make a fictional 
portrayal of both transition and conflict in man. It also provides 
"tangible" contours to the important factor of decision ... making in the 
space-trilogy modal structure. 
Another narrative device Lewis has used to make the reader aware 
of Christianity as ongoing fact rather than a remote "good idea" is 
apparent in his handling of abstract qualities like perfection and evil, 
or complt::te negation. Unlike more "positive" qualities, the negative 
is wholly abstract, Burke says, because it is an idea. It is a product 
of mind and language. 40 Depicting death and Hell.as well as good, 
Lewis relied not only upon the allegorical ontours of Dantesque journeys 
previously mentioned in this study but also upon the tradition of 
allegorizing particular characters in order to make the negative as 
alive and threatening, good as gracious and durable, as he believed them 
to be. He understood. why abstractions of a philosophical nature might 
be lost on people (like the '~eary British during World War II) seeking 
answers to, and escape from, their own problems. These war years 
during which the trilogy appeared were like those years of social decline 
leading to the Dark Ages~ Unable to find security in the world about 
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them, people then retreated into themselves in their search for answers. 
As pre-tredieval literature indicates. theirs was not a futile retreat, 
for they found themselves. Of this earlier period, Lewis wrote, 
With the decay of civilizatlon the subtleties 
of St. Augustine ,.,.ere lost: the vivid interest 
in the inner world, stimulated by the horrors 
and hopes of Olristian eschatology. remained. 
and drove men, as always, to personification.41 
. ~ . . . . . ~ . ~ . ~ . . . . . . . . . ~ ~ . . 
• • • widespread moral revolution forces men to 
personify their passions. 42 
This study maintains that Lewis used the seemingly anachronistic 
literary tradition of allegorical characters with conftdence becuase 
he knew that desperate people of the mid-twentieth century lo~ere bke 
those of any age. TI1ey tvould be grateful to find someone acknowledging 
their suspicion that evil was real and present but also vulnerable 
in the face of courageous good~ Readers would respond well to allegory 
because they \'/ere • and always are, ready for it; 
Hurnani ty does not pass through phases as a 
train passes through stations: being alive, 
it has the privilege of always moving yet 
never leaving anything behind. Whatever we 
may have been, in some sort we s t ill are&43 
Certain of his characters are also developmental phenomena as 
allegorical creations. By a relentless. thematically significant 
process, Weston becomes the personification of evil on Perelandra; 
the Lady of Perelandra, while never les s than the quintessence of 
goodness, is unable to reveal more about her true nature than Ransom 
and Weston require of her. She cannot tell them who she is because 
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she does not know: she is also Innocence i tself. The dialectical 
tendency of romance, together with the need for a "concrete" 1 i terarr 
rccreat1on of the meaning of the Christian myth, has made Lewis' c; 
selection of the allegorical technique an obvious choice. He used it 
judiciously , nevertheless, aware of "the art of dropping such tools 
when they have done their work. " 44 
I~ utilized another old and durable concept, that of the Great 
Chain of Being. to give his vast, yet personal, universe imaginative, 
concrete structure. Even the gods of ancient western mythology are 
more than awe- inspiring literary "decorations"45 in the trilogy. They 
are none other than superh\.DTlan express1ons of ~taleldil Himself. 46 
Another narrative "device" Lewis has used to give "life" to the 
space - trilogy as apologetic literature is the confrontation of man and 
God in historical ly authentic, physical terms. In P ~taleldil makes 
Himself known to Ransom as He did to the ancient llebrews: lie speaks 
to Hansom. Portraying the creature and Creator meetings of the Studdocks 
and God. Lewis relies on none other than his own inscrutable experiences 
related in Surprised by J~ and quoted at lengti1 in Chapter 1 of ti1is 
study. 
Finally, Lewis has required his reader to make an intellectual 
pilgrimage of his own along the Olristian Tao. He has achieved this by 
throwing a linguistic screen around the Olristian myth, retelling it 
gradually through extraterrestrial creatures who speak of its cosmic 
truths in tile language of our solar system. 
These are ti1e factors of modal and narrative structure to be 
cons1dered in an assessment of the space- trilogy as apologetic 
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literature. Each contributes in a direct, concrete manner to Lewis's 
effort to shake the reader out of smug COJllllacency and "veiled egoism. ,,4 7 
The space-trilogy is a literary antidote containing "adequate 
recognition of the great fact of self-deception~"48 
III 
A story becomes plausible as the author defines its hypothetical 
foWldations early in the narrative and then works within the limi tat1ons 
which they necessarily in;>ose on him. Lewis said that an author owed 
49 his reader insight into the assumptions, or "postulates •" governing 
the degree of lifelike realism in a \'l'ork. Othen.;ise • the reader would 
look for authenticity never intended. 50 He asked that authors be 
ethically responsible to their readers without sacrificing their 
freedom to create. It was both possible and fair if one understood 
"not that all books should be realistic in content • but that every book 
should have as much of this realism as it pretends to have . "51 Similarly, 
the reader was obligated to accept whatever assumptions the author chose. 
To question the postulate itself would shm.; 
a misunderstanding; like asking ,.my trumps 
should be trumps ~ • , • That is not the 
point. The raison d'etre of the story is 
that we shall weep. or snudder. or wonder. 
or laugh as we follow it . S2 
He is a fine exponent of his own advice 4 Three of the characters 
\'lho figure prominently in the trilogy -~ Ransom. Weston, and Devine 
make early appearances in ~~ The major conceptual scene or back-
ground against which they function, determining a universal. physical 
context for man. emerges with them as a trilogy "given." While it is 
a part of the modal and narrative matrix of the trilogy, it is a product 
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of neither. It 1s Lewis's access to the thematic development of t11e 
trilogy as apologetic literature. 
Ransom is itm~Cdiately credible as ''one of us." Ke learn that he 
is a solitary, learned man who has been viciously kidnapped. Essentially 
he is a lCM mirootic hgure, and the less glamorous aspects of his 
humanity arc entirely plausible. llc is, for example, proud: he 
ass\.UI\Cd the cooking chores while en route to ~talacandra because voh.mteer-
ing to do so helped him to deny his obvious bondage to Weston and Devine~ 
He is cowardly. Fearfully rejecting the sacrificial role imposed upon 
him by his captors, he fabricated an imaginative escape from sorns. 
They had to be "loathsome sexless monsters •" (35) and he chose anything, 
"any change -- death or sleep, or best of all, a waking lo.nich should 
shCM all this for a dream ..... " (25) If all failed, "if escape were 
impossible, then it nrust be suicide." (35) He is virtually faithless. 
Believing ne1ther in himself nor in the future, he wallc:Med in the fear 
engulfing him as a "formless, infinite misgiving." (25) The best he 
could do to counter tl1e t11oughts of escape by deatll which flickered 
through his brain (25, 35, 37) was to reach feebly for an idea learned 
once long ago but never before needed: he "hoped he would be gorgiven." 
(35 36) Ransom was a "pious man" (35) who had taxed the limits of his 
courage and faith. 
Gently and deftly Lm~is introduces the thematic structure and 
theological orientation of tlle trilogy. It is a simple gesture and 
therefore unspectacular, but it is important. He implies a relationship 
between Ransom and a source of pardon if fear should drive him to take 
his CMn life. Forgiveness is tlle bridge between men and eternity 
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in the Christian myth. 
As his romantic antagonists, Weston and Devine arc also 1~· 
mimetic figures, but they are caricatures of evil and satirically 
drawn. A physicist, Weston has a contemptuous disregard for individual 
human lives. In part, his attitude is tl1c outgrowth of an ego carefully 
nurtured by the professional objechvl ty of "solemn scientific idealism." 
(30) lie symbollzes arrogant twentieth-century science striv1ng to 
coJ11lland the processes of life and death. lie is a garrbler in an impersonal 
LD'liverse where tangible, "scientific" evidence is all that matters. TI1e 
laws of science tell him that Ransom does not count. 
As far as we know, we are doing what has never 
been done in the history of man, perhaps never 
in the history of the LD'liverse. We have learned 
how to jt.Urq> off the speck of matter on which our 
species began; infinity, and therefore perhaps 
eternity, is being put into the hands of the 
human race. You cannot be so small~minded as to 
think that the rights or the life of an individual 
or of a million individuals are of the slightest 
importance in comparison with this. 
•••it~t•,e• • •• •••••• --~••fll••fll 
I had thought no one could fail to be inspired 
by tl1e role you are being asked to play: that 
even a worm, if it could understand, would rise 
to the sacrifice. I mean, of course, ti1e 
sacrifice of time and liberty, and some little 
risk. (27) 
lie does not equate himself with Ransom in hwnan terms 1 however. The 
discrepancy suggests that his attitude is also "pure Weston'' and one 
for which he alone is responsible. Othetwise 1 the same laws of science 
would encourage him to offer himself as a noble sacrifice to sorns. 
Earthier clicl16s make Devine recognizable as an extraordinary 
self· seeking villain. Indeed, he was '"not nmning all tl1esc risks 
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for fun.'" (30) lle consoled himself with speculations about those 
luxuries he would consider sufficient reward for his pains: "ocean-
going yad1ts 1 the most expensive women and a big place on the 
Riviera.'' (30) All these he ,;ould huy \o.'i th the 1 ife of Eh·:in Ransom. 
!laving isolated Ransom by an "astronomical distance" (30) from the 
security of his earthly home and the company of his two closest fell(7.\s, 
Lewis offers him comfort and strength from an unexpected source, outer 
space itself. Space is "Deep Heaven," CE,. 60) a reservoir of hfe 
rather than a void. In OSP the reader may find himself caught up in its 
-
physical enchantJOOnt illJTlCdiately, for Lewis presents it as a total 
aesthetic, sensual, and even intellectual experience to Ransom: 
Often he rose after only a few hours' sleep to 
return, drawn by an irresistible attraction, to 
the regions of light; • • • • There, totally 
irranersed in a bath of pure ethereal colour and 
of unrelenting though un,.,.ounding brightness. 
stretcl1ed his full length and with eyes half 
closed ••• faintly quivering. through depth 
after depth of tranquillity far above the reach 
of night, he felt his body and mind daily rubbed 
and scoured and filled with new vitality. 
·.-·-··8tllllt····" ............ jll • 
• • • the very name 'Space' seemed a blasphemous 
libel for this empyrean ocean of radiance in 
whicl1 they swam. He could not call it 'dead'; 
he felt life pouring into him from it every 
moment ..... He had thought it barren: he 
saw now that it was the worrb of worlds,~ • • . 
No: Space was the wrong name. Older thinkers 
had been wiser when they named it simply the 
heavens -- . . •• (31-32) 
As in any good tale, however, there is the nether side of nostalgia, 
dread. The possibility of a place for death, as there is for the life 
which teems throughout the solar system, is considered briefly by 
means of a question which Lewis raises in the opening pages of OSP. 
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The remainder of the space-trilogy constitutes its answer. 
What had been a chanot gliding m the fields 
of heaven became a dark steel box dimly lighted 
by a slit of window, and falling. They were 
falling out of the heaven. into a world. Nothing 
in all his adventures bit so deeply into Ransom's 
mind as this. He wondered how he could ever 
have thought of planets. even of the Earth, as 
islands of life and reality float1ng in a deadly 
void. Now • with a certainty which never after 
deserted him, he saw the planets -- the 'earths' 
he called them in his thought -- as mere holes 
or gaps in the living heaven -- excluded and rejected 
wastes of heavy matter and murky a1r, fonned not by 
addition to. but by subtraction from, the surrounding 
brightness. And yet. he thought, beyond the solar 
system the brightness ends. Is that the real void, 
the real death? (39-40) 
Subtle, engoing, and powerful. the concept of outer space as a fullness. 
together with that of "real death," form the scene or backgrmmd for the 
modal and narrative matrix of the trilogy_ Each concept is a part of 
its theological development; each, imaginatively drawn through realism 
of presentation, is a cosmic projection of Lewis's faith e 
The concept of teeming life extends beyond outer space to Malacandra 
and to Perelandra where~ as might be expected of science fiction, 
strangely exotic plants and animals abound~ TI1ey are functional as well 
as decorative creations of Lewis's imagination, however. In their 
functional capacity, they gradually interpret the Christian myth to 
Ransom and the reader in cosmic tenns. From their perspective in Deep 
Heaven all know Earth as '"Thulcandra ·- the silent world or planet" 
(OSP, 67) where an Oyarsa once "'brighter and greater'" (120) than the 
-
ruling Oyarsa of t.1alacandra yet reigns . Oyarsa of Thul candra is no 
longer one of the loyal servants of ~laleldil Himself, however" To the 
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creatures of Deep Heaven he is known as the "'Bent <ilc'" (121) who 
imposes an Ransom's world a reign of destruction, death, and fear . 
!\one in Deep Heaven knows that ~laleldi l Himself came to Thulcandra to 
save it from certain doom, for 1~ . in turn, scaled TI1ulcandra in silence 
to prevent it from contaminating Deep lleaven and other \otorlds with its 
miseries. 
The Lady of Pcrclandra knO\otS this, however. She knO\otS also that 
she and the creatures of other worlds are, equally, servants of Maleldil. 
No one but she is able to tell Ransom that hers is a world different 
from both TI1ulcandra and 1·1alacandra in tcnns of cosmic history. 
Everything changed when '"our Beloved became a Man'" (_!:. 82) in the 
world of creatures like Ransom. Then a "'wave'" (82) swept over space 
and time, separating ~·lalacandra from Perelandra forever . t\ow only the 
ancient worlds, formed before l·laleldil Himself carne among men, know 
external rule by eldila, "'the great and ancient servants of t-laleldil 
••• • [who] neither breed nor breathe. Whose bodies are made of 
light. \'Jhom we can hardly see. l'Jho ought to be obeyed.'" (82) These 
worlds, like ~lalacandra, will pass away because they are on the "'far 
side of the wave that has rolled past us."' (82) Some eldila "'linger 
still'" (82) in the air of Thulcandra because it stands at '"time's 
corner,'" (6 7) at the peak of the wave that rolled through the heaven 
more tl1an nineteen Thulcandrian centuries ago. 
Perelandra is a wholly new creation. As one of the "'first of 
worlds to wake after the great change'" (82), the Incarnation, it is a 
cosmic home for beings who answer directly to Maleldil Himself. His 
glory and power, reflected through the eldila in tile ancient worlds, 
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have come to rest entirely '"ithin the creatures of the new '''orlds. 
'"There is nothing nO\~ between us and Him,'" the Lady tells Ransom (82). 
Thus. in their decorative capacity Lewis's creations ·- from Oyarsas 
to gnomish Malacandrian pfi f1 tngsi, from a Perelandrian Eve. dragons, 
and gentle mennen to Weston. Devine, and Ransom of Thulcandra, from those 
life forms nearing extinction for some inscrutable reason to those 
drawing first breaths ·- sparkle with the infinite varieties of life 
~1aleldil has extended beyond Himself. They dramatize the Great Olain of 
Being which Lewis uses as an artistic "'container' "53 for the 01ristian 
myth in the space~trilogy. It captures the imagination with its 
vertical dimension and acquires a tmique, "modem" linear aspect through 
the artistry of c. S. Lewis, for Ransom, neither angel nor devil. is man 
living nearly twenty centuries after Maleldil came to him. The world 
of Ransom, Thulcandra, is our world, at the '"comer'" of time, neither 
ancient nor new but decidedly a part of the life sd1eme of t-1aleldiL 
We have yet to discover the meaning of our place in time, but Lewis 
has assured us that it is somehow tmique: a depraved Oyarsa still 
reigns within our own air 1 and Deep Heaven continues to ponder our 
silent presence among the worlds (OSP, 121)e 
-
What must we tmderstand about ourselves? Lewis believed that we 
have been told the truth and that we need not indulge in idle specula-
tion about what it might be., As the martyred William Hingest said of 
truth upon severing his ties with the N. I. c. E.,, "'There are a dozen 
views about everything tmtil you know the answer. Then there's never 
more than one."' (THS~ 72) In the pursuit of truth 1 Lewis has given us 
Ransom, \~eston, Devine, and a living tmiverse to demonstrate what it is~ 
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In the pursuit of truth. Professor Elwin Ransan became actually, as ,.,.ell 
as syni>olicall)'. a new man . 
IV 
1 f awareness of a p~·cr infinitely greater than self can define 
theology , t hen i t i s apparent that being unaware, not understanding , 
or ''not seeing , ' ' may be artistic indications of the non-theological, 
'"all-too-human"'54 condit ion of self~centeredness. Considered 
thematically as apologetic l i terature. OSP is a portrayal of a non-
theological state ; considered technically as the first stage of a complete 
r omance. i t is ti1e introduction or initiation of the potential her o t o 
powers greater than he . Child-like~ he i s uncertain about ~1at to do 
with them. 
In The Divine Comedy. Frye notes, Dante first asserts an understanding 
of and sympathy for his fellow man. He "reverses the usual structure of 
the contrast-epic • • . , [by beginning] \olith ti1e ironic human si tuation 
and • .• [ending] witi1 divine vision."55 Like Dante, Lewis imprisons 
Ransom in a situation he has neither created. anticipated, nor desired. 
lvloreover, the Dantesque reversal apparent in OSP is due largely to 
-
Ransom himself. While he will become the conquering hero of the space -
tri logy, at its outset in OSP he is not only light-years away from such 
-
a role but also stubbornly resistant to the tests for it which Lewis 
sets before him. However, it is inaccurate to say that Ransom displays 
what Frye describes as a "retreat from the conventional knight-errant 
role" 56 in OSP. Lewis has not charged him with being a knight in the 
first book, as an examination of its modal structure will reveal. 
Rather, he is to be his best self because Lewis is preparing him f or a 
new world where the child in him must be refined. In tenns of obedience, 
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trust, and understanding. being one's "best self" is synonymous ld th 
being a cluld. To Lewis each of these concepts is entirely compatible 
with his portrayal of a mythic hero. Thus, the motif or image of a 
child learning to see, to talk. and to walk is the basic analogy 
symbolizing the first stages of spiritual growth in Ransom and 
theological development in the space-trilogy. 
Providing an unusual, quasi-supernatural means to the child motif, 
Lewis catapulated Ransom into action. Although he had hoped to find 
food and lodging for the night instead, Ransom was impelled to respond 
to a troubled old woman because he actually saw himself acting in her 
behalf: 
Whatever the process of thought may have been. 
he found that the mental picture of himself 
calling at The Rise had assumed all the 
solidity of a tl1ing determined upon. (9) 
As if his mind were not his own, as if someone or sOJrething had momentarily 
taken over • Ransom had been allowed to peer into the future~ Hungry 
and tired, he had not wished for involvement, and he responded with an 
"unfortunate promise" (11) to the woman. It is the last dimly admirable 
act he will display for some time. It is also the first of a chain 
reaction of events over which Ransom has virtually no control, but with 
which he must learn to live ~- or die. 
Developing the motif of the child, Lewis literally teacl1es Ransom 
how to see • talk • and walk on f.lalacandrae He teacl1es us that in a 
personal universe what we desire or hope for ourselves may not be the 
better thing that could happen to us, particularly when we do not under-
stand or "see" and thus do not know how to desire or hope properly. 
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For exaJri>le, Ransom needed to learn to see the essential physical 
qualities of the new world. They were not soon apparent to him because 
his universe was hysterically "peopled with horrors." (35) Torn between 
fear and curiosity. his ambivalent reaction to landing on Halacandra 
affected him physically. Thus. like a nm-.'born infant • 
• • 4 his des1re to take in the new world at 
a glance defeated itself. He saw noth1ng but 
colours -- colours tl1at refused to form them-
selves into things. t.loreover. he knew nothing 
yet well enough to see it; you cannot see things 
till you know roughly what they are. (42) 
Paradoxically, when he could distinguish its blue "soda-water" streams 
( 45), pink and red plant life ( 43), and "vivid purple" twilight through 
towering forests (44), he found the world enchanting and ''beautiful." (42) 
His former attitude was a mockery: ''he even reflected hO\..r odd it was 
ti1at ti11s possibility had never entered into his speculations about 
it." (42) Similar "out of focus" doubtful moments influence his early 
relationship with the friendly hrossa8 Ransom learns to dispell them 
with courage, willingness • and reason. 
• • • sudden losses of confidence. • • .arose 
when the rationality of the hross tempted you 
to think of it as a man. TI1en it became 
abominable - a man seven feet high • with a 
snaky body. covered 1 face and all, with thick 
black animal hair, and whiskered like a cat. 
Dut starting from the other end you had an 
animal with everything an animal ought to 
have -- glossy coat, liquid eye 1 sweet breath 
and whitest teeth -- and added to all these, 
as though Paradise had never been lost and 
earliest dreams were true, ti1e charm of speech 
and reason. >Jothing could be more disgusting 
than the one 1mpression; noti1ing more delight-
ful ti1an the other. It all depended on the 
pomt of \ iew. (58) 
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Trapped in a strange world against his 'ldll t Ransom has been able 
to effect one desire '~ithin his given limitation~. He has escaped f rom 
\\'eston, Dc\·ine, and soms. For the moment he discovers that he must 
simply cope '"ith life on ~lalacandra. Among the ~a it is an 
Wlexpectedly pleasant task. TI1e more he learns about the planet and 
his benefactors, tl1e more mere endurance becomes for Ransom a matter 
of conscious, willing choice. He begins to feel at home among the 
hross colony : 
It was with a kind of stupefaction each morning 
that he found himself neither arr1v1ng int nor 
escap1ng from, but simply liv1ng on. ~lalacandra; 
waking, s leep1ng, eating, S\dnming and even, as 
the days passed, talking •••• A few weeks later 
he had his favourite walks, and his favourite 
foods; he was beginning to develop hab1 ts. (65) 
Unchallenging ease reigns long enough for Ransom to develop some fluency 
in hrossian speech. One outgrowth of it is a subsequent degree of 
familiarity ,.,ith the1r theology. Ransom learns of "~1aleldll the Young 
[who] ••• made and still ruled the world." (68) ~1aleldil lived 
with '"the Old One' ~ • 
• • [who] is not that sort, ••• that he has to 
live anywhere."' (68) One part of the divine hierarchy puzzles Ransom, 
hO\'t'ever, and it prevents him from equating the t.lalacandrian theology. 
corrmon knowledge among even the hross cubs, with his own. Clearly the 
Old One and 1-laleldil were spir its ' 'without body, parts or passions." (68) 
But who was Oyarsa, the hnau who ruled t.talacandra? 110\'t' like him Nere 
Ransom, the hrossa, seroni or soms, and the I?fifl tr~ who craft 
~talacandrian gold? There had to be some resemblance, for they, too, 
were ~. the hrossa told him~ Or was there an Oyarsa at all? Was he 
leanung of primitive gods in an ancient myth of a cruel idol'? lvhat 
should he believe of '\o;hat he had heard? 
Lewis challenges Rans.orn' s character and faith by direct confronta-
tion. ·nms far nothing has been asked of Ransom that he had not already 
been willing to do for himself in order to survive among the hrossa 
on ~lalacandra. lie has gained confidence and wisdom in their midst. 
Symbolizing the former is his willing participation in a hunt for the 
deadly hnakra; synboli zing the latter is his physical ability to see 
as a cluster of light the eldil. a servant of Oyarsa (76), who SlUTIIllOJlS 
him from the hunt to meet Oyarsa at t·leldilorn. Abruptly the pace of the 
OSP narrative changes. The ensuing events mark the beginning of greater 
wisdom for Elwin Ransom. Lewis sketches him caught in a familiar tug-
of-war whether it is to be found on Earth or Malacandra. Both pride 
and disbelief win maJor victories in the skirmish. A bolder Ransom is 
rulout to test himself against a deadly beast. If he were to leave 
immediately, he would never know how he might have dealt with it. He 
must stay 1 if only to know that he did not run. From somewhere came an 
enchantmg appeal to his vanity, to "new-found manhood~" (80) Despite 
the warnings of Hyoi and Whin that he must not delay • he did not leave 
them. Oyarsa meant little or nothing to him, whereas the prospect of 
having "a deed on his memory instead of one more broken dream" (80) 
dazzled his imagination. Ransom gave his alleg~ance to pride, a familiar 
companion reserrbling "something like conscience" (80) • rather than to 
the cluster of light with a voice . Moments later he agon1Zed in 
"speed1less guilt" (81) to see the good hross, Hyoi, dying. the 
innocent vict1m of a stray bullet apparently meant for him~ Overwhelmed 
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by the outcone of his choice to stay he groped for the ~lalacamlrian 
words for '''forgive,' or 'shame.' or 'fault.'" (81) Until then he had 
not needed to learn these words or ''hardly the word for 'sony.'" ( 81) 
The ironic, swift sequence of events implied a decisive causal relation-
ship beoveen the sunrnons of the eldil and Whin's OJnlnous warning to 
RansomJ "'Once an eldil has spoken, • o o • t II ( 80) If it were a lesson 
to Ransom, then it was a tragic one requiring further emphasis: "'All 
this has come from not obeying the eldil, '" \\hin told him. (83) 
With the motif of the child as an indicator, it is apparent that 
Ransom has demonstrated a capacity for change. He has learned to see 
and to talk on Malacandra. He has not yet learned to \valk on other than 
his favorite paths, however. If seeing synt>oli zes understanding, then 
walking can be equated with obedience when it becomes involved with 
necessity. Such is the case with Ransom following the death of Hyoi. 
He leaves the hross colony because he must, not because his feelings 
tell him t:hat it is correct to do so. Whin reminded him that what was 
required of him at the moment was not his life but doing the will of 
Oyarsa. The death of Hyoi had not alt ered the charge that Ransom go to 
Meldilorn. Consciously, deliberately Ransom undertook the task for which 
the eldil had summoned him. From \\hin he also knew that Oyarsa took 
lives and that if there were further killing to be done because of 
Hyoi, it would be Oyarsa, not the hrossa, who would do it~ Convinced 
0 AW£4 
that he must be punished for the death of the hross. he headed for the 
strange Malacandrian highlands and the shorter route to Meldilom. lie 
moved numbly • a "stupor of humiliation" (84) driving him away from the 
hrossa and chastening him. Ransom was "anxious only to do whatever they 
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wanted him to do, to trouble them as little as was now possible, and 
above all to get away :• (84) ?\o matter what he felt, however, he had 
chosen to make the journey ~- at last. 
Given a human being abruptly removed to a new planet ,.;here physical 
order and strange but rational creatures prevail, the reader may find 
that he can readily accept their being hospitable and "civilized." The 
hrossa possess speech and an array of knowledge extending from astronomy 
to poetry and, apparently, to theology. Given a new world of physical 
order and reasoning creatures, perhaps he can also accept without great 
difficulty their belief in a moral order. To the hrossa the tragedy 
of Hyoi 's death was not only a reasonable but comprehensible outgrowth 
of willful, albeit momentary, selfishness, of deciding rather than 
listening and following instructions. Even hrossian cubs knew that his 
going to ~ldilorn was tmequivocal for a very simple reason: "'It is 
not a question of thinking but of what an eldil says.'" (83) What the 
reader may find virtually incredible is the fact that forgiveness, an 
occurrence rare enough in his own life and world, occurred on Malacandra 
-- simply because it was needed. Elwin Ransom 1 seeking pardon from the 
dying Hyoi but ignorant of the Malacandrian words enabling him to ask 
for it, had found it: 
- p 
'Hna ~- ~ ' • • .. [Hyoi] muttered and then • 
at'Tast 1 ~· ¥akr'!e,~t.' (82) 
A change in motif corresponds with the resumption of the forward 
movement of the OSP narrative. Ransom is no longer the child having much 
-
to learn. Instead, sobered by the death and words of Hyoi, he has 
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become the pilgr1m penitently struggling toward a goal. Lm~is rejects 
the obvious symbolic potential in the journey as an allegorical pro-
jection of his growth toward perfection. 57 He favors, rather, a modi ficd 
stream-of-consciousness technique to trace Ransom's spiritual growth 
through the modal structure of OSP. This psychological orientation 
combined with the image of a correct path to be followed frees him to 
accomplish three matters of apologetic significm1cc to a modern reader 
of the book: distinguishing between legitimate hardships of tJ1c way 
and those we, as pilgrims, create; isolating tJ1e rat1onal functioning 
of the mind, or will, from that of the 1magination and of the emotions; 
establishing by direct confrontation on the non-synholic goal, the 
existence of a life and will greater tJ1an our 0\vnt which gives meaning 
and direction to the way of a pilgrim. 
Numerous fears plague Ransom as if they are ghosts from his former 
life. He recalls his role in the death of Hyoi, his renewed anxiety about 
Weston and Devine, his fear of sorns, his doubt about the existence of 
Oyarsa and mounting terror should Oyarsa be real. Le\vis never discounts 
the fact that the way itself is difficult, for Ransom finds his ascent 
into Malacandrian highlands increasingly demanding. lie is without 
food, shelter, or oxygen in the colder, thinner atmosphere. Worse tJ1an 
these, hO\vever, are the deterrents his moods, or feelings, and hysterical, 
vain jmaginings impose on him. It is these, Lewis implies, which 
threaten his successful completion of the j oumey more than physical 
hardships. ~bods and fancies offer tempting but illusory choices~ One 
by one Ransom confronts the deadly but vulnerable foes accosting him - · 
and wins. Lewis heralds his vjctories with a series of straightfonvard, 
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aphoris t ic s t at eroonts . TI1us, manfully Ransom curbs the inadequacy ,.,hich 
had not l e t him go when the e l dil spoke nor now lets him forgi ve himse lf. 
It yie lc.ls to reason: 
• • • Ransom sternly repressed an insistent whining 
impulse to renewed protestations and regrets. self-
accusations that might elicit some \vord of pardm. 
Hyoi with his last breath had called him h.nakra-slayer; 
that was forgiveness generous enough and Wiili that 
he must be content. (84) 
Earlier Ransom had been anxious about the strength of his conviction to 
remam free in a strange ,.,orld. He had wondered whether his seeming 
courage were no more than a "short- lived illusion." (37) Then Weston, 
Devine .. and sorns had concerned him; now they and Oyarsa_ the latter 
certain to be fonnidable as "sOJOO alien • cold intelligence, super-
human in power. sub-human in cruelty" (86) threatened him.. Weeks ago 
he had quavered in his resolve because he kn~v little about himself, 
having. "like many men of his own age, ••• rather underestimated than 
overestimated his own courage; ~ • • • " (37) Now he grimly ascended 
the mountain because he had been told he must go to Meldilom, and 
"he was determined henceforward to obey •••• " (85) Whether he now 
felt ClJurageous had no bearing on what he kn~.; and consciously decided 
to do as a result of that knowledge. If the feeling of courage never 
carne,. then stubbornness was a serviceable alternative because it \'IOUld 
help him to accomplish what he had made up his mind to do~ Steadfast in 
his corrani tJoont • Ransom subdued mounting fear mingled with guilt and 
hope of escape: 
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His efforts to rely on his own judgment in 
~~lacandra had so far ended tragically enough. 
He made a strong resolut~on, defying in advance 
all changes of mood, that he would faithfully 
carry out the journey to t.leldilorn if it could 
be done~ (85) 
Lewis has not attributed to his pilgrim magical properties. Ransom 
is treading the path of the Tao, and all that he will have or become he 
now possesses. Fullblown. latent, or embryonic, rusty from disuse or 
misshapen by abuse, the qualities of Lewis's hero are lon him. He must 
learn to use them, as did Btmyan' s Ouistian. Rational insights crowding 
his consciousness reward his efforts. For example, he had all the 
evidence necessary to conclude that an Oyarsa waited for him. His 
existence as well as his nature could be no less defu1it1ve than that of 
his servant. the eldila, of whom Ransom had empirical proof: 
., • • Ransom pulled himself up. He knew too 
much now • • • • J Ie and all his class would 
have called the eldila a superstition if they 
had been merely Jescfibed to them, but now 
he had heard the voice himself. No, Oyarsa 
was a real person if he was a person at all. (86) 
The journey no longer was a task to be borne grudgingly but an "accepted 
duty" (86) to be carried out responsibly. His self· concept assumed its 
rightful place in the scheme as he began to experience a "sober sense 
of confidence in himself and in the world, and even an elerent of 
pleasure." (86-87) Nor was there need for concern about being lost or 
mistmderstanding Whin's directions to the t.leldilom "road," for "when 
it came it was tmmistakable." (87) 
At least for the moment Ransom has effected masterful d1anges in 
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hi mse 1 f and has acquired a new meaning for his being. lie would do \\nat 
sorrcone else asked of him rather than what he wanted for himself. The 
fact that he is willing to face Augray, a ~ and the "very trap" (85) 
he had once hoped to avoid on llalacandra, in order to achieve his goal 
is proof enough that he has learned to listen to and obey claims to 
life other than his ""-11· 
Both real and imag1ned difficulties continue to assault him. however. 
as if taunting him for having made up his mind. The road led Ransom 
away from all that was familiar to him on Malacandra. The "desolating 
force" (88) of strangeness he had first experienced upon landing in the 
new world again engulfed him. In the thin, cold atmosphere of the mol..Dltains 
he breathed hcavi ly and becaroo confused. Yet h1s decision to go to 
t-~ldilom held as if it were now the sol..Dldest part of his be1ng. 
Stubbornly he overcarrc a rapacious imaginat1on with "the old resolution, 
taken ,.men he could still think •• . . • "(88) He approached his long 
dreaded confrontation with a som with the same strength, "detennined 
to carry out his programroo; •••• " (91) Ironically, Augray befriended 
Ransom at the critical point of his mol..Dltain-top journey, as Whin had 
said he would (83), and thus refuted his hastily-drawn but ill~founded 
fear of soms. Aug ray did li ttlc to dispell his growing dread of Oyarsa, 
however. TI1e som itself knew only that Oyarsa had sent for Ransom; 
-
he did not know why. (95) 
It is tempting to make further associations between the story of 
Ransom and familiar allegories like Pilgrim's .fro1.,ress. The various 
temptations of doubt, fear, and pride which Lewis's pilgrim has endured 
are not far removed from the flesh-and-blood figures Bunyan used to 
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dramatize the 1nner conflicts of Christian. Nevertheless, th1s first 
book of the space-trilogy contaLnS a precedent of profound theological 
i~ort to be explored at length in E.· Lewis has, therefore, deliberately 
constructed the reality of Oyarsa at ~eldilorn as something external 
to Ransom raU1er than a fanciful product of an hysterical imag1nation. 
Furthennore, if Oyarsa is to syrrbolize anything~ he will represent that 
superhuman life undeniably real to Ransom in the scheme of creation. 
While the trilogy can be read for fun as a good romance in winch 
anything is possible, or as a practical handbook for correct spiritual 
growth. it is in each instance a monumental denial of man as the highest 
and best expression of creation.. lie is but one among many such e>q>ressions. 
Ransom has come to eliminate or control numerous irrational fears 
through reason and practical evidence. His fear of Oyarsa continues 
to nag him, however, and for good reason. On the basis of information 
gleaned from the hrossa and the knowledgeable Augray, tllis fear has 
grown into the most substantial, pervasive, and well-founded of tl1em all. 
As such, it is fundrurental to the theological devleopmen t of the trilogy., 
It is symbolic of man's reaction to God. For the moment. man. as Ransom, 
need deal only with Oyarsa. That was disheartening enough: without 
having confronted him, Ransom was convinced that Oyarsa was a person 
who did exist; it was conunon knowledge among tl1e hrossa tl1at Oyarsa, 
IW W:;e 
'" ilie greatest of eld.ila who ever coroo to a handra"' (94) did take lives i 
wc- . 
Ransom had offended the ruler by contributing directly to the death of 
one of his creatures* Wi U1out knowing how or \vhy he had become involved 
with Oyarsa, he steeled himself for ilie worst. lie dared no hopes in 
meeting with '"tl1e last fence"' on t-lalacandra (97). 
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Old Testaroont tradition and imaginative construction through 
rcalisr.J of presentation make ~arsa physicall)' discernible. V.llile he 
is barel>' visible to Ransom, Oyarsa can be heard. Like his sel"\'ant, the 
cl<.lil, Oyarsa is light and voice . He is also p01,·er. The subliJOO ruler, 
perccptib le as the "100rest whisper of 1 ight ·- no, less than that. the 
smallest diminution of shadO'I't' -- •.. ;or rather soroo difference in the 
look of the ground, too slight to be named in the language of the five 
senses," (119) is master of time and space (141). lie has overseen 
~~lacandra from times before TI1ulcandra contained life (121). He can see 
into the minds of man (134). Ilc is simultaneously present in the 
heavens and in a world (120). He can, like the "'least of . • • [his] 
servants ,'" (123) bring instant death to Ransom or any ~ should he 
find it necessary to act and '"stretch • authority beyond the 
creatures ••• of [his J own world."' (122) \\hile lmau from earth have 
demonstrated their 01m ability to bring instant death wherever they 
cl1oose, the ability of Oyarsa in this respect is apparently unique. 
lie can tenninate the life of a creature by returning it to ~~leldil (123) 
or hy splitting its atoms (133) in order to eliminate tite creature 
altogether.(l39) To defy Oyarsa would be sheer folly. One would have 
to be mad or supremely foolish to invite his anger and a certain 
disastrous fate~ 
Weston is both of these. He and Devine arrive at t·1elclilorn after 
Ransom, accompanied by the hross colony bearing the bodies of Hyoi and 
two other hrossa for a funeral. Lewis uses satire to emphasize the 
irony underlying their true relationship to Oyarsa. Thus, they speak 
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baby-talk in order to address 0, arsa because they be Ueve they are 
superior to him. Weston and Devine are convinced that he is nothing 
more than a '"witch-doctor"' anx.mg extraterrestrial '"savages''' (12o) . 
We laugh cautiously while we reali zc that tragedy , the COJ11>anion piece 
to conedy, as if it were a universal lm,·, is ready to claim them in 311 
instant. Oyarsa overpowers every creature present. Weston and Devine 
are the only ones who refuse to admit such a poss1bility to themselves. 
Lewis signifies the depravity of their egos by limiting their vision and 
facility with the Malacandrian language. lienee. they first address 
themselves angrily to a false Oyarsa, a sleeping, elderly hross whom 
they threaten and cajole. (126·127) Weston has heen clever, Lewis notes. 
Due credit must be given to Weston for lns 
powers of observatlon: he had picked out 
the only creature in the assenbly which was 
not standing in an attitude of reverence 
and attention. (126) 
but far from \vise~ 
"Relation is reciprocity," Hartin Buber has stated. In the universe 
man is neither alone nor independent. lie is, rather, "inscrutably 
involved" because he is a part of 1i ving creation and exists in the 
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midst of its ceaseless "currents" of rutual response. In Lewis 1 s 
universe, as in Buber's, relationship and response are possible because 
there is a life-giver, God, i.e., the Old One personified in ~~leldil. 
All creatures are hnau, or "'copies of t-1aleldil' 11 (120). Ile has endowed 
-
each one with something of his ~ nature, a moral sense emanating from 
internalized laws like '"pity and straight dealing and shame • • • and 
the love of kindred. 111 (138) As a whole, these laws form Lewis ' s Tao, 
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or moral path, along which creatures are to direct their lives as ~ 
of ~faleldil. Such laws make it possible for each creature to know 
instinctively what it should do in order to honor Malelthl who has 
given him the gift of life. Among~. the runan, or human hnau, is 
f ree to choose whether he "'·ill send his life along the path ~1aleldil 
has made for his creatures to travel. Travelling another path may make 
a hman happy, but he must be prepared for the possibility that his 
choice does not honor i-lalelJil. If he travels far on another path and 
has no wish to leave it, ~ rrust eventually answer for his poor choice. 
Therefore, it is not surprising to find that Oyarsa pronounces Devine 
unfit for natural death and a return to Maleldil. lie has travelled 
so far down the path of greed that his ~ (life as composed of gifts 
or talents) has already died, the victim of an insidious morality. 
All that Oyarsa might do for Devine is to "'urunake his body'" (139) and 
commit him to "real death." lie finds Weston curable, however. (139) 
Despite his boistrous defiance and proud arrogance, Weston has a hnau 
desperately fighting to survive. Curiously, he fears nat ural death in 
spite of his stated willingness to die in order to assure life for his 
fellow lmau, the human " ' race."' (137) Oyarsa sees that Weston has 
-
fallen victim to the Bent Ole, the eldil of Thulcandra, who has long 
used doubt, suspicion, and a variety of fears to tum hnau of that world 
-
away from a trust ing obedience of Maleldil (121, 140). Oyarsa might be 
able to "'cure '" Weston of creating his own Tao by teaching him to 
accept living and dying as t<laleldil intended for each hnau. As for 
-
Ransom, his piety had not served him very well. Rebellious and fearful, 
he had been unaware that the entire fabric of his journey from Thulcandra 
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had been the reluctant response to a '"call"' (120) from Oyarsa of 
}lalacandra. Hany ~had tried to tell him, but he had chosen to 
belleve the "bent" version of the call as a sacrifice rather than 
an invitation as it first carre f rom Weston and De\·inc. Guilt and awe 
had brought a h\.JJTbled Ransom t o the sacred gro\'e at t.leldilom. His 
"certain sink1ng of heart" (118) had been entirely appropriate to a 
lmau who failed to understand that he \ias safe because Maleldil had 
made everything and that his laws were operatlve eveTy\~here. !\everthe-
less, Ransom is also curable. Bravery will make him fit for an irrmi.nent 
return to ~~leldil (123) . 
Lewis demonstrates the intellectual confrontation with ~laleldil 
which is the onset of Weston's potential cure. Oyarsa tries to convince 
Weston that fear of natural death is unreasonable because Maleldil has 
planned for it. Furthermore, it is an unnatural fear which he has 
acquired from the Bent cne of Thulcandra who teaches it to every ~ 
who will listen to him rather than to t-laleldil. From it arise other 
evils which hrnan does, but all are futile, "'vain troubles'" (122) . 
Rather than living peaceful lives. the hrnan who follows the Bent cne 
through fearful deeds "'wastes"' his life and "'befouls 
• • • [it] with 
flying from what.~. [he knows] will overtake ••• [him] in the end.'" 
(140) Weston, a Freudian nightmare coming to life, hears talk of ~laleldil 
but dislikes what he hears. ConteJ!l>tuously he rejects the courteous 
servants of Maleldil and dismisses the idea of t.~leldi1 with a 
passionate vehemence: 
'Trash. Defeatist trash ! ' he shouted at Oyarsa 
in Fnglish; then, drawing himself up to his full 
height, he added in f.lalacandrian, 'You say your 
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t·laleldil let all go dead. Other one, 
Bent One, he fight, jump, l1ve -- not 
all talkee-talkee . ~~ no care ~laleldil. 
Like Bent Ole better: re on his side.' (140) 
Realizing that Weston had turned an invisible comer or shut an invisible 
but real door and left them all far behind, Oyarsa concluded their 
session with a final pronmmcement. Weston and Devine were "'lDlteachable'" 
(OSP, 122) and thus lDlable to grow into better hnau. They would destroy 
- -
the pc:Keful planet. lle would not tolerate their presence unless they 
changed. Their minds were impenetrable, however; they were not willing 
to do so. 'D1ercfore, he would return them to their own world or k 11 
them should they remain in his. Servants of fear. they responded to 
feeling rather than reason: their thoughts were " 'at the mercy of 
• [their] blood."' (103) Weston and ~vine were powerless to resist 
the 1 ure of a dangerous return flight to Earth. 'll1cy would take any 
risk in orc.lcr to hve as they wanted. TI1eir journey home would be a 
Vl( tot) for the llent Oyarsa because Devine was as i nsati able as ever 
and Weston had openly cas t his lot against ~~leldil. 
'D1e <..all from Oyarsa that soJOO one among them extend the courtesy 
of explaining why hman crure to Halacandra had at last been ailS\vercd by 
----
Ransom (122 ff.) . To him Oyarsa now gave a choice and a new charge: 
to remain at liberty on f'.lalacandra or to return with his kind to 
Thulcandra and resist them. Responding to the law of love of kl.Ild, 
Ransom chose to ret urn to Earth (142) . His journey home would be both 
a personal and a cosmic victory, for he. tmlike Weston and Devjne, would 
return a more knowledgeable and courageous ~· lie had listened well and 
learned , although not l·d thout effort, in the new world. Oyarsa. like 
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I fyoi • sm.: that his role in the death of the creature had been a d1ance 
act of the blood ru1d feeling rather tl1an an intentional act of mind. 
Since then t Ransom had proved that he could be taught to be a better 
hnau. Lewis syrrbolizes his growth by giving him a new role. R'lnSom 
would be a new servant of Oyarsa (143) on the side of ~laleldi 1 in the 
pending cosmic battle ~itl1 tl1e Bent One. Underlying its syn'bolic 
significance is a subtle modal structure, however. Wiser because he 
had learned obeclience to life naturally greater than he. Ransom had 
also dutifully responded to an obligation to return. en Earth, he would 
be the only hm3n to know tl1at Weston and ~vine were infinitely dangerous 
-
and how they might be kept from exploiting the solar system for its 
'"Sm's blood,"' or gold (69). Like the journey to 1'-lelililorn, the 
return to Earth had become a necessity for Ransom. 
QSP concludes as a sketch of man within a rational cosmic scheme. 
As tile first book of tl1e space-trilogy, it is significru1t because it is 
Lewis's early effort to explore through literature tl1e human side of a 
human-divine relationship. While he does not discomt the fact that 
divinity cru1 make itself known to man. as history will acknowledge 
through Old Testament evidence. his concern as an apologist is man's 
reaction to the presence of divinity. In OSP he has pre sen ted an 
-
intellectual encomter of mru1 ru1d divinity through Weston who cru1not 
accept the idea or possibility of the existence of God. A synbolic 
encomter of man ru1d God occurs in tl1e relationship of Ransom to Oyarsa. 
The early references to his piety and thoughts of catechizing tile 
hrossa suggest tl1at RrulSom has long been a nominal Christian, i.e . , 
he has confronted and accepted the idea of life fonns beyond himself~ 
~8/e 
and of God in particular, including the possibility of llis incarnation 
as ~~lcldil. Ransom is therefore receptive to the existence of Oyarsa, 
a being greater than he but one \-.no is equally a derivative of 1 and 
dependent upon, Maleldil for his life. lie is also receptive to learning 
to respond actively to the God he has thus far known intellectually. 
v 
The first book of the trilogy indicates that man can detennine for 
himself what he shall do within the cosmic scheroo of life but that he 
cannot escape being a part of it even m death. Oyarsa represents the 
basic nature of the scheme of life. He is alive and will survive 
"'in the body"' (143) long after Ransom, Weston, and Devine have returned 
to ~laleldil or have been tmmade in person as well as body. He is 
reason and can penetrate to the truth of all matters where he reigns. 
He is justice and carries out the will of Maleldil. lie is pO'...rer but 
also hnau, or creature, and knows fe\\'er restrictions from time and 
space than htnan. If Oyarsa is so much greater than Elwin Ransom, what 
more is Maleldil whom both serve? 
Like an existential treatise, OSP has dealt with man as he faces 
the unknown. But Le\-ris is a Olristian, His universe is neither 
mechanistic nor unknmvable but alive under the nurture of its Creator. 
Ilis universe is personal. Throughout, it is a place where survival 
of the self, of one's own person, matters. While Lewis believed that 
such survival was contingent upon "faith," the space-trilogy is his 
demonstration of concern that the reader understand faith as an attitude 
as well as an act rather than as a nebulous term of convenience. 
Confronting the unknown with fortitude and resolve is the basis for 
faith in a personal universe. Fear is the foremost deterrent to man's 
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acting effectively, "fai thfullr" in situations to \•:hich he has been 
tmquestionably called. 'tct: the fact that he has been called or sur.unoned, 
as Ransom had been stunmaned to Malacandra, is indicative of his signifi-
cance in the divine tending of tl1e cosmos . 
In the second book of h1s space trilogy l..c\\is portrays man as 
worthy enough to have been a<.lmi tted to the corrpany of the Olyrrq>ian 
servants of f'.laleldil. No longer tl1e dlild who nust be trained in obedience • 
the most elementary act of faith• Ransom confronts the disintegration 
of paradise from Earth's historical past as an ominous . certain tlll"Cat 
revived on Perelandra, As the \.DlknOtffl beconx.!s a terrible possibility 
to whid1 the sin-filled history of Earth itself attests, we learn ,.,.nat 
comprises "faith" in the tmiverse of ~laleldil . \\·e tmdcrstand better our 
own resources in the face of detestable neccssi ty. f'.lalelilil Himself 
is among them. 
As in 2§R., t!1e inl>etus for the second narrative is the sUJllllOns of 
Oyarsa to Ransom on Thulcandra, Tilis tire, however, Ransom is not only 
aware of his call from Oyarsa but also knows that it is an " 1 order • 
[coming] from much higher up ' " c~. 23). All orders do '"in the long 
rtm, 111 he tells his confidant. "C. S. Lewis. 11 (23) ~lore confident and 
courageous than the Ransom of ~. the Ransom who is to take on the 
"'black archon , 111 or Bent Oyarsa, of Earth (23) is realistic about his 
d1ances of surviving lo~hatever happens: they are few. "C. s. Lewis" 
has been called not only to assist in his mysterious departure but also 
to oversee the disposition of his estate should Ransom fail to return 
from tl1e strange mission (28) . 
Lewis implies that trust is the major factor tmderlying the modal 
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structure of the -ccond book of the trilogr. To "C. S. Lewis" ''ho 
inquires about tl1c nature and purpose of his latest cosmic venture 
Ransom is deliberate but evasive: 
''No idea at all ''hat I 'rn to do. There are 
jobs, you kna\\·, where it is cssent ial that 
one should not know too much beforehand 
• . . things-one might have to say which 
one couldn't say effectively if one had 
prepared them." (25-26) 
The planet Perelandra reinforces the picture of a universe brimming 
with visible and invisible life, There the Lady lives as a paradisial 
creature. For her, l·1aleldil is a constant and dependable companion. 
Startled by her knol-'ledge of his own '-'Orld, Ransom could not resist 
questioning her source of information. 
"How do you know that?" asked Ransom in amazement. 
"Maleldil is telling me,,. ans\\'ered the wanan. (61) 
Lewis does not immediately affirm the truth of her statement but 
intimates that it is fact. To a creature fran the ''bent" world of 
Thulcandra, the "voice,. of Maleldil is a diffused experience lacking 
focus as Ransom's first view of ~1alacandra had been: 
And as she spoke the landscape had become 
different, tllough 'Yi th a difference none 
of the senses would identify. The light 
\<las dim, the aj r gentle, and all Ransom's 
body \<laS bathed in bliss, but the garden 
world where he stood seerood to be packed 
quite full, and as if an unendurable 
pressure had been laid upon his shoulders, 
his legs failed him and he half sank, half 
fell, into a sitting position. (61) 
Although Perelandra is a beautiful world, the joy and goodness 
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abotu1ding there arc matters of attitude as well as physical experience-s 
of its delights. The Lady can say truthfully that ead1 deed is 
pleasurable. 
''The fruit we are eating is always the best 
fruit of all~" (83) 
because there are no irrperfect creations in her world, Nevertheless, 
Lewis implies that Paradise is also a product of mind. Evil, she tells 
Ransom, is possible tvherever one ceases to regard time as a reservo1r 
of good from .Maleldi 1. TI1en one would be forever "' c h.nging to the old 
good instead of taking the good that came."' (83) 
With the arrival of Weston from Timlcandra, the static image of 
Paradise ominously comes to life. and P moves inexorably from the Jlllthos 
of romance into operative myth. 
Claiming to have d1anged since his venture to ~lalacandra, Weston 
declared that he had become as religious a man as Ransom. lle sported a 
new vocabulary • but there was no discen1ible d1ange in the attitude 
tDlderlying his newest insight. He saw beyond an exclusively scientific 
outlook on life and had abandoned his " 1 rigid specialisation of knowledge.'" 
(89) Science fostered a dualistic philosophy that was botl1 inadequate 
and wrong (93). Weston had proof tl1at all life was one in the cosmos. 
His proof was the sense of an 111 tDlconsciously purposive dynamism'" (90) 
pulsating through all matter. Ransom and he now stood at opposite ends 
of the same diameter in the same plane separated only by \vords and some 
old-fashioned ideas. '" .•• nothing now divides you and me except 
a few outwom theological tedmicali ties • • • • • ' " (91) he declared. 
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On Nalacandra Oynrsa had tried to convince him that the tmiverse belonged 
to Maleldil. The great physicist knew better, h~ever. Ult imate 
Intelligence, " ' this blind, inarth:ulate purposiveness,"' (91) rather 
than Haleldil , had groOJTYad him for a brilliant career in science and then 
sent him to ~1alacandra. In gratitude to the l.Uliversal power for his 
fasoo, \'t'cston called it the "'Holy Spirit'" (91) or '"Life-Force. '" (93) 
Following his safe return from Halacandra, he had been moved to adopt 
a new goal for his talents and a.rrbition as an added measure of thanks 
to it: 
"to spread spi ri tuali ty, not to spread the 
human race . is henceforth my mission." (91) 
Undoubtedly \\eston was no longer the pragmatic exponent of a narrow-
minded humanitarianism '"an exclusive devot~on to human utility.'" (90) 
However • in becoming "religious," he had abandoned neither the amoral 
ruthlessness familiar to Ransom nor his penchant for talking about the 
lUll verse of Maleldil in curiously ii!J>Crsonal tenns: 
''The world leaps fotward through great men and 
greatness always transcends mere moralism. When 
the leap has been made our 1 diabolism 1 as you 
would call it becomes the morality of the next 
stage; •••• '' (95) 
Weston is Lewis's portrait of man at the forefront of knowledge 
engaging in an ongoing intellectual confrontation with ultimate reality. 
fie has learned that there is order in the cosmos because one factor, 
an 1mpersonal force, has given rise to all that it is. The order is 
an outgrowth of Life seeking to extend itself through a continutun of 
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~ature, Man is an integral part of ?\ature, the order of Life. He is 
therefore obligated to undertake his own expression of the ultimate 
purpose \\ilich has created him: he must keep Life alive. Kith his 
recognition of cosmic unity has come a convenient obliteration of moral 
distinctlons, for life as an abstraction without sight or speed1, form 
or face~ does not generate selfless concern in its supporters. Unlike 
Oyarsa, an "'ann'" (OSP, 121) of ~laleldil who is a fair-minded person 
having reason and insight, Weston is the vindictive scapegoat of an 
indeterminate power without definition or rrcaning but its ~n energy, 
Through a linguistic equation Lewis symbolizes the recklessness overcoming 
his newest student of spiritual matters: Life-Force is the synonym 
for the Holy Spirit of 01ristiani ty in \\'eston' s vocabulary. Similarly, 
means and ends are also synonymous where the Life- Force is concerned. 
Weston is a walking sacrilege and dangerous: 
"llow far does it go? Would you still obey 
the Life-Force if you found it prompting 
you to murder me?" 
''Yest" 
"God help you!'' said Ransom. (95) 
Weston has grown blind to others but, in contrast to the inartl.culate 
Life-Force • is able to speak. lie defends himself with vociferous 
rational zing : 
''You are still wedded to your conventionalities, 
4 • • ~ Still dealing in abstractions. Can you 
not even conceive a total commitment -- a 
conuni tment to something which utterly overrides 
all our petty ethical pigeon-holes?" (95) 
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llisperate ly Ransom tried to sal vagc his \o!Ould-be killer from the 
tmknCJ\o.n horrors of a "'next stage"': 
"TI1at may be a point of contact. • . • }'ou' rc 
g1ving up yourself ...• \olait half a second. 
This is the point of contact bc~cen your 
moraliTy and mine. We both acknowledge -- " (96) 
Weston responded with a new-familiar decision. His last rational 1 
conscious acts on Perclandra were a refusal to listen to Ransom, as on 
Malacandra he had refused to hear Oyarsa talk of tlaltldll, and an 
invitation to tl1e Life-Force: 
"Idiot, •••• Can you understand nothing? 
\'/ill you always try to press everything back 
into the maserable framework of your old jargon 
about self and self-sacrifice? .•• In so far 
as I am tl1e conductor of the central forward 
pressure of the universe, I am it. Do you see, 
you timid, scruple-mongenng fool? I am the 
Urn verse. I, Weston, am your God and your 
Devil. I call tl1at Force into me completely 
• • • • " (96) 
''Life Force" becruoo synonymous with ''Weston." 
TI1e precipitous transition of £_ from romance to myth is a eli rect 
result of the melodramatic, Faustian desire of \~eston to elevate himself 
to a larger-than-life being~- witl1 a little help from tl1e Life-Force. 
!lis appearance as an archetype of evil is not readily apparent, however • 
nor 1s his irrarediate influence as an evil figure widespread. What 
little Lewis dramatically reveals of Weston after his egotist1c display 
is, nevertheless, highly symbolic of the possessive, consurrdng nature 
of evil apparent throughout the modal construction of the space-trilogy. 
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A worried Ransom, offering brandy to the prone figure of a stunned 
Keston, was startled to find him biting into and s~allowing the top of 
the glass bottle 1n a suicidal response to an offer of help. (9o) The 
Life Force began to search for its next victim. 
Incorporating Biblical tradition into !• Lewis has used the 
Genesis myth of the Old Testament and the Olrist.ian myth of the New 
Testament to shape its modal and narrative construction and to produce 
myth. The Genesis myth predominates throughout, although its 
influence is directly felt in the earlier part of the narrative. TI1e 
Lady Tinidril and Ransom are the respect1ve main cl1aracters of tl1e 
Genesis and 01ristian myths. \\'eston, whose physical transformahon 
syrrbolizes his spiritual degeneration, is the Satanic element in the 
Genesis myth. As such. he inspires the re-enactment of tl1e Olrist1an 
myth through Ransom. Weston 1s the teclmical link between the two 
narratives. lie is also the impetus for the archetypal role which 
Ransom plays as a redeerood creation of Maleldil. Primarily because 
of Weston. Ransom is compelled -- is permitted -- to d1scover what 
it means to be a human creature of Earth, " 1 tiroo' s corner. 1 " 
The divine negative command iJ11>licit in the Genesis myth and 
expressed synt>olically as "forbidden fruit" in the Old Testament 
narrative becomes a non·tmdulating island, the "Fixed Land" (73), in 
P. Each image symbolizes the essence of a natural relationship between 
God and man, however. As secondary beings derived from 111m. men cannot 
have the botmdless freedom and power of divinity without divine consent. 
They exist, therefore. within limits, both physical and moral. The 
Genesis myth relates that paradisial creatures know of their limitations 
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because God has told them what they are. Furthennore, paradisial 
creatures accept these restrictions. Thus. human and divine will are 
one in the Genesis myth. But the Genesis myth has a tragic conclusion. 
Earth is no longer an Eden. Here human will has set itself apart from 
divine will to create its own world. The Christian myd1 is a re· 
affirmation of the fact that there is a divine will to which the human 
,.,.ill can respond. Together the Genes1s and Onistian mytl1s point to 
man as the variable in an ongoing relationship. God has not changed; 
man has. 
What is evil? To suggest tilat it emanates from God would be to 
imply tilat lie is evil as well as good. The heretical nature of this 
argument is obvious. For Lewis, tl1e evil implicit in botl1 the Genesis 
and 01ristian myths is, nonetl1eless. a powerful, cosmic reality having 
tl1e mind, i. e., "intelligence and will, "59 of good but lacking its 
acceptance of limitations. Briefly, evil is good in rebellion and 
wholly dependent upon good to sustain it. Evil is a parasite whid1 
survives through the consent, or will, of good. "TI1e pO\.,.ers which 
60 
enable evil to carry on are prn'>'ers given it by goodness," Lewis 
said. Derivative good, i.e., the good creature formed by divinity, 
creates evil; tl1e good creature, not God, insures its survival. 
The foremost value of£ as apologetic literature is its graphic 
demonstration of ,.,.hy and how evil exists according to Christian 
doctrine. Through tile creation of lveston as tile embodiroont of evil 
stalking tile Lady Tinidril , tile embodiment of good, Lewis gives life 
to the doctrines of tl1e Fall of ?-lan and to Hell. TI1rough the creation 
of Ransom as a 01ristian hero, he reaffirms that man has been redeemed 
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and can, if he will, re-enter Paradise. 
As a paradisial creature, the Lady of Pcre landra has a natural 
proximity to Malelclil. It is her salvation. She can hear ~taleldil 
speaking to her. So long as she can believe what He tells her to do, 
she is secure and happy. As a demonic figure • Weston seeks first the 
distortion of this relationship with ~~leldil prior to attempting its 
destruction altogether. Without disturbing the 1ntegrity of the creature-
Creator relationship, Weston is powerless to claim the Lady for his 0\m 
use. Thus, he begins to draw her into his sphere of influence and away 
from that of ~taleldil by introducing her to thinking and to doubt. 
Carefully he coaxes her through the simplest of analog1es into an 
imaginary realm, that of '"Hight Be"' and "'Story'" (104). If he were 
to succeed, she would be unable to distinguish fact from fancy or 
Maleldil from herself. The Lady listens as Weston relates his own fancy; 
". • • this forbidding is such a strange one," 
said the Man's voice. "And so unlike the ways 
of Maleldil in my world. And He has not 
forbidden you to think about dwelling on the 
Fixed Land." 
"That would be a strange thing -- to think 
about l-lhat ,.,.ill never happen." 
''Nay • in our world we do it all the tiTOO. We 
put words together to TOOan things that have 
never happened and places that never were: 
beautiful words • well put together. And then 
tell them to one another. We call it stories 
or poetry. In that old world you spoke of, 
~talacandra, they did the same. It is for 
mirth and wander and wisdom." 
"What is the wisdom in it?" 
"Because the world is made up not only of what 
is but of l-lhat might be. ~taleldil knCMs both 
and wants us to know both .. " (104) 
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So long as she depends upon the voice of l·1aleldi 1, hoo.,ever. Weston 
cannot win: 
11
, • • [Ransom] and I have already made you older 
about certain matters whid1 the King never 
roontloned to you. That is the new good l'lhich you 
never expected • • • • 11 
"I begin to see now why the King and I were 
parted at this tiroo. This is a strange and 
great good lJe intended for ne." 
"And if you refused to learn th1ngs from roo 
and kept on saying you would wait and ask the 
King. would that not be like turning away from 
the fruit. you had fotmd to the fruit you had 
expected?" 
"These are deep questions. Stranger~ Maleldil 
is not putting much into my mmd about them.'' (lOS) 
Weston chooses another avenue of destruchon. feelings. If Maleldil 
is a rational Being who appeals to the minds of his creatures. then 
Weston's new attack is likely to succeed where mind and reason have 
1i t tle dominion. He courts vanity~ a powerful 1 ure. llis appeal to the 
creature's love of self is indirect. beginning not with the Lady but with 
creatures similar to her. He tries to convince Tinidri 1 that she is 
capable of becoming as beautiful and lovable as the wotoon of his world. 
There nen love them more than the King loves her because the woroon 
have learned how to becone creators in their own right. As "'little 
Maleldi ls.'" ( 106) they have learned well the lesson of "Might Be." 
Women in his world know that it is not sufficient to be content with 
things as they are. Instead, "'they always reach out their hands for the 
new and tmexpected good, and see that it is good long before the roon 
understand it.'" (106) t·lomentarily we see ourselves thoroughly victimi zed 
by evil while~ like us, the Ladf succumbs to unfulfilled feclutg for Ute 
first time since her creation; 
"I lvish I could see them" (106) 
Her recovery from the spell 1s inmediately forthcoming and effective. 
She attributes to Maleldil the good she has fmm.d in l-:hat l\'eston has 
told her; 
"How beautiful is l-1aleldil and heM wonderful 
are all His works; • • • • 
Joy also widens out and comes where we had 
never thought." (106) 
A variety of evils readily follow the advent of a non-hlUTian Weston 
on Perelandra. The most insidious of these is the unrelenting temptation 
of the Lady. In recreating the corruption of Eve from the Genesis myth, 
Lewis closely examines the initial impact of evil on good and clarifies 
the role Ransom is to play on Perelandra. The matter of her downfall 
is a discernible process starting with a knO\vn locus • the mind of the 
creature. Until Ransom and Weston came to her world, the mind of the 
Lady filled with information from t·1aleldil. He Himself gave her wisdom 
and made her "'older'" (60). 3-le had depended solely upon llim to learn 
what she needed t o know as creation fully and independently alive in a 
paradisial world. In f..laleldil she, as "'His beast,'" (76) had an 
abiding, unquestioning trust~ Implicit obedience, its corollary. is her 
conscious response to "'His biddings. "' (76) Without hesitation she had 
left the Fixed Land before nightfall, for example. Because she is able 
to hear ~1aleldil speaking to her, the Lady conunands a natural authority 
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over he rself, particularly evident in her frequent silencing of both 
Ransom and l\eston as each attempts to put into her mind his version of 
wisdom and truth. \'then she grew tired, for example, she went "instantly 
[to) sleep," ''whol.y l.lncunccmed." (122) fts if responding to a verbal 
order from ~laleldil llimself, she thwarted each with "'Hush.''' (128). 
With laughter that overtook her "for a whole minute on end_'' (132) 
she halted further serious d1scussion of the nobility in a lonely life. 
She had fo\.Bld neither joy nor dignity in the favorite topics of Weston, 
"the Great Risk" and "Creative" ( 132). They were frankly absurd 
when considered from her secure vantage point, "'bes1de'" t.laleldil 
70). Unless that vantage point were changed, t.mless the Lady stood 
far from Maleldil so that she could no longer hear Him, or \.Blless she 
had reason to question what she could yet hear Him saying. Ransom had 
little cause to worry about her succurrbing to Weston, the Un-man. 
The ~!an with the voice of Weston had not been able to make her feel 
\.DlWorthy. fts if her declaration of loyalty to Maleldil exasperated him, 
he gave in abruptly to sleep. 
To Ransom, enveloped in the thick blackness of an irrq>cnetrable 
Perelandrian night, there ccuoo \.Blcxpected relief. "The whole darkness 
about him rang with victory." (107) The Lady had triumphed over soreone 
he could not identify \.Bltil daybreak. ~~anwhile • he realized that he 
had not found it necessary to join in her defense. He surmised happily 
that he need never do so: 
TI1e feeling of a great disaster averted was 
forced upon his mind 1 and with it ccuoo the 
hope that there would be no second attempt; 
and then, sweeter than all, the suggestion 
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that he had been brought there not to do 
anything but only as a spectator or a 
witness. A few minutes later he was 
asleep. (107) 
Lewis has blanketed his hero with a false security, however. It 
enhances his subtle creation of a fonnidable adversary for the Lady 
and a memorable romantic antagonist for Ransom. Chief among the 
indicators of the ~lan as a threatening force is his curious revelation 
as "Something" (107) like Weston~ In the clear light of day, Ransom 
saw the figure behind the voice in the night and realized that l\eston 
had survived. Yet he had also changed. "Weston" was a picture of 
horror assaulting a frog, 
~ • • surgically inserting his forefinger, with its 
long sharp nail, tmder the skin behind the creature's 
head and ripping it open. Ransom had not noticed 
before that Weston had sud1 remarkable nails •••• 
He smv a man who was certainly not ill, to judge from 
his easy stance and the powerful use he had just 
been making of his fingers. He saw a man who \vas 
certainly Weston, to judge from his height and build 
and colouring and features. In that sense he \vas 
quite recognisable. But the terror was that he was 
also unrecognisable. He did not look like a sick 
man: but he looked very like a dead one. The face 
whidl he raised from torturing the frog had that 
terrible power which the face of a corpse sometimes 
has of simply rebuffing every conceivable human 
attitude one can adopt totvards it, The expression 
less mouth~ the tm\vinking stare of the eyes, some-
thing heavy and inorganic in the very folds of the 
dleek, said clearly: "I have features as you have, 
but there is nothing in corrunon between you and me." (110) 
Dumbfotmded, Ransom stared back and resisted the "conviction" whidl now 
overtook him: "that this, in fact, was not a man: that Weston's body 
was kept, walking and tmdecaying, in Perelandra by some wholly different 
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kmd of life • and that l\'eston himself was gone." (110) Although the 
figure began to srni lc at him, Ransom kept his silence and then ·-
fainted. 
Capitalizing upon the scholarly background of his hero, Lewis 
introduces the Great Otain of Being concept to indicate that the actual 
drama of the Eden-on-Perelandra myth is about to tDlfold. As any child 
wouhl know. its prologue has just concluded: 
As he lay there, still unable and perhaps unwilhng 
to rise, it carne into his ~nd that in certain old 
philosophers and poets he had read that the mere 
sight of the devils was one of the greatest among 
the torments of Hell. It had seemed to him tlll 
now merely a quaint fancy. And yet (as he n"'' saw) 
even the dli ldren kn"'" better; no child '"ould 
have any difficulty in tDlderstanding that there 
might be a face the mere beholding of which was 
final calamity. The children, the poets, and the 
philosophers were right. As there 1s one Face 
above all worlds merely to see which is irrevocable 
Joy, so at the bottom of all worlds that face is 
waiting whose sight alone 1s the misery from 
whid1 none who beholds it can recover. And though 
there seemed to be, and indeed were • a thousand 
roads by which a man could walk through the 
world. Utere was not a single one whidl did not 
lead sooner or later either to the Beatific or 
the Hiserific V1sion. lie himself had, of course, 
seen only a mask or faint adumbrat1on of it; 
even so • he was not quite sure that he would 
live. (111) 
Thus far. the Lady has been self·possessed because she understands 
the wi 11 of ~laleldil. Titis knowledge, together with her trust in Him, 
foiled the atten;>t of Un-man to overtake her mind with doubt. Never· 
theless, Lewis indicates that evil is not only ruthless but also well-
equipped and able to sustain its assults on good. Un-man has numerous 
weapons in his armory • as many as are needed to make the mind of lns 
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intended victim a ma2e or confusion. lf the Lady were tmable to 
distinguish the will of ~laleldil from her ~n creations of mind, she 
would lose herself in a psychological labyrinth of indistinct cltOlCe$. 
Isolated from Maleldil, she would be the ideal target for Un-man's 
ultimate \o.'Capon . terror. 1l1en feeling ratlter than a reasoning mind 
would dominate her; then she would be lost to ~!aleldil, perhaps fanner. 
Ransom himself had made a significant contribution to a potentially 
victonous assault by Un-~lan on Tinidnl. lie had taught her that she! 
as a creature of Haleldil, was not a passive object. Inadvertently 
he had made her m-;arc of her own \.ill, the intentional part of her mind 
which she called the " 1 Alongside' 1 ' sc 1f (60) • It sent her to each 
gift of ~1aleldil. she realized: 
"I thought that the good things lie sent ne 
drew roc into them as the waves lift the 
islands; but now r see that it is I who 
plunge into them \H th my own legs and arms • 
as when \o.'C go swiiTITling. " (69) 
This insight into herself and into her relationship with t-lale lull had 
made her rejoice upon learning of it . 
' ' this, 0 Piebald• is tl1e glory anJ 
wonder you have made rre see; that it 1s I . 
1 myself • who turn from tl1e good expected 
to the g1 ven gootl. OJt of my own heart 
I do it. " (69) 
Yet it is also the very means by which "Weston 1 s body" see},s to gain 
access to her soul. The being no longer worthy of the names ' 'West on" 
or "~lan" stalked her voltmtary self through her imagination as well as 
through p~verful feelings like self-love. lie would force her to d1oosc 
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\\itether she "'·ould serve f1aleldil. He spun captivating lies in order to 
trap her in his web: 
"lie longs -- oh , ha.-: greatly He longs - -
to see !lis creature becorre fully itself, 
to stand up in its own reason and its own 
courage even against Ilim. But heM can 
lie tell it to do this? That would spoil 
au-:-n-c] 17) 
lie produced a clever gadget to introduce her t o her own image, the 
illusion of self-sufficiency , and to crippling self·awareness. Ransom 
watched as she examined her first looking-glass , "an English pocket-
mirror that might have cost three-and-six." (136) Its effect on the 
Lady was devastating. 
"Look!" he said. 1l1en taking it from her he 
held it up to her face. She stared for quite 
an apprcciab le time \Yl thout apparently making 
anything of it. Then she started back with a 
cry and covered her face . Ransom started too. 
It was the first time he had seen her the mere 
pass1 vc recipient of any emotion. 1l1e world 
about h1m was big with change. 
"Oh -- oh," she cried. ''l\hat is it? 1 saw 
a face. " 
"Olly your own face , beautiful one ," sa1.d the 
Un-man. 
"I know," said the Lady 1 still averting her 
eyes from the mirror. '~¥ face -- out there 
- - looking at me. lvn I growing older or is it 
something else? I feel ••• I feel •.• my 
heart is beating too hard. I am not warm. What 
is it?" She glanced from one of them to the 
other. The mysteries had all vanished from her 
face . It was as easy to read as that of a man 
in a shelter when a borrb is coming. 
''lfuat is it?" she repeated. 
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"It is called Fear," said Weston's mouth. 
Then the creature turned its face full on 
Ransom and grinned, (136) 
Whereas Lew1.s has defined her as a paradisial creature whose hopes 
or desires for herself are contingent upon the will of t-laleldil for her, 
i. e., the will of tl1e creature and the ,.,.ill of the Creator are one, 
he defines Weston/Un-t-lan as the antithesis of the will of ~laleld1l. 
He is the end result of a rational, lifelong process of unbridled 
self-sezving. As if Oyarsa of tvlalacandra had diserrbodied the essence 
of Weston as a final gesture of the creature's uselessness, \\es ton has 
corrani. tted himself to sOJoothing like the "real death" awaiting those who 
were fotmd tmfi t for a return to Maleldil. Weston • if he were yet 
"alive" in sore sense of the word. now sezved the Self whose hopes and 
desires he had begun long ago to feed carefully and without hesti tation. 
Ransom himself succuni>ed to the spell of the dis-ease before him, 
finding tl1at ''worst of all were those moments when it allowed Weston to 
come back into its countenance ." (129) Insight and understanding help 
Ransom to accept what has become of Weston and to regain his composure. 
lie discovered that any hatred he had once felt 
for the Professor was dead. lle found it natural 
to pray fezvently for his soul. Yet what he felt 
for Weston was not exactly pity. Up till that 
moment, whenever he had thought of Hell, he had 
pictured the lost souls as being still human; now, 
as the frightful abyss which parts ghosthood from 
manhood yawned before him, pity was almost 
swallowed up in horror -- in the unconqueral.J le 
revulsion of the life within him from positive 
and self-consuming ~ath. If the remains of 
Weston were • at sud1 rnorrents , speaking through 
the lips of the Un-man, then Weston was not now 
a man at all. The forces which had begun, perhaps 
years ago, to eat away his humanity had ncM 
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slor.dy poisoning the intelligence and the 
affections had n~· at last poisoned itself 
and the "•hole psydlic organism had fallen 
to pieces. Olly a ghost was left ..... an 
everlasting unrest, a crumbling, a ruin, 
an odour of decay. (130) 
Ironically. Lewis i~YJ>lies that what \'teston has becOJre 1s not far 
removed from Ransom and the Lady themselves. An ideal perverted but 
nevertheless fulfilled, or "perfected," in the Aristotelian tradition 
(Jl 
of entelechy, Un-man is the sum of the desires and conscious efforts 
of 1\eston. Weston, rather than Maleldil, has been the creator of the 
horror. 11\Us, Un-man exerrplifies the destiny of anyone who habitually 
responds first to his Ol'vn appetites rather than to the voice of ~laleldil. 
Through an allegorical allusion, Lewis intensifies the actual gravity 
of the Lady's encounter with Un-man and the precarious relationship of 
Rcmsom to both: "' .•. this, 1 thought Ransom, 'might be my clestination; 
or hers.'" ( 130) At which point in the course of his "perfection" had 
Weston becC>l'OO enslaved to himself? 
111e conflict of the Lady Tinidril and Un-man has generated the major 
portion of the drama in !: thus far. As a flawless creation of ~laleldil, 
the Lady expresses llis perfect will as Good itself. Un-man, however, is 
a creature of man. As the expression of a mortal, imperfect wi 11, he 
is Ev1l itself. Consequently, theirs is an archetypal encounter, the 
apologetu. significance of which depends upon Lewis 1 s careful depiction 
of the manner in which Good, despite its intrinsic divinity, can yield 
to Evil. Therefore, it is with soroo relief that Ransom has found the 
actions of Tinidril not yet questionable, indicating that the attempts 
of the Un-man to invade and possess her mind have had minimal results. 
"Xo evil intention had been fo~J in her mind. But if her ,.:ill "·as 
tmcorrupted, half her imaginat1on was already filled ld th bright. 
poisonous shapes." (134) It was the look on her face that told him she 
was sucetmbing to Un-man's false but h)-pnotic disclosures of ~laleldil 
as secretive. of herself as having great phys1cal beauty and invincible 
loyalty to Him -- no matter what she did. Ransom could see that she 
had begun to take herself too seriously. 
She stood like one almost dazed w1th the 
richness of a day-dream, • • The express1on o£ 
her face was noble . It was a great deal too 
noble. Greatness • tragedy, high scntiroont ~ · 
these were obviously \mat occup1ed her thought~. 
Ransom perceived that the affair of the robes 
and the mirror had been only superficially 
concerned with what 1s commonly called female 
vanity. TI1e image of her beaut1ful body had 
been offered to her only as a means to awake 
the far toore perilous image of her great souL 
The external and• as it were, dramatlc 
conception of the self was the enemy's true 
cum~ lie was making her mind a theatre m 
which that phantom self should hold the stage. (138-139) 
TI1e onset of the Christian myth per, se is subtle. It begins with 
the sense of urgency that Ransom must • after all, do s01rething. The 
Lady has not yet succlll'!bed to Un-man. Furthennore, she must never do 
so if the sad history of Earth-after-Eden is to remain confined to 
time's corner. The legacy of this history • the Judaeo-Christian 
tradition, belongs to Ransom. His is the dilemma of the human condition 
among those who know both Eden and Golgotha and who yet would serve 
~laleldil faithfully. The drama of P evolves into tl1e conflict of 
Un-man and Ransom. For Ransom there is no precedent in all of Eartl1' s 
his tory. lie stands alone in time and his tory, and he does not know 
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what to do. lie is roorcly mortal, clespi te his cooscious decision to obey 
Oyarsa and come willingly to Perclandra. The "job" for which he has 
been chosen has begun to reveal itself to him in all its horrible • 
repulsive dimensions. His humanity attacks him as 1t had on t-lalacandra 
during the hnakra-hunt. 
The dross of his being, the "d1attering part of the mind," (140) 
introduced round after round of rationalizations whid1 he found it 
difficult to escape. For exaJll>le • he had already done e-verything he 
could -- his best~ in fact. If matters ultimately called for someone 
iJ1l>Ortant, '"~laleldil's representative,"' (141) then surely he was not 
that. It would be the height of egotism to beheve that he was such a 
person (141). To think it was absurd. If he were that person after all, 
presumably he need but study what happened on Perelandra and report 
faithfully to the people of his own world about the presence of evil 
beyond their own air. Why, it was not possible for l·laleldil to have 
given him so much responsibility or that "the fate of Venus, •• . 
could . . . really rest upon his shoulders." (141) But the awesome 
Presence closing upon him like a great weiw1t in the darkness shut out 
all but the real issue: Ransom must act . Otherwise, admittedly his 
very presence on Perclandra was absurd, for his journey to the planet 
had been frankly miraculous (141) . lie would turn it into a farce, 
reduce it to a "100ral exercise, . • • a sham fiw1t" (142) sin-q>ly by 
domg nothing. lie wrestled with the corrmitment he had made -- how long 
ago? -- to carry out the order from beyond Oyarsa, to do a "job". M 
answer began to shape itself in his mind. 
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If the issue lay in Nalelclil' s hands, Ransom 
and the Lady we rc those hands, TI1e fate of 
a world rea1l)f"a'epcnded on hO\\ they behaYeu 
in the next fm.; hours. D1e thing \\·as 
irreducibly, nakedly real. (142) 
The last obstacles fell as Ransom prepared himself for the course ahead: 
He writhed and ground his teeth, but could not 
help seeing. Thus, and not otJ1erwise., the 
world was made. Either sometlling or nothing 
must depend on individual choices. And 1f 
something, who could set bounds to it? A stone 
may determine tlle course of a n ver. He was 
that stone at tl1is horrible moment which had 
become the centre of the whole universe. TI1e 
eldila of all worlds~ the sinless organ1sms 
of everlasting light, were silent in Deep 
Heaven to see l'lhat Elwin Ransom of Canbridge 
would do. (142), 
Lewis reintroduces the motif of human wish~fulfillment at this 
point in the development of the character of Ransom. In so doing, he 
demonstrates tllat, in a universe where human potential is superceded 
only by its Creatort human wish-fulfillment is a paradox~ 
1'-faleldil was his partner. Of this Ransom was certain as he had 
perhaps never before been. He was safe . lie need not take extraordinary 
risks . He need not know the extent of his limitations~ TI1ere could 
be none (142) • he thought , for ~laleldil would give him whatever he would 
require. In fact, there were no risks • he reasoned • for his would be 
a decidedly "sp_.i,ri.tual struggle" with "the Devil 1 " lhl-man (143). Of 
things spiritual his partner ~1aleldil knew more than he 1 Ransom thought 
comfortably . 1he prospect of physical contact wi tl1 a cadaverous monster 
appalled him. He was pleased that Maleldi 1 had chosen him for something 
other than degrading coni>at • a "crude~ materialistic struggle" (143) 
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with the ''night-nursery horror" (122) of "an ini>ec1le or a monker or a 
very nasty ddld" (128) "''hich was wholly and forever the remains of 
Weston. \.~tatcver llaleldil r.Ught ask of him in dealing ldth Un-man, 
it was physical contact which struck Ransom ns being the least likely, 
unappealing, ''impossible" (146) solution to the dilenvna of Perelandra. 
Yet it was becoming clear to him that it was precisely that which he 
would havo to undertake, for he was a creature from time's corner: 
What happened on Earth, when ~1aleldil was born 
a man at Bethlehem, had altered the universe for 
ever. The new world of Perelandra was not a I'OC're 
repetition of the old world Tellus. ~laleldil 
never repeated Himself. 1\s the Lady had said, the 
sruoo wave never ca.JOO twice. lv'hen Eve fell • God was 
not a Man. He had not yet made rren ~ni>ers ot Ills 
body: since then He had. and through them hence-
forward lie would save and suffer •••• If Ransom 
refused, the plan, so far. miscarried. For that 
point in the story a a story far more COJi4>licated 
than he had conceived. it was he who had been 
selected .• 
··--··············· .. Nothing was more or less irrportant than any-
tlung c lse • nothing was a copy or mode 1 of 
anything else. (144-145) 
Calling upon a precedent dramatically illustrated earlier in the 
trilogy by Weston, Lel·ds utilizes an intellectual confrontation with 
Haleldil to create a unique place for Ransom in P and thus define him 
as a character. With the words "God'' and "Bethlehem" Lewis boldly 
sweeps aside allusions to the Christian myth as an imaginative catalyst 
used to produce the space-trilogy. 1l1e fact of the Incarnation, of 
God, the "Old <Ale," having become the t·lan of Jesus, "~!ale ldi 1," is the 
determiner of what happens in the new world. TI1ere , in Ransom's mind 
beyond the reach of tirre • is the knowledge that God had come among rren 
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and had died at their hands , a tmiversal sacrif1ce. l\hatc\er Ransom 
were to do . did not do, l\Ould stand in perpetual relationship to this 
act . The JOUrney from Bethlehem to Golgotha was the etc mal background 
for all acts in all tires and places. His actions , always and evel)"'hcrc, 
would be the dynamic variable in an inflexible act /scene ratio because 
~laleldil had walked on Thulcandra. 110\~ever repulsive Un-man might be 
to him~ Ransom's feehngs had no actual bearing on whether he would 
suppor t ~laleldil . ~~ had been sent t o Pcrelandra to work. If combat 
with Un-man were necessary, so be it. Be did not readily acc.ept the 
challenge, and he groped through a maze of fcc ling for sore reassurance 
that he might w1n, or at least not be hurt ( 147) . As if tl1c agony 
of his decision-making were a purgatory which had stnpped a-way Ins las t 
t1es t o earthly flaws. as 1f he were now co-equal ,.,.i th the Lady, Ransom 
heard h1s partner speak. 
"It 1s not for nothing tl1at you are narood 
Ransom~" said the Voice. (147) 
Dy way of reassurance and comfort lie offered a reminder 
"~·ly nane also is Ransom, • . • " (148) 
and, as if Ransom were yet The Pedestrian on the back road to Sterk. a 
look at the plan -- as accomplished fact, 
TI1e thing still seemed imposs1ble. But 
gradually something happened to h1m which had 
happened to him only twice before in his life. 
In both cases the thing had seened a sheer 
irnpossibility: he had not thought but known 
that, being what he was, he was psychologically 
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incapab lc of doing it; and then, \\i thout 
any apparent movement of the will, as 
objective and tmemotional as the reading 
on a dial tl1ere had arisen before him, 
with perfect certitude, the knowledge 
"about this time tomorrow you will have 
done the in'Possib le." 'Ille scuoo thing 
happened now. His fear. his sharoo, his 
love, all his arguments, were not altered 
in the least. TI1e thing was nei thcr 
more nor less dreadful than it had been 
before. '01e only difference was that 
he know - - almost as a historical pro-
position -- that it was going to be done. 
··-······~· ~ fl- · ········ The future act stood there, • . . • It 
was a mere irrelevant detail that it 
happened to occupy tile position '\t.'C call 
future instead of that which 'ft"e call past. 
TI1e whole struggle was over. and yet 
there seemed to have been no ooment of 
victory. (149) 
In the actual confrontation of Creator and creature, Lewis demonstrates 
that it is the receptive creature, totally dependent upon its Creator 
for guidance, who can make his way through a labyrinth of confusion to 
divine will. ~1rouded in emotional concern for himself• Ransom had 
taken himself and the nature of his confrontation with Un-man too 
seriously. TI1e realization that he was incapable of domg what must 
obviously be done had overwhelmed him. Nothing less than knowing the 
wi 11 of ~laleldil Himself could sustain Ransom, for Un-man was Weston 
having become Leath itself. That knowledge was now his. All he needed 
to do \~as to decide l.ffiether he would try to stop it from claiming 
Pcrelandra as it had Thulcandra. That was all. Faith , reason, and 
perspective were once more within Ransom' s grasp. 
1 t was true that if he left it tmdone • Maleldil 
ll1mself would do some greater thing instead. 
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. . ,. ,. . . . , . . . . . . ~ . , . 
He asked no longer ''Why me?" It mlght as 
w~ll be he as another. It might as ~~11 
be any other choice as thi~. (150) 
\~t in fact had made thii decision loam before him as momentous, ~hat 
had forced Ransom to regard hit appointed role in time a& impo&tible, 
or at leaat extraordinary. may have reaulted fran pride or cowardice or 
an overzealous inferiority complex or any of theae spiritual detour~ 
in canbina tion. All were error• • ho"~ver, for net ther the time ror the 
place could alter the fact that thia taak. like all othera, aprang from 
~ialeldil Hirnaelf aoo waa therefore a part of creation. l\hether he 
choae to participate in the creative proceaa now waa neither more nor 
leas important than whether he did so at any other manent in ti.Jne. All 
momenta and tasks were gifts fran l•1aleldil. Soodenly Elwin Ranaom fran 
Thulcandra aaw aoo urxleratood. Everything had mattered, would always 
matter , becauae Haleldil waa alive. 
The f ierce li;ht which he had seen reatina 
on this moment of decition rested in reality 
on all. (150) 
It would be. after allt but a arnall thins (150): a queation of hit 
persiatence. a matter of time. 
VI 
It may be fairly said of Ranaan and Weaton that each repreaents a 
potential in man which becomea fulfilled• or perfected, in the first 
two books of the trilogy. However • their fruition produces charac tera 
who are not simply different but mutually antasonittic to a degree 
requiring that one or the other be eliminated. This ttudy has attempted 
to illustrate that ultimately their development aa 1\.Ch it a matter of 
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free, conscious dtoice, an act of wi 11. A final exercise of d1oice 
plunges \'t'cston into chaos. By a decisive act of his conscious mind, 
Ransom elects to trave 1 to Perelandra to carry out an l.Dlspecified task 
for f'.1aleldil, the source of life. These episodes are examples of the 
modal rooans which Lewis uses to propel the narrative. In turn, they 
also illustrate the ability of man to move his 0\\-n life forward. They 
help to answer the question of how Ransom and Weston beccure mortal 
enemies. 
'Ihe factor of htunan wi 11 per se cannot explain why they beccure so, 
however. 'Ihe definitive choice of Ransom to go to Perelandra contrasts 
with his reluctant acceptance of the journey to Oyarsa on ;..1a1acandra and 
also with that of his coni> at with Un-man on Perc landra. Each is an 
exercise of wi 11 ~ but between the decision of the journey and that of 
corroat there is a marked difference. While it is a qualitative one 
signifying Ransom's spiritual growth and awareness, each choice has 
been a matter of necessity. Lewis constructed a narrative \-.rhich 
demanded that Ransom and Weston accept~ reject. or ignore its latest 
tum. In each instance, the assertion of a will other than their own 
required their attention, their obedience, and, if necessary, a change 
of mind or wi 11 despite their personal desires. I.:ach time ;..tale ldi 1, 
through Oyarsa, as an idea~ or actual presence, sought a better self 
than that which Ransom and Weston had been. 
This study maintains that human wi 11 contending with necessity, 
expressed as divine, l.Dlchangeable will, is the modal and narrative 
standard Lewis has used to define the characters of Weston and Devine. 
Furthennore, if this standard can apply to the characters of ~lark and 
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Jane St\.ddock and to Froatt each of whcr.a remaina "earthbourxi" in the 
narrative of THS, then the reader is obliged to regard the trilogy as 
-
having major ai nificance as apolosetic literature. It ~ill have ccaaed 
to be an eacapiat'& fanta y of other ~urld . 
VII 
The third book of the space-tri losy bringa the Christian myth back 
to earth. One critic haa said of ita major charactera, t-iark and Janep 
that throuah them Lewis has detailed an average marriase "neither 1dy 11 ic 
eroUlfh to 1uggest the Efl'eat lover• of hi1tory and fiction, nor unhapp} 
enoueh to demand the divorce court. "62 In one respect, the critic is 
correct. Throuahout the book their rela tionahip is decidedly murxlane. 
And why rot? Until the cloaing chapters theirs il 1i ttle more than a 
union of raw selfishneiS. Like the ~. I. C . E., the rnarriaae of Nark 
and Jane ia 1 trangely predatory. AI Frye has deacribed the nature of 
63 demonic relationships. it ia a "molecular tenaion of ego•." The 
St\Xldocka have a typical marriaae filled, as they are, with unrealized 
potential. ~t until Hark and Jane learn to underatand themselves a1 
creature• and begin, thereby, to exiat a1 human beings in an eternally 
awe1ane, secondary role, does their marriase begin to live. 
The realization of Jane's potential begins a abruptly at that of 
Ransom on the back road to Sterk seeking lodging for the nig-ht. Lewis 
thrua tl upon her a role she cannot fa than or accept, the invcuion of 
her mim by saneone or 1omethina. Aloof and proud, she imagines herself 
to be more of a scholar than she il • Lewis quickly ea tabliahea the 
fact that her role in 1liS il far grander than that which she would 
-
rather have as a part-time wife and full-time individual. AI a aeere••· 
her role 1a extraordinary. Jane would rather isnore her ability to 
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foretell the future. however. Tt disrupted her plans. In fact, it 
began to tmdo her. After one sud1 incident. Nark ca.rre h~ to find her 
hysterical and in need of comfort. A ''hLIIli>le" Jane without her usual 
"certain indefinable defensiveness" (1115 1 44) was very glad to see him. 
-
But Hark was preoccupied and had to remain at College more often in 
order to get ahead. Thus, Jane was left to her own resources . They were 
pitiable in the face of her motmting "extreJOO confusion" ( 44) and a 
state of fright tantamotmt to "terror." (45) Desperation forces her out 
of a self-imposed isolation in order to pursue help from a strange 
source, a "Hiss Ironwood" \o~ho resided at the hilltop manor, St. Anne's. 
( 48) Rather than help from ~Iiss Iromo~ood Jane received facts. She 
rebelled. 
"Can you then do nothing for 100?" 
"I can tell you the truth.'' said Miss Ironwood. 
"I have tried to do so." 
"I 100an, can you not stop it ~- cure it?" 
"Vision is not a disease." 
"But I don't want it~ ' ' said Jane passionately. 
"I must stop rr:- I hate this sort of thing." 
~tiss Ironwood said nothing. (66) 
Chen she baian to plead: 
"Don' t you even know anyone who could stop 
it? • • • • Can't you recommend anyone?" ( 66) 
Told there was nothing she might gain from psychotherapy, she then 
proceeded to question Miss Ironwood and learned that the weight of 
history itself would not permit her to lead a life of her own choosing, 
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an "'ordinary life.'" (66) She was a merrber of the Tudor family l~hose 
visionary ability • "'the pO\.;er of dreaming rcali ties.'" (65) she had 
inherited. Her involuntary ,., gift"' (67) allowed her to observe persons 
whose evil nature and purpose were \vell knCMn to Niss Ironwood. 
Furthennore • her life \vas in danger because they would be likely to knO\v 
she had been "' spying' " on them ( 6 7) • 
If she disl1ked what she had thus far learned about herself, Jane 
liked even less the al temati ves which Miss Ironwood gave her. None 
allowed her an opportunity to rid herself of her ''bad dreams"; ead1 
insisted that she live with them. Three choices were open to Jane: 
suppression of her visions. a disclosure of them to a th1rd party like 
a psychiatrist, or their practical disposition through ~!iss Ironwood 
and her friends at St~ .Arme' s. Of the three alternatives, the first 
would greatly frighten Jane if she were to try to deny her dream~visions 
and maintain her independence. They were likely to recur, and she • 
better than anyone else, knew the impact of their seeming reality. If 
she were to treat them as a symptom of rrental illness and request 
treatment from a third party, the persons frequenting her dreamrvisions 
would find her more readily. In their hands her fate \vould be in doubt 
and far from pleasant. 
The prospect of penni tting herself to be used by an unfamiliar 
group like the friends of ~!iss Ironwood tmSettled Jane more than either 
of the other two choices. She was not prepared to believe matters had 
come to the point where she nrust submit the direction of her life to 
others. She found ready comfort in belittling what she had learned. 
It was nonsensical. Collecting herself, she retreated from ~!iss Ironwood 
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and St. Anne' • TI1ere had to be another \-lay. 
She was not .mdeed sure that it \-las nonsense i 
but she had already resolved to treat it as 
if it were. She would not get "mixed up in it,'' 
~oulu not be drawn in. One had to live one's 
own life. To avoid entangle~rent~ and interferences 
had long been one of her first principles. Even 
~hen she had discovered that she \'.as going to 
marry i lark if he asked her 1 the thought, "But 1 
must st1ll keep up my own life," had an sen 
at once and had never for more than a few 
minutes at a stretch been absent from her mind. 
Some resentment against love itself• and 
therefore against f.Iark, for thus invad1ng her 
life, remained. (72) 
Lewis has thrust her into the midst of a battle she neither under-
stands nor believes. She cannot ignore it or escape from it despite 
her sincere objections to becoming involved. Reality demands Jane's 
attention once more follO\<Wing the murder of llingest, another bizarre 
event which she had "foreseen''; 
It came over her with sickening clan ty that 
tl1e affair of her dreams, far from being ended. 
was only beginning. The bright, narrow little 
life which she had proposed to live was being 
irremediably broken into. Windows into huge • 
d.ark landscapes were opening on every side and 
she was powerless to shut them. It would 
drive her mad, she thought, to face it alone. (83) 
Symbolic of the decay of her old life is tl1e encroachment of the 
destructive N. I. C. E. upon the village of Edgestow. From within and 
without onunous dtanges irrq>inge upon her. Among these is the sudden 
"disappearance" of Ivy t-Iaggs, the housekeeper. W1 thout a \vord to Jane. 
Ivy went to live at St. Anne's. 
Like Ransom on Malacandra during the hnakra hunt. Jane Studdock 
stubboml}· clutches a self-prescribed life. TI1e idea that she cannot 
remain independent, or "'neutral,,., puzzles her; the fact that she cannot 
knoN fully the nature of the conflict invohing her offends her; the fact 
that she must act in good faith and join the group at St. Anne's because 
she has been told she must provokes her. Refuge, solace, and a full 
explanation <noJai t her there, but they llc beyond the hurdle of consuous 
choice. Jane must '"take a leap in the <.lark'" and "'give'" herself to 
the group at St . Anne's. She will not. (115) 
One of the most notable recurrences of the journey motif in ~ 
is that of the train ride. It signifies the onset of the spiritual 
growth of Jane, as does the ~~ldilorn journey 01 Ransom. She detcnnines 
to return to St. Anne's a second tire not because she has ceased to be 
aloof but because she is overwhelmed by fright and disgust . CXlt of a 
dream and into her morning in the midst of Edgestow had corre a face. 
Her reaction to it is illli'OOdiate and spontaneous. Like that of Ransom 
to the face of Un-man , it is an overwhelming experience. 
She would have known him. anywhere; not .t-lark' s 
face. not her own face in a mirror, was by now 
more familiar. She saw the pointed beard, the 
eince~nez. the face which sorreh~... reminded her of 
a waxwor'R's face . She had no need to think what 
she would do. Her body~ walking quickly past, 
seemed of itself to have decided that it was 
heading for the station and thence for St. Anne's. 
It was something different from fear (though she 
was frightened too. almost to tl1e point of nausea) 
that drove her so unerringly forward. It was a 
total rejection of, or revulsion from, this man 
on all levels of her being at once. Dreams sank 
into insignificance compared with tl1e blinding 
reality of the man's presence. (137) 
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The motif of the child succeeds that of the journey. Jane 
redjscovers an old self long ago abandoned. It is a suitable rel¥ard 
for the decision to return to St. Anne's • however ignoble her reasons 
for doing so might have been. 
The train was blessedly \o.arm, her 
cornpartrrent empty. the fact of sitting 
down delightful. The slow JOurney through 
the fog almost sent her to sleep. She 
hardly thought about St. Anne's tmtil she 
found herself there: even as she walked 
up the steep hill she made no plans • 
rehearsed nothing that she meant to say, 
but only thought of Camilla and Mrt. 
Dinble. Tile childish levels_ the under-
soil of the mind • had been turned up. She 
wanted to be with Nice people • away from 
Nasty people -- that nursery distinction 
seeming at the roorent more important than 
any later categories of Good and Bad or 
Friend and Enemy. (137) 
The apologetic significance of her return to St. Anne's extends 
beyond its reserrblance as a much-resisted act to the ~~ldilorn journey 
of Ransom. The two space-trilogy journeys are important for their 
similarity not to one another but to tile Biblical parable of the 
prodigal son.. Like tl1e son who had depleted his financial resources 
in self-centered indulgences, botll reach the limits of inner resources 
permitting tl1em to live as tl1ey wished. Inflexible external circumstances, 
i. e. • reality, require ti1em to abandon their proud indq.'lCndence and 
begin a new way of life. Its advent is a journey \vhose goal is more 
ti1an a physical destination. Like the son who l~ll see his father, 
like Ransom who will meet Oyarsa, Jane Studdock at St . Anne's is to 
undergo a meeting. 
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en a sofa before her, with one foot 
bandaged as if he had a wound, lay \vhat 
appeared to be a boy, twenty years old. 
On one of the long window sills a 
taJOO j ackdm" was walking up and dO\\'Il. The 
light of the fire with its weak reflection, 
and the light of the sun with its stronger 
reflection, contended on the ceiling. But 
all the light in the room seened to nm 
tcMard.s the gold hair and the gold beard 
of the \"ounded man. 
Of course he was not a boy -- how 
could she have thought so? The fresh 
skin on his forehead and cheeks and. above 
all, on his hands, had suggested the idea. 
But no boy could have so full a beard. And 
no boy could be so strong. She had expected 
to see an invalid.. NCM it Nas manifest that 
the grip of those hands '"ould be inescapab lc, 
and imagination suggested that those anns and 
shoulders could support the whole house~ (142) 
The confrontation is the beginning of the end of the "old" Jane. Her 
composure disappears before a person '~ose magnitude she immediately 
perceives in a myriad of '"ays: 
••• she tasted the word f~.S itself with 
all linked associations o attle 1 marriage. 
priesthood• mercy, and pCMer. At that 
moment. as her eyes first rested on his face. 
Jane forgot who she was • and '~ere • and her 
faint grudge •••• It was, of course. 
only for a flash. Next monent she was once 
more the ordinary social Jane • flushed and 
confused to find that she had been staring 
rudely •• • at a total stranger. But her 
world was unmade; she knel" that. Anything 
might happen now. 
Shortly after this she found herself seated 
before the Director~ She was shaken: she 
was even shaking. She hoped intensely that 
she was not going to cry, or be unable to 
speak. or do anything silly. (143) 
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The meeting with Ransom, the Direct or, i s but a forcshadc~dng of 
that final invasion of her well- guarded self \\nich des trO)'S the stubborn 
remnants of pride in J ane St uddock. Tortured by Fairy Hardcast le , a 
nominal f emale chief of the N. I. c. E. police , Jane made a second and 
f inal return t o St. Anne's. It is a signi f i cant ac t because it is an 
instinctive one . Ntmi>ed with pain and fatigW!, she had chosen t o go 
''home" to the ~lanor. She had begun to accept the fac t that she must 
and could r- depend on others for her well- being while sirrultaneously 
rejectlng those who were an obvious threat to her. She had learned to 
have some degree of faith 1n the people at St. Anne's . t.lomentarily 1 
she is beyond the reach of the N. I. C. E., but she i s not beyond the 
i nfluence of time and cosmic llfe at the Manor. M unexpected vision 
of a fiery woman (304-305) compels her to question Ransom about its 
meaning. Be tells her that she has seen unbr1dled, destructive love. 
It is the earthly, '"demoniac"' (314) counterpart of the Oyarsa of 
Perelandra, or Venus& Jane has been allowed to foresee lmat she '"ould 
become if she failed to restrain her own desires and refused to accept 
the unalterable ways of the tmiverse~ Ransom assures her that her vision 
is a sign that her desires would, indeed. be granted if she were certa1n 
they were what she wanted~ She had not liked her experience. however. 
TI1us, Ransom declared that one alternative remained for her: in a 
positive . personal universe, she must accept the steadfast reality 
"' above and beyond all things'" (316). It would not change because it 
was beyond change; it was '"masculine . "' ( 316) Therefore. it was Jane 
who must change if it were possible for her to do l'lhat the D1rector said 
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she must: become a Otristian (316), 
By 100ans of an intellectual confrootation \d th the idea of the 
existence of God. Le\ds has prepared both Jane and his reader for an 
actual encounter with Him. Through Ransom he has indicated that Jane 
must "do .. sOJoothing and acquire the name "Olristian, .. or live with the 
knowledge that certain consequences awaited her choice to be othen-.rise, 
But how did one '"agree'" with the Director's ~1aleldil and "'becore'" 
Olristian? (316) Precisely what lvas one to "do"? 
In an earthly garden Jane Studdock Hrestled Hi th the unknO\m ob-
struction in her life~ ~·1aleldil, her "'adversary'" (316). She hoped, 
nruch as Ransom himself had done on Perelandra, that she could avoid 
further distasteful, tmpleasant claims upon her life. If she were to 
do something "religious," she would have to give it considerable 
thought. l'lhat would it be? 
"Rehgion" ought to rean a realm in which 
her hatmting female fear of being treated as 
a thing • an object of barter and desire and 
possession, would be set permrutently at rest 
and what she called her "true self'' would 
soar upwards and expand in sore freer rutd 
purer lvorld. For still she thought that 
"Religion" was a kind of exhalation or a 
cloud of incense, sorething steaming up 
from specially gifted souls towards a 
receptive Heaven. (318) 
Lost amid impersonal, .. adult'' ideas wandering through her mind, Jane 
stumbled upon a realization which promptly dispatched them all to 
oblivion: 
. quite sharply, it occurred to her that 
the Director never talked about Religion; nor 
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did the Dini>les nor Camilla. TI1er talked 
about God. They had no picture in their 
minds of soroo mist steaming tqn-.'ard: rather 
of strong, skilful hands thrust d~n to 
make, and roond. perhaps even to destroy. (318) 
Presently~ in the garden at St . Arme's, ultimate reality manifested 
itself to Jane as it had to Ransom in the midst of a Perelandrian Eden. 
More than Voice, it was a Person confronting Jane's personhood. lt 
\\as un<.lcniably present and alive, impossible to ignore although it 
could not be seen, The idea of God beccuoc God, and her idea of religion 
as a cloud of an organized but indefinite substance vanished forever; 
• • . at one particular corner of the goose 
berry patch, the d1ange Ca.JOO • • • • There 
was no form nor sound. TI1e mould unJer the 
bushes, the moss on the path, and the little 
brick border, were not visibly changed. But 
they were changed. A boundary had been 
crossed. She had coroo into a world, or into 
a Person, or into the presence of a Person. 
Something expectant, patient, inexorable • 
root her with no veil or protection between. (318) 
TI1e presence was life in its fullness . It required a complete Jane 
St uddock, without reservation or defense -- or no Jane Studdock at all: 
TI1is demand which now pressed upon her was 
not • even by analogy~ like any other demand. 
It was the origin of all right demands and 
contained them. . . • There was nothing~ 
and never had been anything, like th~s. 
And now there was nothmg except tlus. (318) 
For Jane, as for Ransom on Perelandra with Un-man. it is no longer 
a matter of having to tllink about what to do. What must be done is 
obvious. "The more lucidly we think, the more we are cut off: tl1e more 
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deeply we enter into reality, the less \r>e can think." Thus, it is 
a matter of what Jane wills to do. She must do and be what she will 
or what another wills for her. To an approximation of life ana of 
herself • or to that Life of which she is an integral part • she must 
say "yes." It is dlildishly easy. ultimately. 
In a now, a ''morrent of time too short to be called tiJOO at all," (319) 
one Jane died while another was born: 
In this height and depth and breadth the little 
idea of herself which she had hitherto called 
me dropped down and vanished, lDlfluttering. into 
oottomless distance, like a bird in a space with-
out air. 111e ncuoo rre was the ncuoo of a being 
m1ose existence sheilad never suspected, a being 
that did not yet fully exist but which was 
demanded. It was a person (not the person she 
had thought). yet also a thing , a made thing, 
made to please Another and in Him to please all 
othe1·s • a thing being made at this very moJOOnt, 
without its choice, in a shape it had never 
drecuood of • 
....••. ,_ .. . '111• • •···4···· .... 
'I11e largest thing that had ever happened to her 
had, apparently, found room for itself in a 
mou-cnt of time • • • • Her hand closed on nothing 
but a memory. And as it closed, without an 
instant's pause, the voices of those mlO have not 
joy rose howling and chattering from every corner 
of her being. (318-319) 
~~rk Studdock, devoted to tl1e precision of dispassionate science 
and to achieving recognition as an autl1ori ty in human group behavior, 
had never believed in beings, fanciful or otherwise • beyond himself. 
Unlike his wife, he had known neither a milksop "Religion" nor fanciful 
chil<lliood approximations of transcendent reality like "fairies and 
Santa Claus ." (334) The possibility of his attributing the JOOaning of 
his life to an ultimate Person rather tl1an to a grand summation of 
statistics "·as. therefore, remote. Through him Lewi:; depicts man 
living in a world of delusion anJ travelling a labyrintl1ine course to 
the brink of tragedy. 
Like Ransom on Halacandra~ ~lark must learn to "see" matters for 
what tl1ey arc . EndO\"ed wi tl1 a budding sense of professionalism and a 
nuni:>er of "sociological convi ctions ," (87) he is a victim of scientific 
training. " . . his education had had tl1e curious effect of making 
tllings tllat he read and wrote more real to him tl1an things he saw." ( 8 7) 
Cbjectivity and aloofness came easll)' to t-1ark Studdock , sociologi st. 
Statistics about agricultural labourers were 
the substance; any real d.i tcher, ploughman, 
or fanrer' s boy, was tl1e shaJ~ . TI10ugh he 
had never noticed it himself, he had a great 
reluctance, in his work , ever to use sud1 
words as "man" or ''woman." He preferred to 
write about "vocational groups," "elerents," 
"classes" and ''populations": , • • • (87) 
Paradoxically, what hope tllere might be for t-lark to avoid becoming another 
egotistical Weston lies in the fact of tl1is acquired remoteness . As 
Lewis notes • "in his own way, he believed as firmly as any mystic in tl1e 
superior reality of tlle things tllat are not seen." (87) Furthermore , 
t-1ark is instinctively a good person. For example, despite theN . I, C. E. 
plan to uproot and modernize tl1e quaint village of Cure Hardy, t-lark found 
tl1at he enjoyed its colorful setting and agreeable citizenry, In short, 
"he could not help rather liking this village." (87) 
His sojourn into N, I. C. E, renbership is an introduction to evil 
as a corrosive factor in the life of man. As such. it obliterates 
distinctions so that objective reality is no longer valid. Good 
instincts bccorre synonyroous with bad once "differences" arc eliminated. 
Thus , t he chief rrerrbers of the .. I. C. E. swann about l·lark and proceed 
to confuse him about his place among them. For example, he cannot 
determine what his salary is except in the vaguest of tenns •• '"allowing 
for fluctuations calculated on a very liberal basis.'" (104) His actual 
position in the N. I. C. E. is less irrportant than the nobility of his 
fLmction within the organization. He is to follow orders bllndly: 
'"the ureat thing is to do what you' rc told'" (98) and to become 
"'generally useful"' (120) to the N. I. C. E. llis role is to expend 
effort in learning irrmediate adaptability, or "'elasticity•"' (121) 
to its current needs rather than fulfilling the requirements of given 
position. In the turn~ about world of the N. 1. C. E. where no one can 
or will tell Hark who he really is in terms of what he is to do, he must 
learn to be content with pursuing elus1ve goals in the natre of tmified 
scientific endeavors. 
Coerced into staymg at the Belbury Manor headquarters of the 
N. I. C. E. (112), Mark gradually lost his sense of propriety as he 
adapted to the demands of the group. At one particular point in time 
Mark lost his abi 1i ty to resist wrong in the face of objective reality . 
Asked to write influential newspaper articles about a riot in the 
village of Ldgestow -- well in advance of tl1c occurrence to be staged 
by the N. I. C. E. police -- ~~rk capitulated to a minimum of 
comradely pcrsuas1on from Fairy Hardcastle and from Lord Feverstone~ 
his former benefactor at Belbury as well as at Hracton College . TI1e 
act is synytomatic of the vague, passive person t·~rk is allowing hl.mSelf 
to become among the N. I. C. E. As Lewis notes. 
TI1is was the first thing ~lark had been 
asked to do which he himself, before he did 
it. dearly knew to be criminal. But the 
morrent of his consent almost escaped his 
notice i certainly , there was no struggle, no 
sense of turning a corner . There may have 
been a tirre in the world's history when such 
moments fully revealed their gra"Vi ty, \H th 
witches prophesying on a blasted heath or 
visible Rubicons to be crossed. But for him, 
it all slipped past in a d1atter of laughter. 
of that intimate laughter between fcllC7W 
professionals~ which of all earthly powers is 
strongest to make men do very bad things 
before they are yet , individually , very bad 
rren. (130) 
To gain money and popularity, ~lark compromised h1mself still further 
until it was easier for him to acqu1esce to fear induced by the coercive 
efforts of the N. I. C. E. than to find the courage to resist. Wither, 
the Deputy Director, and Fairy accused him of the murder of llingest 
(206 f.) . Wither then ordered ~lark to bring Jane to Belbury (212). 
Suddenly threatened with exile from the abundant food and fellC7Wship, 
"ald10hol and tobacco" (223) of the N. I . C. E. headquarters • ~lark 
determined to set himself right with his accusers. I~ was comfortable 
there. and if he must bring Jane in with him to preserve the N. I. C. E. 
way of life,P,e ~uld. Thut,a fatter, paler. and peculiarly vulgar-
looking t-lark Studdock (217) sought his wife at their apartment. 
She had gone to St. Anne's, hO\vever • a fact which ~lark was unable to 
glean from Dimble, a fellow member of the Bracton faculty (220) 
t-1ark has becorre a stereotype of decadence. He has grown spiritually 
as \.'t'ell as physically flaccid. While he can yet admit to having had a 
desire to leave the N. I. C. E. (223), he lacks both the will and the 
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courage to do it \vithout a guarantee of safety or security from Dini>le. 
Dimble assures him that his associates among the N. 1. C. E. are a danger 
to everyone because they are "'the worst men in the world.'" (222) 
Dirrblc no longer believes ~lark to be trustworthy because of his 
association with them (22f), but he offers ~lark help and an opportl.IDi ty 
to leave the :-J . I . C. E. ~lark fails to detect the urgency of Dimble' s 
belief that his escape from Belbury is not, finally. a matter of his 
future or "career" but, rather • the fact of his being danned. (223) 
r.tark would have to give the thought soroo time. lie is 1.IDprepared for the 
resolute, manly corrrn:i tment to Dinble and '"the right side"' (223) 
which will restore his integrity and thus give him "'a way back into 
the human family'" (223). ~lark is not desperate enough to want to 
believe what he hears. lie docs not have enough convincing evidence 
that he is caught up m an actual "'battle."' (223) He would have to 
manage by himself. Rudely he stalks out of Dinble' s residence ·- and 
into tl1e keeping of theN. I . C. E. police (224) . If there were yet 
a "'question'" of his being damned (223) • perhaps he would have a 
'"last chance"' (223) to make arrends -" to someone. 
The incarceration of ~lark Studdock is a necessary precursor to his 
transformation from a non-descript. passive figure into an assertive 
character having a definitive role in TiiS. He has indulged in a 
-
lifetime of evasion, a cumulative intellectual and emotional habit 
(244-247) which has made him a stranger to his actual thoughts and 
feelings . Solitary confinement permits him to rediscover. if he will• 
what they are and, perl1aps for the first time in his life, to 
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ackn~-rledge the fact that he \\·ill one day die. The first of se\-eral 
honest admissions, the idea of hts mortality inspires a sober rc\iew 
of his life. Under scrutiny, :-Iark realizes that it has been neither 
vague nor meaningless. Instead, it has a moral definition he had hardly 
suspected. Its cornerstones are a series of shabby acts marking his 
journey into slavery. 
lle derided himself for having been weak and allm\·ing himself to 
become a tool of the N. I. C E. : "a fool -- a blasted. babyish, 
gullible fool -- " (245) and in his mind's eye he traced his damfall 
among its ment>ers. Now it was obvious to him that "they" had found him 
expendable; he wondered if he had ever been anything else to the 
"D. D.," Wither, the Ieputy Director. h'herc had it all begun? !lis 
yielding to Wither, succumbing to Feverstone, falling for Curry and 
Busby at Bracton long before he knew them to be but decorations or 
''puppets" (245) of the N. I. C. E. were late defeats in a gcure begun 
long ago. One tantalizing lure after another had clairood }urn, and tlark 
'"as aghast at the toll on his integrity; ''was there!:!£ beginning to 
his folly?" (245) As far back as his d1ildhood he could trace the 
longing to "get into" (246) one group or another whid1 soon taught him 
to deny what he knew or felt to be true in order to get ahead. 
The hours that he had spent learning the 
very slang of each nC\i circle that attracted 
him, the perpetual assumption of interest 
in things he f01.md dull and of kna..rledge he 
did not possess. the almost heroic sacrifice 
of nearly every person and thing he actually 
enjoyed, the miserable attempt to pretend 
that one could enjoy Grip, or the Progressive 
Element_ or tJ1e N. I. C. E. -- all tllis came 
over him '"i th a kind of heart-break. When had 
he ever done \t~hat he wanted? (246) 
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There was no end to the art of COlll>rornise ~'hicll Mark had mastered and by 
which he had alienated himself. He was an opportunist of the first order. 
The isolation Lewis has i1J1>osed on ~lark is essential to his survival 
as n unique, whole indh"ldual in a physical and personal universe. A 
matter impossible for him to ignore, it is conparablc to those solitary 
morents of candor Jane experiences on the train to St. Anne's and in the 
t>tanor garden , to those which carrc to Ransom while travelling to ~eldilorn 
and wld lc preparing to corrbat Un-man. Like Jane and Ransom, he can 
assess himself and what he J1llS t do should it be cane necessary for him 
to translate into action his mounting disgust ~·ith the • . I. C. E. 
Neither his current situation nor the lifetiroo which his 1nprisorurent 
symbolizes inspires his pride or brings him contentment , however. ~~rk 
behind bars is the sum of a life of d1shonesty for which he alone is 
rcsponsib le. 
In h1s normal condition, explanations that 
laid on impersonal forces outside himself the 
responsibility for all this life of dust and 
broken bottles would have occurred at once to his 
mind and been at once accepted. It would have 
been "the system" or "an inferiority COJl1>lex" 
due to his parents, or the peculiarities of the 
age. None of these things occurred to him now. 
His "scientific" outlook had never been a real 
philosophy believed with blood and heart. It 
had lived only in his brain, and was a part of that 
public self which was not falling off him. He was 
aware, without even having to think of it • that it 
was he himself -- nothing else in the whole universe 
-- that had chosen the dust and broken bottles. the 
heap of old tin cans, the dry and d1oking places. (247) 
Under the tutelage of Professor Frost of tlle N. I. C. E., tl1at 
intriguin; man with the pince~nez and pointed beard (127), Mark is to 
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learn to disregard his feelings in all future relationships. lle has 
been selected to acquire the hallmark of all JOOni)crs of the ~. I. C. E. 
"'Circle,'" total '"objectivity.'" ( 255) 1hc N. I. C. E. kneh' 
emotions to be chemically dependent ( 255) and thus rejected them 
as an tmSound basis for unity among Circle rrcrrbers . ~lark, a cell-hound 
audience of one , listened while Frost ducoursed at length abo~t his 
rec.iuctlon of the human race to a few depcndab le persons capable of 
acquiring tlle remoteness essential in a technological paradise. Oddly. 
the plan for his objectivity elicited nu.nor interest from ~lark when 
corrq>ared with the emotional warfare raging in him. If he had never 
known tl1e lure of a fatal temptation, one gripped him n~"· lie had 
imnediately renounced any pretense of Frost as an agreeable, trus t\vorth)' 
person because he had seen at first glance soroothing in his dereanor 
which would have put children and dogs on their guard (248). Nevertheless, 
~~rk barely witl1stood an assault from a lifelong desire. The allcgor1cal 
impulse pervades Lewis's description of tl1e inner conflict tlark endures. 
The motif of frenzied battle encroaches upon his struggle as Lewis 
intimates that Mark is in actual physical rather than fancied "abstract" 
danger. 
lie had felt, in fact, very little emotion at 
Frost's programme for the human race; indeed, 
he almost discovered at that moment h~v little 
he had ever really cared for those remote 
futures and uni versa! benefits whereon his 
co-operation with the Institute had at first 
be~n theoretically based. r..crtainly. at the 
present I'I'IOlOOnt there was no room in his mind 
for such considerations. lle was fully occupied 
with the conflict bet\veen his resolution not to 
trust these men, never again to be lured by any 
bait into a real co-operation , and the terrible 
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strength -- like a tide sucking at the 
shingle as it goes out -- of an opposite 
emotion. For here, here surely at last 
(s o his desire whispered to him) was the 
true inner circle of all, tl1e circle ~hose 
centre \\'as outside the human race -- the 
ultimate secret, the suprere pCJ\o.·er, the 
last initiation. The fact that it was 
almost completely horrible did not in the 
least diminish its attraction. Nothing that 
lacked the tang of horror would have been 
quite strong enough to satisfy the delirious 
excitement which now set his temples 
hammering. (259-260) 
From somewhere carne the counter-attack, a piece of rational knowledge 
the spellbound ~tark could not have acquired through his own captive 
resources. 
It came into his mind that Frost knew all 
about this excitement, and also about the 
opposite detenminat1on, and reckoned securely 
on the excitement as something which was 
certain to carry the day in his victim's 
mind. (260) 
He lapaed mcrnentarily into nuane11. 
Already he was with Jane and with all she 
syrrbolised. Indeed, it was he \o~ho was in 
the front line: Jane was almost a non-
combatant • • • 8 
TI1e approval of one's own conscience is a 
very heady draught~ and specially for those 
who are not accustomed to it4 Within b.;o 
minutes Mark passed from that first in-
voluntary sense of liberation to a conscious 
attitude of courage, and thence into un-
restrained heroics • 
. .. . ._., .. ~··········· It wasn' t everyone, after all, who could have 
resisted an invitation like Frost's. An 
1nvitation that beckoned you right across the 
frontiers of human life • • • . (268) 
... 133~ 
Certain that he is safe from tl1e influence of the~- I. c. E. and of 
Frost in particular, ~larl-. placidly c-.ansiders his victory O\cr them. He 
arrives at the reasonable cmclusion that he no longer can be terrq>tcd 
into their midst; ''how it would have attracted him meet" (268) 
These words are a call to anns. As if the idea of his being safe 
were a challenge to battle. the onslaught of temptatioo revives and 
dispells both the idea of security and the emotional need for it. 
Suddenly, like a thing that leaped to him 
across infinite distances with the speed 
of light, desire (salt, black, ravenous. 
unanswerable desire) took him by the 
throat. The merest hint wi 11 convey to 
those who have felt it the quality of the 
emotion which nCM shook him, like a dog 
shaking a rat; for others, no description 
perhaps will avail • 
............... 11\ .... - •••• 
Everyth1ng else that ~lark had ever felt ·-
love, ambition, hunger, lust itself 
appeared to have been rnere milk and water, 
toys for children. not worth one throb of 
the nerves~ The 1nfinite attraction of 
this dark thing sucked all other pass1ons 
into itself: the rest of the world 
appeared blenched, etiolated. insipid, a 
world of white marriages and white masses. 
dishes witl1out salt, gambling for counters. (268) 
So vivid is his experience of desire that ~~rk attributes its force to 
the actions of living, although unknown and invisible, beings. 
These creatures of which Frost had spoken ·-
and he did not doubt now tl1at tl1ey were 
locally present with him in the cell --
breathed death on the human race and on all 
joy. i ot despite tl1is but because of this, 
the terrible gravitation sucked and tugged 
and fascinated him t~.,rards them. (269) 
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Harsh reality, like cold water splashed on a sleep·nwnbed face, 
restores his reason . He and the : . I . c. E. arc llU.ltually attracti\ie, 
but if or when the organization ceased to regard him favorably, most 
likely he would be c 1 imina ted. He , l-lark Studdock, would die be 
murdered -- \.:hen sorooone in the nebulous hierard1y of the ~ . I. C. E. 
pronounced him useless. With that, t-lark regained corrmand of himself. 
As soon as he thought of that, he becrure once 
more aware of the cell -- the little hard 
white crrpty place with the glaring light, in 
which he found himself sitting on the floor. 
lie blinked his eyes. He could not remcnber 
that it had been visible for the last few 
minutes. \'there has he been? Jlis mind "'as clear 
now at any rate •••• Of course they meant 
to kill him in the end unless he could rescue 
himself by his own wits. \';hat had he been 
tl1inking and feel ing while he forgot that? (269) 
Unrelenting compromise has all but destroyed ~lark. \'lithout his being 
aware of the cumulative effect of deceit and half-truth upon his moral 
instincts, he has lost the strength to assume a determined posture 
against selfish desires. 'r\'hile he has weakened himself morally • he has 
not destroyed himself altogether • however. He is not yet depraved. 
Thus, in time he begins to understand to~hat has happened to him. 
Gradually he realized that he had sustained 
some sort of attack. and that he had put up no 
resistance at all; and with that realization a 
quite new kind of dread entered his mind. Though 
he was theoretically a materialist, he had all his 
life believed quite inconsistently, and even 
carelessly, in the freedom of his OM'l will. lie 
had seldom made a moral resolution, and tmen he 
had resolved some hours ago to trust the Belbury 
crm11 no further, he had taken it for granted that 
he would be able to do what he resolved. (269) 
He docs not realize that moral irresolution has made him a helpless 
victim susceptible to the unseen but real evil maintaining .i tsclf in the 
LDli verse and flourishing among the N. L C. E. ~lark has progressed so 
1i ttle in his retreat from the maze of Belbu:ry rclat ionships that he 
has merely vwed to treat the 1\. I. C. E. much as it '~ould be likely to 
treat him; capriciously. 
lie knC\'1, to be sure, that he might "change 
his mind"; but till he did so, of course 
he would carry out his plan. (269) 
He cannot know that evil continues to find him vulnerable and. hence, 
attractive because he has failed again to be hoocst with himself. Having 
believed himself to be the sole guardian of his m1nd and will, it shocks 
him to realize that events of the past few hours belie such a cooviction. 
It had never occurred to him that h1s mind 
could thus be changed for him, all in an 
instant of time. changed beyond recoani ti on. ( 269) 
A wave of self-pity tempts Mark to console himself for the failure of 
his first valiant effort to be resolute~ and he ra1ls at the cosmos. 
• . • the very first morrent you tried to be 
good, the universe let you down. It revealed 
gaps you had never dreamed of. It invented 
new laws for the express purpose of letting 
you down. That '"as what you got for your 
pains. (270) 
As if they are symptoms of a disease, signs of the next attack --
a "flavor" of "the other mood" (2 70) -- quickly succeed ~lark's pouting 
self-indulgence. '~ith them comes despair~ ~~rk Studdock would do 
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anytlung to avo1d being stricken again. lie senses tl1at his si tuaticn 
has becaoo a natter of necessity. 
CJl not tl1at, at any price. He clenched 
his hands. No, no, no. lie could not 
stand this JIU.Jch longer. He wanted Jane; 
he wanted ~Irs. Dini>le; he wanted Denniston. 
He wanted so~tebo<.ly or som thi11J· 'Oh don' t• 
don't let Jre go back into it," he said; 
and then louder, "don't, don't." All 
that could in any sense be called himself 
went into tl1at cry; •••• (270) 
Ni if the universe itself were satisfied to kn<J\\· that Hark had at 
last decided what it was he really wanted, as if it were capable of 
lifting up as well as "letting ••• down," it sent "sorebody or 
sonctlling" to his rescue. 
• • • the dreadful consc1.ousness of having played 
his last card began to tum sl~ly into a sort 
of peace. There was nothing more to be done. 
Unconsciously he allowed his trn..lSCles to relax. 
His yOl.mg body was very tired by this tire and 
even the hard floor was grateful to it. The 
ce 11 also seemed to be sOJrehow emptied and 
purged, as if it too were tired after tile 
conflicts it had witnessed -- emptied like 
a sky after rain, tired like a child after weeping. 
A dim consciousness that tile night must he nearly 
ended stole over him, and he fell asleep. (270) 
~~rk Studdock is man who does not know that he is a fallen creature 
because he has never acknowledged or believed in the Genesis myth. 
Furthermore, he docs not knav why he should be otiler tl1an who it pleases 
him to be. In the irrpersonal universe of tile materialist, life is 
nothing more nor less tilan a series of opportuni tics Non or lost, an 
easy game in constant flux played without scruples. For tile materialist 
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with training in science like ~tark, the game of li fc can be plaved \d th 
calculated accuracy . He had begun early in life to play as do expert 
materialists, beginning hith his practiced treat~rent of people as 
objects. He might ha\e succeeded in mastering the ~. I. C. E. rrcni>crs 
once he had gotten "in" among them, had they not first succeeded in 
mastering him. ~larl, Studdoc.k did not like being treated as an olnect 
for Wither, Fairy, Feverstone, and, nm.;, Frost, to use at will. He 
n~ knew himself to be a person who needed the simple COJll>any of other 
persons in o1·der to be happy. Therein lay his cure as a human being 
and the fulfillment of his potential as a cosmic creature . lie had 
taken the first step tCJ~~.ard that consciousness "''hich distinguished 
between good and evil, people and things • God and self. lie had groped 
his way far enough out of a cocoon of self-coocern, out of the "deepest 
and darkest vault of its labyrinthine house," (268) so that he was 
accessible to reason, to facts, to ultimate reality and eternal rescue. 
To the contrary ideas of Frost ("'~1otives are not the causes of 
action but its by-products.'" [296]); to the petty, increasingly obscene 
gestures he must make routinely as a candidate for admission to the 
N. I . C. E., ~lark instinctively, then consciously, seeks alternatives. 
For example • he finds Frost himself intolerable, and suppresses a 
growing urge to strike him. 
"I get the idea," said ~1ark though with 
an inward reservation that his present 
instinctive desire to batter the Professor's 
face into a jelly would take a good deal of 
destroying. (296) 
lie rejects with mounting vengeance the lop-s1.ded training room ,.,.ith its 
irregular ceiling spots where he makes biz.arre • automatic responses to 
Frost's directions. He learns instead to respond to cawentional 1dcas 
like that of the "Straight or the Nomal," (310) an appealing thought 
which gradually assumes a central place in his mind. TI1ere, untouched 
by Frost, by objectivity training, by Hark himself, the Straight or the 
Normal becOTOOs the inspiration for his sanity. 
[It} ••• grew stronger and more solid 1n his 
mind till it had become a kind of mountain •••• 
when his head was continually attacked and often 
completely filled with the clinging corruption 
of the training, this Idea towered above him $-
something which obviously existed quite 
independently of himself and had hard rock 
surfaces which would not give • surfaces he 
could cling to. (310) 
Capable now of distinguishing between himself and an unalterable 
reality beyond self, Mark is but an experience away from learning to 
see the mortal face of the Idea to which he has stubbornly, desperately 
clung. In tl1e training room Frost charges him to defile a piece of 
wood vividly carved in the "ghastly and realistic Spanish tradition," (334) 
Tile early Jane in her most disgracefully selfish moments would have 
hesitated to abuse the figure on tl1e crucifix because even then she had 
been vaguely religious. ller husband, unused to thinking in terms of 
faith in tl1e supernatural, proceeds with caution • considering whether 
he will hLUllor Frost and follow instructions.. l'vhat harm could come from 
a piece of ,.,.ood? TI1e Idea of the Straight and Noma! ,.,.hich has recently 
sustained him is seemingly unrelated to tl1e disturbing work on the 
floor . Yet for some reason ~lark discovers that he cannot ignore the 
contorted person, its central image, ~ithout assurance that the Idea 
and the image have no hearing on one another. For the monx.mt he \-:ould 
~r:i thhold rude treatment fran the "carved im.."lge of such agony.' ' (335) 
He is contused, but his nm~est state of mind is healthy and honest, 
• ,I 
more open to finding the truth ,it has, pcrl1ap::;, ever been. 
With the introduction of this 01ristian 
symbol the whole situation had sornehO\" 
altered. The thing was becoming 1n 
calculable . His simple antitl1esis of 
the Nonnal and the Diseased has obviously 
failed to take sometl1ing into account. 
h'hy was the crucifix tl1ere? \\l1y M?rc 
more than half tl1e poison-pictures 
religious? He had the sense of nC\\· 
parties to the conflict -- potential 
allies and enemies ''hid1 he had not 
suspected before. (335) 
Mark does not have an5\\ers at the moment. Rather, he is filled \d th 
quesbons to which must be asked and resolved before he would know 
precisely what he would do here and why. To himself he explains the 
predicament as a physical matter, 
"If I take a step in any direction, 
I may step over a precipice." (335) • • • 
and resolves to go no further with training in N. I. C, E. objectivity: 
A donkey-like determination to plant 
hoofs and stay still at all costs arose 
in his mind. (335) 
To Frost, ~~rk voices resistance. 
"It's all bloody nonsense, and I 'm danned 
if I do any such thing." (337) 
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n1at was that. Perhaps Dini>le had been correct . Pernaps his 
invol veJOOnt with the N. I. C. E. "''as, in fact, a matter no less serious 
than that of his being "danneu." If so, he ~·ould first haYe to k-now 
about the figure on the carved cross. He would ask until he ,.,.as 
satisfied that Olristianity was or was not fictitious, "a fable." (337) 
lie would find out '"hether the universe was false and "a cheat" (337) 
for all who suffer. ~·canwhile . the lessons were fimshed. TI1ey had 
taught him more than Frost knew. 
The blood.y demise of the N. I. c. E. through l>lerlin and the p01.;ers 
of Deep Heaven does not irrmecliately affect all its rnerrbers. Several 
inner circle figures escape the chaotic banquet hall where l>lerlin and the 
experimental animals he has freed stalk the "scientific" tonnentors 
of the N. I . C. E. , seeking JUSt revenge. Those who flee must depend 
upon the1 r 01m resources in order to survive, for ~lerlin has invoked 
the curse of Babel upon the N. I. C. E., and their speech is 
unintelligible to themselves and others. Having granted them a 
momentary reprieve that they might at last welcome the limitations of 
their humanity, Lewis allows Straik) Filostrato, and the tormentor of 
t-1ark Studdock to hear only the voices of their consciences, among the 
unfailing vestiges of goodness which their self-idolatry has not yet 
destroyed. 
Professor Frost, master of objectivity, persisted in denying the 
impulses for good welling up in his heart, addressing his consciousness. 
Unlike the Lady Tinidril, who rejoiced to discover that she had a 
conscious self guiding the actions of her body and permitting her to 
glorify ~~leldil in deed as ~ell as thought, Frost in his last moments 
of mortality rescnbled his fonner associate, Keston. For each, life 
as a derived being eternally subordinate to his Creator had been an 
agonized act of negation and endurance rather than a jorful expression 
of acceptance and praise for the gift of his life. Ead1 had borne the 
dictates of his Alongside consc~ous self until such time as he 
succeeded in creating a rationale allO\-ring him to he happy without 
hav1ng to consider the moral, i. e., divine, tendenc.:ies inherent in him 
as a human creature. They and their N. I. C. E. associates regarded 
the need to distinguish right from l-rrong as a matter of mind. a Yolatile 
situation arising from physical conditions in the body. ~loral 
distinctions were, therefore, abstractions to be repressed or ignored. 
A product of the imagination, d1emically induced, was not sufficient 
reason for doing one thing and not another. One respected the body, 
the true master of the "self,'' rather than obey the impulses of heart 
or mind. In Frost, the divorce of mind and heart from body neared its 
triumphal conclusion. 
For many years ••• [Frost] had theoretically 
believed that all '"hich appears in the mind 
as motive or intention is merely a by-product 
of what the body is doing. But for the last 
year or so -- since he had been initiated --
he had begun to taste as fact what he had 
long held as theory. Increasingly, his actions 
had been without motive . He did this and that, 
he said thus and thus, and did not know lvhy. 
His mind was a mere spectator. (35 7) 
A self-made automaton, Frost began mechanically to seal his eternal doom. 
strangely irritated at having to observe himself departing from the 
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banquet room at Bclbury • 
• • • never, until this evening, had he been 
quite so vividly aware that the body and its 
movements were tlte only rcali ty, that the 
self l-:hich seemed to watch the body leaving 
the Jining room • • • was a nonentity. 
How infuriating that the body should have 
power thus to project a phantom self! (357) 
At a corner in time Frost, like Jane, ~~rk, and Ransom on Perelandra, 
beheld that singular perception of himself ,.,hich allO\o~ed him to under-
stand that his former life was the shadow rather than the substance of 
rcali ty. Whatever it was that he alone needed to kna.v about himself 
before he could truly live as a lvhole creature of ~tale ldi 1, this now 
came to him as an urgent necessity demanding his attention, cnvai ting his 
invitation to ass\.JJOO its rightful place in his being. Frost scnv, under-
stood, and renounced . for a last time. To him, as to Weston, crure 
real death. 
Like the clockwork figure he had chosen to be, 
his stiff body, now terribly cold, walked back 
into the Cbjecti ve Room, poured out the petrol 
and threw a lighted match into the pile. Not 
till then did his controllers allO\o~ him to 
suspect that death itself might not after all 
cure the illusion of being a soul -- nay, might 
prove the entry into a world where that 
illusion raged infinite and unchecked. Escape 
for the soul, if not for the body, ,.,as offered 
him. He becrure able to kna..,r (and sinul taneously 
refused the knowledge) that he had been wrong 
from the beginning, that souls and personal 
responsibility existed.. He half saw: he 
wholly hated. The physical torture of the 
burning was not fiercer than his hatred of 
that. With one supreme effort he flung 
himself back into his illusion. In that attitude 
eternity overtook him as sunrise in old tales over-
takes and turns them into unchangeable stone. (358) 
Epilogue 
Morality lS indispensable; but the Divine Li fc, 
which gives itself to us and \\-"hid1 calls us to be 
gods, intends for us something in whid1 morality 
will be swallowed up. We arc to be re~made. All 
the rabbit in us is to disappear -- the l\'orried. 
conscientious . ethical rabbit as well as the 
cowardly and sensual rabbit. We shall bleed and 
squeal as the handfuls of fur come out; anu then. 
surprisingly, we shall find underneath 1 t all a 
thing we have never yet imagin(:d: a real Han, 
an ageless god, a son of God, strong, radiant, l\'ise, 
beautiful. and drenched in joy . 
·ft~····-.-.···.,······· ···•• •tr~ ~k:>rality is a mountain which \\e cannot clinb by 
our own efforts; and if we could ,,·e should only 
perish in the ice and unbreathable air of the 
sUJTillit, lacking those wings with which the rest 
of the journey has to be acco~lished. For it is 
from there that the real ascent begins. The ropes 
alliraxes are 'done cnvay' and the rest 1s a matter 
of flying . 
SU.o-J STU150i'-1; 
C. S. Lewis, God in the Dock, 
pp. 112, 113. 
With _mounting violence; bi til}g!l_. 
Yes. now you know. Now you know! That's what it 
was to be alive. To move ru)out in a cloud of 
ignorance; to go up and down trampling on the 
feelings of those • • • of those about you. To 
spend and waste time as though you had millions 
of years. To be ahvays at the mercy of one 
self-centered passion, or another. NO\v you 
know -- that's the happy existence you ,,anted 
to go back to. Ignorance and blindness. 
-- TI10rnton Wilder, Our Too.m, p. 101. 
\\nat is said of the space-trilogy regarding its effectiveness as 
a coherent defense of On·istiani ty llUSt involve a final assess100nt of 
the human nature it reflects and t ransfonns. As Frye has said of the 
evolutionary tendency of a literary work • it may happen that an author 
discreetly propels his \.YOrk te7t'lard the '!!l,_tho,s of comedy and union or 
te7t'lard that of irony and dissolution. Perhaps no more than "a sentence 
or two"65 detennines his ultimate intention. Like grace notes in a 
song, the few words whid1 conclude the story of Ransom and simultaneously 
perfect the trilogy indicate that it has developed from a romance into 
myth. For Ransom, at least, the space- tri logy has been a divine c0100dy: 
"I suppose you got to go. Sir?" said Ivy. 
"My dear." said he. ''what else is there to 
do? 1 have not grown a day or an hour since 
I CCli'OO back from Perelandra. There is no 
natural death to look foJWard to ~ • • • " C.!!,!§.. 36 7) 
~o/steriously released from the confines of his humanity, Ransom 
is a mythic rather than a low mimetic figure at the conclusion of the 
trilogy. We have folle7t'led him, as we have follO\v-ed t.lark and Jane • 
through a maze of human feelings and misconceptions until each had 
outgre7t'ln the limits of self~sufficiency. That the sequence of active 
and contemplative events on Perelandra, portrayed through narrative and 
modal structures, is the key to the mythic stature of Ransom we must 
believe, for Lewis gives us no other opportunity to see where or how 
he might have grO\m into the masterful cllaracter of TIIS. In the midst 
of his paradisial venture, he beheld the ways of life and of death through 
the presence of t.laleldil and Un-man, respectively. And he cllose the '"ay 
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of ~laleldil, not without anguish or fear but, at the very least, 
willingly. If eternal lifu bclonRS to Ransom. it is so not primarily 
because he has earned it but because it is the promise of the Cl1ristian 
myth that those who choose the will of t-Ialeldil shall not d1e. 
Hark and Jane, like the early Ransom, know the emotional crises 
which Lewis has used to dramatize the death throes of the old se 1f. 
As low mimetic figures for the major portion of the third book, they, too ~ 
experience the fright, anxiety, doubt, disbelief, overwecn1ng pride, 
the self-centered will first displayed in Ransom before his meeting 
with Oyarsa. Each is intractably selfish and engaged m h1s or her 0\-m 
hnakra-hunt for recognition before the abrupt • unexpected events with 
which Lewis signals the advent of ultimate reality disturb their self-
contained lives. Forced to undergo an honest appraisal of what to do 
rather than how to be content~ each of the Studdocks follows Ransom in 
a quest for answers. In a manner appropriate to the understanding of 
each 1 and one symbolizing both the lDliqueness of each creature and of 
his relationship to his Creator, 1-laleldil appears as a certainty to 
which the whole body responds. To Mark, He is yet an Idea, a supreme 
appeal to his reason . To Jane who has progressed beyond intellectual 
confrontation of the idea or possibility of divinity as a Person, He 
asserts His existence.. The Studdocks, too, choose the way of t-1aleldil, 
although ~lark has yet to know the lD'lion of mind and body • idea and being, 
which will tell him that l~taleldil is as alive and "real" as he . Jane 
Studdock~ ti1e insp1ration of her husband because she is an untarnished 
ideal rich in "deep we Us and knee-deep meadows of happiness, rivers 
of freshness, enchanted gardens of leisure," (TI1S, 24 7) remains an 
-
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experience beyond him. She awaits him there \\i th Maleldil. The 
Christian pror.tise lo..fudt has been realized in the creation of an imr.10rtal 
Ransom is also theirs . 
As a literary form, the space-trilogy proclaims in remorahle tenns 
that it is our promise, as well, if we do not overlook the fact that 
Weston and rrost also demonstrate the eternal truth of ,,hich the 
01rist ian assurance of unending life is a partial expression. TI1ese 
h • 1 d } • .l th h II • 1 • • } 1166 arc t c tr1 ogy 1aractcrs w1o re~u us at t c un1versa pr1nc1p e 
they • too, realize is a matter none other than that of having our hi shes 
granted eternally. For this reason Le\..·is has used the basic structure 
of the romantic mythos to convey his belief in the universe as the domain 
which God shares with us; where, because of Him, anything is possible; 
where the unexpected and the fantastic are ordinary events which 
s~timcs becOJre those glimpses of eternity which \ve call "myth" in 
li teraturo. Beyond the romantic structure he has reached for the 
cterni ty of which we are • and shall continue to be, a part as favored 
or rejected creatures. Lewis has created myth from romance through the 
lives of Ransom, the Studdocks, Weston and Frost: ,, • 4 • in myth the 
imagined events are the body and something inexpressible is the soul: 
the words, or mime , or film, or pictorial series are not even clothes 
they are not nruch more than a telephone. ••67 He has given us an 
unobstructed view of the heroic psyche through fle modal structure of the 
trilogy. Ironically • the heroic psyche of the Olristian myth is nruch 
like ours. Like Ransom, t>lark, and Jane, we are potentially Olristian 
heroes with victories to win over our lesser earthly selves. 
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It is the present life "hich is the 
diminution. the syrrbol, the etiolated, 
• • , • If flesh and blood cannot 
inherit the kingdom, that is not 
because they are too solid, too gross • 
too distinct, too "illustnous with 
being. " They are too fhmsy" too 
transitory, too phantasmal. oo 
We sense that we are journeying to some\.ffiere • that ,.,e are being 
urged m.,ray from our quiet back roads to Sterk. What we may fail to 
remember is that our tmease is a response to a call -- perhaps from an 
Oyarsa. at first we have failed to recognize . It is a call to 
life from t-laleldil.. 
He conunands us to do slO\ofly and blunderingly 
what He could do perfectly and in the 
twinkling of an eye • 
.......... ~~ ....... ,. ~ -"'·~· 
We are not mere recipients or spectators. 
We are either privileged to share in the 
game or compelled to collaborate in the work, 
• • • • Is this amazing process simply 
Creation going on before our eyes? This is 
how (no light matter) God makes sometg~ng --
indeed • makes gods -- out of nothing., 
The space~trilogy demonstrates repeatedly throuw1 the five major 
characters of Ransom, Jane, t-1ark, Weston, and Frost that \-.re cannot 
escape inheriting eternally the perfection of ourselves as godly beings 
or idolatrous vacuums of self-love. The ways of the doctrines of man's 
Fall and of his Creator's Incarnation and Resurrection in order to rescue 
him from himself have appeared in the trilogy as vital, inevitable 
matters of choice~ The vivid portraits of Un-man and of ti1e fixed robot 
and human torch, Frost. together witi1 the majestic character of the later 
Ransom, are reminders of the horrors and the joys which are the promises 
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of a life fulfilled within a personal universe. And it is this, the 
power of inevitability, ~ilich is the hallmark of authentic art. Barrett 
has said. 70 TI1e space a trilogy is indeed au then tic in its faithful 
depiction of ourselves as creatures: "it shows us where we stand. 
whether or not we choose to understand it.',7l Whether it is effective 
apologetic literature is a matter the reader alone will determine 
through the course of his life. C. s. Lewis has described the battle 
and let us glimpse its outcome~ 
Once again the artist and the sp~nner of 
tales proves the best persuader.72 
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" •• all artS\\'ers deceive. If ye put the 
question from within Time and are asking about 
possibilities, the answer is certain. The choice 
of ways is before you. Neither is closed. Any 
man may d1oose eternal death. Those who choose it 
will have it. But if ye are trying to leap on into 
eternity. if ye are trying to see the final state of 
all things as it will be (for so ye must speak) \<Jhen 
there are no more-pO:Ssibilities left but only the 
Real, then ye ask what cannot he answered to mortal 
ears. Time is the very lens through which ye see --
small and clear, as men see through the wrone end of 
a telescope - someth1ng that would otherwise be too 
big for ye to see at all. That thing is freedom: 
the gift whereby ye most reseni:>le your ~taker and are 
yourselves parts of eternal reality. But ye can see 
it only through the lens of Time, in a little clear 
picture. through the inverted telescope. It is a 
picture of moments following one another and your-
self in each moment making some choice that might 
might have been otheJWise. 
"The Lord said we were gods . Ha.,r long could ye 
bear to look (without Time's lens) on the greatness 
of your own soul and the eternal reality of her 
choice?" 
C. S. Lewis • TI1e Great Divorce • 
pp. 124~ 125. 
